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Decca launches to®

Hadigf to 010
as fcpyfy m.d.
COLIN HADLl-^ has been
appointed deputy managing
director of GTO Records, lie will
lake up the position on September
1. Managing director, Dick Leahy
commented that his relationship
with Hadley had begun at Bell
when he contracted the services of
Had ley's McKmlcy Marketing
Consultancy. Hadley has more
than 20 years experience in the
record business. He was director of
World Records, Bye Records
(Sales), Soho Record Shops,
Record Merchandisers and Anchor.
JIMMY HANKS, LMLs assistant
general sales manager, has
relinquished his involvement in the
multiple and distributor liaison
fields. Taking over as multiple
controller is Mike Gardner who
was organisational and
development manager of the LMl
Music Centre scheme. Mike
Cummerford, national sales
manager, assumes the additional
responsibility for distributor
liaison.
PAUL 1 LLDMAN, financial
marketing administrator at RCA.
has left to become joint managing
director, with Warren Goldberg, of
Simons Records, a new wholesale
and import company which is
being set up with the aim of
helping the small retailer. Simons
Records is a sister company to
Simons Sales Stores.
GARY MANN, tape promotions
manager at Decca. has been
appointed assistant tape marketing
manager at Phonogram, reporting
to Dave Adams. His duties will
include product scheduling and the
development of mid-price product.
Mann (23) has been with Decca
for two years, during which he
represented the company on the
British Recorded Tape
Development Committee, and was
the youngest member. During his
lime at Decca, company tape sales
there have soared by more than 150
per cent.
IRANCTS BURC.LSS has been
appointed production controller at
newly-independent Motown UK.
She was previously tape product
controller at CBS for two years.
NIGl'l MASON, promotion and
professional manager at RCA's
Sunbury Music, has been
transferred to the record division
promotion department, as from
September 1.
ALI-.X MHARS, financial director
of Music for Pleasure, has been
appointed LMl Group royalties
controller, reporting to financial
controller, Peter I layman.
DA VP. ANTHONY is leaving
Radio Lorlh at the end of the
month. Anthony joined the station
from UBN, and prior to that
worked for Radio I uxembourg
and Radio 1 Tony Allen will take
over his show from 2.004.30
initially until the autumn
schedules arc announced -in
September. Also leaving at the
same time is Barbara Brown who
hosted several chat shows, and
station freelance Tom Bell joins
the staff taking over her duties.

good to tar07 Mint
years ago. but serious discussions
by ADAM WHITL
DLCCA IS introducing a new
about the form it would take were
I merald subsidiary. Mint, later this
held in 1973. "We were aware that
month. But there will be no major
a lot of product released on
launch or publicity campaign for
Lmerald was indelibly stamped
the label's first single. Love Is
with an Irish image," Mint label
(CHLW 1), by I ran O'Toole - the
manager Jon Donaldson told Music
Miami Showband member shot
Week, "and in certain parts of the
dead in a terrorist incident in
UK, this has impeded sales
Northern Ireland several weeks
occasionally. "This is obviously
ago.
unavoidable with certain product,
Mint's debut with the O'Toole
but other material does not
disc was scheduled before the
deserve to be limited 111 that way.
singer died, and Decca decided to
Mint has been introduced to
go ahead with its plans. Royalties
circumvent the problem."
from the record arc expected to
Mini's second release will give
go to O'TooIc's widow.
Decca the best opportunity of
The original idea for Mint was
promoting (he new label,
mooted by Decca as long as three
Donaldson concluded.

mm
HOLLOWING RECENT Granada takeover. Transatlantic
m.d. Nat Joseph soon to announce important
developments in publishing and full-price classical
activity on instructions from the board, Record
Merchandisers September conference in Corfu switched
to Brighton, despite company's current excellent sales
performance next Who album to be released on
Polydor, not Track departure of lead singer Peter
Gabriel from Genesis confirmed another Radio 1
personality rumoured likely to be recruited soon by Alan
Keen for Radio Luxembourg.
LOUIS BENJAMIN confident the Frank Sinatra's decision
to play London Palladium will encourage other American
topliners to follow - but hopefully dinner will not be
served Panther Books publishing in paperback, Robert
Greenfield's A Journey Through America With The
Rolling Stones, an account of their 1972 lour on the
move
Anne Munday, professional manager of Elton
John and Bcrnie Taupin's Big Pig Music rare Radio 2
broadcast on Bank Moliday Monday by veteran dj Jack
Jackson.

Fhorouram pysh isteni wimers
LOVI. TOGLTHI'R, a young
Lnglish group which was part of
the winning UK team at the
Ostend International Song festival
will be given extensive
promotional support by
Phonogram throughout Lurope.
Phonogram-Belgium is releasing a
single of The More You Say/If It
1 eels Good Do It, the two songs
performed in the contest. Love
Together was discovered by
London Weekend TV and
Phonogram issued as a single,
Round I-!very Corner, which LWT

KS

WaS using as a theme song for a
Saturday morning programme.
They will appear on the first of a
new series of Opportunity Knocks
on September 9.
Six countries competed in the
Ostend l estival which replaced the
long-running Knokkc festival. It
was covered by Belgian and Dutch
television and German radio. The
Lnglish team along with Love
Together comprised Peter Oliver
(ex-New Seekers) and Maxinc
Nightingale, under the captaincy
of J. Vincent Ldwards.

ALTHOUGH MOUNTAIN moving to Mahommed.
Phonogram claims two more albums due from Sensational
Alex Harvey before his move to EMI, plus rights to back
catalogue until 1979 will Decca publicise new Emerald
label Mint, with catalogue prefix CHEW, as the record with a
hole in the middle?......all part of these rvice—MW's Phonogram
reporter Peter Jones Villa holidaying in Albufcira around
the corner from Tony Morris - last year he was in same
Italian hotel as Walter Woyda new RCA single Little
Miss Heartbeat by Shabby Tiger written by Ben Findon
and Geoff Wilkins dedicated to Findon's three-year-old
daughter Charlotte.
AFTER THEFT of £3,500-worth of recording equipment
by burglars Island Music's Oxford Street offices gutted by
fire the following week in chartered plane, 250
members of Elvis fan club visiting U.S. to catch their hero
in cabaret at Las Vegas Hilton......on B-side of Jonathan
King's Una Palma Blanca single is a regal plug entitled In
Praise Of UK - no music, just a regal plug there's a
strange story being told by Chrysalis staff that an
employee recently departed after objecting to one of his
superiors feeding live goldfish to pirhanas kept in ferry
Ellis' office - unco-operative artists and managers be
warned.
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PICTURE SHOWS (I to r) team leader ./. I'incenl Hdwards, with Lore
Together winners o f the Hellion International Sonii Lestival.
Lord Be-Bop, who record for
Harvest, are intended to lour
America as soon as negotiations
for such a visit are concluded.
1
LMl HAS signed London based
pop group. Liver, exclusively for
worldwide representation. The deal
was concluded between LMl
dir eel or of marketing and
repertoire. Bob Mercer and the
band's managers. Ken Howard.
Zack Laurence and Alan Blaikley.
Laurence is managing director of
Teleny Music and acts as musical
director to Liver. Howard and
Blaikley arc co-directors of Teleny
and wrote the band's debut single.
Love To Be Loved By You which
is released on LMl on August 29.
BL-BOP DL.LUXi; has signed a
worldwide management deal with
Arnakata Artists which also
represents Strawbs and Hudson

GLNTl.L GIAN T, has signed a UK
recording deal with Chrysalis and
an album, free Hand, is nowavailable. The band is currently on
lour of the U.S. but return to
London in September to make a
showcase appearance at the
Victoria Palace. The deal was
concluded between Chris Wright
Chrysalis chairman, Derek
Shulman of Gentle Giant and ( live
Waller of T'riday management.
MICH AT! I ALTANDARY of Mole
Music has signed a new band
Streetwalkers to Phonogram.
Line-up includes Roger Chapman
and Charlie Whitney, both
ex-Lamily. and with finished tapes
already delivered to Phonogram a
first release on Vertigo is being
scheduled.
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on

denies

tobacco

by I-VAN SENIOR
FEARS THAT heavy tobacco
sponsorship of the arts, music and
recording would bo affected by
recent Government statements on
control of advertising were firmly
scotched this week by the
Department of Health. "It is not
the Government's intention to
prohibit in any way the direct
sponsorship of the arts and
recording", a Health Department
spokesman told Music Week.
"What is being discussed is the
direct advertising. We realise thai
sponsorship of the arts and
recording is handled discreetly and
does not advertise particular
brands of tobacco or push a
product".
Bill Kalluway, head of the
Kallaway Organisation which has
for some time helped to obtain
sponsorship for both public
performance of the arts and the
valuable association between
III III W.. D.
ix. &o- 11.
11- O.
vy. Wills
»» mo
tobacco firm
and Classics for Pleasure, told

clampdown

arts

backing

Music Week "Tobacco companies'
sponsorship of orchestras, musical
competitions and recording is now
running well into six figures
annually, and without it many
musical enterprises would be very
much handicapped.
Main tobacco contributors to
music and recording arc Imperial
Tobacco, the Rothman Group
through its Peter Stuyvesant
Foundation and the Rupert
Foundation, W.D. & 11.0. Wills
and John Players. Wills make a
direct grant annually to the
London Philharmonic Orchestra of
£16.000, and in addition provide
funds, estimated since the
inception of the scheme at some
£130.000 for the Classics for
Pleasure Wills Master scries of
classical recordings. In this
particular case Wills receive some
return in royalties on the sales of
the scries. Music for Pleasure
managing director Richard
Baldwyn
tJUMKi
J u told
LVIVI Music Week "This
« .itc*
help enabled us to start the lirst

Pye-Precisiin

profits

doubled

FROM PAGE 1
profits. With ATV Music chipping
in a further £1.5 million pre-tax.
the Corporation's music activities
accounted for 43 percent of the
group total, compared with
television's 21 percent. Last year
television accounted for 36
percent against 14 percent from
records and tapes and 15 percent
from music publishing.
The adverse affect that the
government's lake is having on the
profitability of the ATV Network
can be seen in the analysis of
group results. Television turnover
of £26.6 million
about
£500.000 more than last year produced a prc-Levy profit of C4.5
million. But with the Levy
deducted it was down to £1.67
million and finally trimmed to
C750.000 by Corporation Tax.
Pye-Precision's pre-tax £2.0 million
profit was based on a turnover of
£11.6 million, while the lower
overheads of ATV Music are
STOP Pi ESSBREAKERS
DO IT AGAIN. Steely Dan.
ABC 4075
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS,
Band Of The Black Watch,
Spark SRL 1 1 28
LIKE A BUTTERFLY, Mac &
Katie Kissoon, State ST AT 9
WALKING THE DOG. Roger
Daltrey, Polydor 2058 628
THE SINGLE GIRL. Sandy
Posey. MGM 2005 533
SOLITAIRE, Carpenters, A&M
AMS 7187
FEEL LIKE MAKIN" LOVE,
Bad Company, Island WIP 6242
CHINESE KUNG FU, Banzai,
Contempo CS 2068
HOW SWEET IT IS, James
Taylor, Warner Brothers K
1 6582
HYPERTENSION. Calendar, All
Platinum 6 146 308
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clearly reflected in the £! ,5
million pre-tax profit on a
turnover of £3.6 million. On a
turnover of £60 million, compared
with £54.8 million in 1974. ATV
group profit before lax amounted
to £5.7 million (£7.2 million),
leaving an after-tax figure of £2.7
million (£3.6 million),
C o m m c n t i ng on the
|»yc-Prccision results, chairman
Louis Benjamin said that the
record industry had "dried up to a
degree" because of the economic
climate and that the two
companies would have to "pull
out all the stops to sustain this
son of result."
Benjamin added that the artists'
roster was being carefully
scrutinised and new distribution or
licensing agreements closely
evaluated. "We could easily
acquire so much catalogue that
would increase our turnover but
on terms which would give us
minimal margins. This would cause
us and other people to suffer. If
the industry is to prosper then
people must co-operate
everybody has to be allowed to
breathe." On the matter of the
recent cutback of 21 members of
the Precision sales force, Benjamin
said that the idea was right but
had been introduced too early.
"We are looking forward to being
able to reinstate them," he added.
Top men at liW
FROM PAGE 1
In the audience measurement
session the speakers will include
Peter Menncer, a director of the
British Market Research Bureau,
who will be presenting an analysis
of the radio listening patterns of
record buyers and illustrating the
value of this area of market
research to radio stations and
record companies.
Other speakers and panellists
already set for the Forum inelude
Donald McLean, managing director

new-recording budget series. So lar
it has. allowed us to make 36 new
recordings, all of which ol course
bear the Wills name on the sleeve,
but with no reference to tobacco
or any particular brand". In the
last four years the Wills Master
series has sold just on a million
discs.
The Peter Stuyvesant
Foundation makes an annual grant
of £12,000 to the London
Symphony Orchestra and also
maintains annual scholarships to
the London Opera Centre, training
school for young singers, to the
extent of about £1,000 a year.
Also. through the Rupert
Foundation, the same organisation
-sponsors the annual International
Conductors' Competition in
association with the l.SO. Imperial
Tobacco made this year a direct
contribution, in association with
the Midland Bank, towards
mounting costs of the new Covcnt
Garden production of Verdi's
opera A Masked Ball, seen earlier
in the year on BBC Television, and
is sponsoring the coming Bristol
Cello Competition run in
association with cellist Paul
Tortclicr in October, costs ol
which arc estimated to run well
over four figures.
Capitol sales
CAPITOL INDUSTRIES, EMI's
American subsidiary, turned in
profits of 5.2 million dollars for
the year ending June 30, against
7.3 million dollars for the previous
year.
But, said EMI group chairman
John Read, the overall results were
better than expected. Capitol's 5.2
million-dollar profit was based on
sales of 125 million dollars. In 1974
sales amounted to 141.6 million
dollars.

Only

of

a

matter

time—Krieger

FROM PAGE 1
throw too much money away on
the artist side and pmch the
retailer too much. In addition
there is the problem ol stock
deterioration. Probably the only
other means of survivaL which wc
arc looking at very seriously, is to
cut out back catalogue, discount
chart albums and fill the ^shops
with high mark-up deletions.
The suggested new retailer
margin, which the GRRC has been
campaigning for in recent weeks, is
40 per cent minimum. This week,
Island Record announced that in
response to GRRC pressure, us
reported in Music Week, on the
subject of margins the company
was increasing its own margins on
records from 36^ to 37!/2 per cent
and on tapes from 30 per cent to
321/2 per cent.
This coincides with price
increases by Island which raise
singles to 60p (from 55p), full
price albums to £2.99 (with a
dealer price of £1.73 and double
albums to £3.99 with a dealer
price of £2.31. Cassettes and
cartridges arc now £3.15 (dealer
price £ 1.97).
Island sales manager, Fred
Cantrcll said that he appreciated
the problems arising from the
inflationary spiral and added. "Wc
have an extremely strong
reputation for breaking new acts
and this is our way of ensuring
that retailers can continue to
support us with new acts us well
as established artists."
However, the margin falls far
short of the 40 per cent being
demanded by the GRRC.
Although it is to be regarded as a
step in the right direction Kricgcr
commented: "It is not enough."
The next move by the GRRC
on dealer margins will be

Cliff Richard in Russia
FROM PAGE 1
songs for consideration and these
giving EMI access to Russian-made will be whittled down to a dozen
classical recordings, it is the first recorded with English lyrics.
Braitliwaitc added that
time that pop music has ever been
Mclodiya would have licensing
included.
Paul Braithwaile told Music rights to all Comccon countries
Week: "It is certainly a major (the Soviet Bloc equivalent to the
breakthrough with the Russians EEC) including Bulgaria, Rumania
and we arc hoping that Cliff and Czechoslovakia. It is also
Richard's visit to the USSR will hoped that Richard will be able to
create a precedent. Although the tie-in some personal appearances in
deal is. as yet. still only in draft the USSR while recording
we seem to have reached the stage
"Cliff Richard was chosen to
where pop music is now record in Russia because of all our
acceptable in Russia and they arc EMI artists, he is the one we get
prepared to record Western artists the most enquiries from Russians
there."
about," commented Braithwaitc.
If the deal is finalised, Richard "He seems to have quite a
will record in Mclodiya's studios following there, despite that his
for ton clays, taking with him his records have never even been
own producer and arranger. imported into the USSR
the
Mclodiva will submit 25 Russian Russians do however listen to a lot
pf Western radio.
"The Russian delegation from
radio forum
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga were very
of F.mison; Antony Dean, director keen to negotiate, while here
of the radio programme division of during their recent visit, and
the Furopean Broadcasting Union,
seemed anxious to break into
Chris Denning, Cecilia Garnelt and
another area of music aside from
Alan Freeman.
classical.
The Music Week Broadcasting
Under this agreement Richard's
Forum, the first event of its kind
album should eventually he
in the UK, will be staged in the
released worldwide."
s u pe r b I y -eq u i p pe d conference
The Russian market is still very
complex of the Heathrow Hotel,
much an unknown quantity, but it
with one of the most sophisticated
is believed to be one of the biggest
video theatres in Furope.
in the world with potential sales
of up to seven million on one
© Registration details page 39.
title.

considered at the next meeting of
the committee, which will ;iiso
discuss ways to recommend to its
members for making business more
viable m the present financial
climate. The meeting will consider
recommending that 1
Members
reduce slow-moving catalogue
stock by at least 10 per cent; 2 Severely prune stocks of budget
albums which it is claimed have
not proved to sell in the quantities
promised. Retailers may also be
asked to fill out a questionnaire
outlining their fixed costs over the
last two years with some projected
idea of fixed costs for the current
financial year.
This last will give the
committee statistics which can be
used as a lever when approaching
the Prices Commission with a view
to persuading them to consider
higher margins for the dealer in
the next round of record company
price increases.
Haekney
carrisgi
for rtstuoTC
FROM PAGE 1
parcelling up returns. The
company representative calls each
week to collect the records boxed
for the appropriate companies.
The service undertakes to have
them delivered by the following
day and no payment is required
until the following week when the
customer is given a receipt signed
by the distributor's returns
department.
Charges vary according to the
weight of the parcels. The
minimum charge is 40p for parcels
under Sib. The top charge is
£1.10 for parcels over 221b. Sheen
claims that these are. in most
cases, roughly half the Post Office
rale and the service is speedier and
more reliable.
He points out: "With the GPO
retailers have to corrugate and tic
parcels, which is lime consuming
and expensive, carry them to the
Post Office, receive no receipt for
the goods and wait at least a week
for them to reach their
destination."
I he service is presently only
available in the Greater London
area although Sheen is
investigating the fcasibili> of
extending 11 to the home couiu.PC
A n o t h c r c omp an y, Road
Runners, has also been set up
spccihcally to service the music
industry. It was launched with a
seaside postcard promotion
introducing interested parties to
the benefits of delivery service
with operates from Carburton
Street. I on don Wl (388 7709).
Road Runners will specialise in
carrying tapes, cartridges and
acetates using motorcycles.
Manager Bill Foster says that it is
nm by people who know the
music and radio industries so that
riders are briefed on the locations
ol record companies, studios,
music publishers and radio
organisations in the London area.
Rates arc 25p per mile with a
minimum charge of £ 1.
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The first solo single by the lead singer of
NAZARETH, taken from his forthcoming debut
album "Dan McCafferty"on Mountain Records.

0
MOUNTAIN
Marketed by EMI Records Limited, 20. Manchester Square, London W1A 1 ES, Sales and Distribution Centre, 1 -3 Uxbndge Road, Hayes, Middlesex Tel: (01) 759 4532/4611 & 848 9811
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RCA linked to

■j:
State

to

review
V

festivals
Till- GOVl-RNMI-N'T is 10 set up
an official body to review public
policies on pop festivals. The
annuuncoment comes at a lime
when healed debates are taking
place over the Government
decision to allow the Windsor
festival to be transferred to a
disused air field just outside the
Purple iaunch
Oyster iatei
OYSTER RECORDS was launched
last week by the Purple group of
companies, as a subsidiary to the
Purple label. The label, as
previously reported in Music Week,
is to serve as the outlet for all the
company's recordings except those
produced by Deep Purple, who
will remain on the Purple label.
Managing director John Colctta
explained to Music Week, "I think
in the past, artists recording for
the company were automatically
tagged as progressive without
people listening to the product. 1
hope that the Oyster label will
enable us to spread our wings to
take in other musical forms. To
celebrate the label launch, the first
release is an album from Ritchie
Blackmore's Rainbow, The first
single, released on August 15 is
Strawberry Fields from Natural
Magic."
This will be followed on August
22 by the re-rclcasc of
Resurrection Shuffle from Tony
Ashton.

policies
Oxfordshire village of Watchfield.
Lord Mclchctt. who is the
Department of the Environment's
spokesman in the Lords, is to head
a small working party, comprising
Dennis Stevenson, chairman of the
advisory committee on pop
festivals, and representatives of the
festival welfare services committee,
local authorities, the police and
the appropriate government
departments.
The Thames Water Authority is
at present worried about the
health hazards of holding the
Watchfield, festival which will
involve up to 50,000 fans for nine
days. Apparently the village relics
heavily on fresh water which
comes from springs near the
airfield, something about which
Whitehall was unaware.
Retail posh
for Poco album
ANCHOR HAS prepared a range
of in-store promotional items to
support Head Over Heels, the new
ABC album from Poco. The group
is touring Britain in September,
and Anchor is releasing a single,
Keep On Trying, to coincide with
the dates. The track has been
lifted from the album as a result
of radio station requests.
All Virgin's retail stores have
been dressed with the Poco
displays, and other dealers are
being serviced with the material
now. It includes posters, sleeves
and streamers.

■;?
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ANDY STDWART has signed wiih Pyc
the deal.
New. and a single. Son, Of Freedom on 'f^T^ iytowlucU
Pye Scottish area niana,er Jack Scott (cxticn
. i. ^ Stewart is
local dealers, press and radio f O>rescntalnes x
representative
pictured with (left to ri,hi): his producer P tc ^ ' -j
Robert
Tonunv Darics: Harry Hall, oj Curry
0j Pye's
Cummin,s. oj Music House, Ruther,len: and felet Sumnic j .
London office.
PinraeS® toask siBijiiS
witin phone site tiisn
which take Pinnacle Electronics
FOLLOWING INTEREST in its
first five singles, particularly from audio accessories, including record
and hi-fi shops, radio and tv
radio, new record company
Pinnacle - launched in June - has dealers, and also multiples like
Wool worth, W. M. Smith and
started a telephone sales operation.
The Orpington-based company Boots. The company also has a
is concentrating particularly on 23-sirong sales force.
two singles, Learn To Cry. by
Footnote: Six commercial radio
young group Flintlock, and Jody,
by Terri Stevens, which are stations have started serialising
receiving heavy radio play. Tallulah Supcrcal, and Tallulah
Commented promotions manager. and the Cat Burglars. two
Sue Wcllbornc: "We have been children's stories with music,
delighted with the success of written by Ken Howard and Alan
Pinnacle Records in just a few Blaiklcy, and issued on
short weeks but the new telephone double-albums by Pinnacle.
sales operation should help even Hallam, Medway, Metropolitan,
more."
Tees, Swansea and Stoke-on-Trent
Apart from telephone sales are all broadcasting ten five-minute
however. Pinnacle has also made episodes, and other stations arc
use of die 6.500 retail outlets expected to follow.

new computer
BETTER SALES distribuiiQ
facilities are anticipated at Rp
following the company's iinj., r
with a new European data ccn?
started by the RCA Corporation Iri^
Acton, West London.
The new computer is ahead
being used by other Corporaii0l!
divisions including Hertz and OrH
Foods, and initial major benefit
for the record company will be in
the areas of copyright and
royalties, sales ordering an(1
inventory control. It is planned to
have a new copyright and royalties
system operational by early ncxi
year.
At the same time all order
processing and inventory control
will be computerised using an
advanced m i n i - c o m p u t c r
supporting the telephone order
girls, with video communications
direct to the computer. This will
enable RCA to monitor stock
levels minute by minute and
provide a more sophisticated sales
distribution service.
RCA is reviving its Maxi-Million
single scries in September, and the
first four releases, featuring David
Bowie, Perry Como, Elvis Presley
and Middle of the Road, will be
promoted through counter display
units. The records will retail for
the same price as a normal single,
and come in specially designed
bags.
The Bowie Maxi-Million release
will feature Space Oddity, Changes
and Velvet Goldmine, and will
spearhead the promotion. Como's
record includes It's Impossible,
For The Good Times and I Think
Of You, while the Presley release
features Blue Suede Shoes, All
Shook Up and It's Now Or Never.*

D

Sympathy
won't pay
my bills
RF: Till- recent approach by the
GRRC to the record companies
with a view to obtaining an
increased margin for the retailer. I
was particularly disappointed to
see in this week's issue (August
16lh, 1975) that all wc can expect
from the companies is sympathy.
Regrettably sympathy does not
enable one to pay bills and
therefore as a reasonably
sane-minded retailer I have this
day come to the conclusion,
having read through the article
thoroughly, that as a first step in
order to ensure that my
purchasing ability towards

Christmas is on a viable basis, I
have ordered an immediate ten
percent reduction of back
catalogue orders and I am also
reducing substantially where 1
think necessary, orders for new
releases.
1 feel that any record retailer
who wishes to remain in business
should give serious consideration
to taking a similar line of action.
David Kaye. Director, Tapes
Galore. 151 Edgwarc Road.
London W2.

B O N A PAR 11
R FCORDS
announce a Declaration of War on
Phonodisc as of 11.00 hours on
August 5. 1975.
Any other sympathetic dealers
who feel that they can no longer
contain themselves and who wish
to participate should write direct
to the Managing Director of
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Phonodisc Limited Recruitment
Office, llford, Essex.
There will definitely be no
retreat until satisfaction is
guaranteed e.g. at least one correct
small delivery per week. S. A.
Mclauish. Managing Director,
Bonaparte Records, 101 George
Street, Croydon,

retailers. I thought you should be
informed of the ease with which it
is innocently possible to become
black-listed by RCA and the
apparent incapacity to unravel the
mistake once the machinery has
been set in motion. R. S. Copson,
the Record Shop, 91 York Road,
Hartlepool.

1 HAVE had a credit account with
RCA for approximately four years
and at no lime has there been any
delay in settlement of the monthly
statements. However, at the end of
July I telephoned the Manchester
depot to enquire about a missing
order and to my amazement was
abruptly informed that I was on
the "stop-list". 1 immediately
contacted the London credit
control department and was
assured that there had been an
unfortunate mistake and that the
"Record Shop" on the stop-list
was from a different part of the
country and had a different
account number from mine. I was
assured that the matter would be
rectified immediately and that
there was no possibility of the
error happening again.
This week, however, my order
was not forthcoming again and to
my acute embarrassment the
Manchester depot came up with
the same excuse. London again
confirmed that this was not so,
but it seems that unless someone
with a bit of business acumen can
look into this matter on my behalf
.that I am destined to remain in
limbo, unable to rely on receiving
any order that I place.
In fairness to other bona fide

I MANAGE an artist by the name
of Dave Freeman, who released his
first record on the DJM label on
25 June.
Freeman comes from the
Midlands area where wc have
concentrated our initial
promotions. Information given to
me proves that many potential
buyers of this record have tried to
purchase it at Boots in Coventry
and Boots in Burton-on-Trcnl. In
each case the record staff has
refused to order this record on the
grounds that there is not sufficient
demand! This artist is receiving
extensive local air play and press,
naturally because of his local
origins. Clearly Boots are not
interested in wanting to sell
records, only to supply what is
currently Top 20. How does a new
artist break if his own local fans
cannot purchase his records in their
own shops?
IVrhaps Boots should withdraw
from retailing records and
concentrate on what they do best,
and leave record retailing to people
who are dedicated to serving the
needs ol the record buyer, the
professional retailer. Naturally I
don t need to tell you how the
artist leels. Adrian Rudgc
Intcrsong Music, 50 New Bond St "
London W.l.

MAY I through the courtesy of
your letters column bring to the
notice of all of our colleagues in
the music industry some
fascinating facts which they may
not yet have discovered.
First, The most widespread
form of record advertising used to
be over the radio during record
programmes on stations like Radio
Luxembourg and Radio 1 . Second,
EMI represents Stale through
licence. IhLrd. Both Bolydor and
Decca own MGM
All of this information I have
gleaned from one source. The
Economist Intell igo nee
Unit/October 1974 Retail Business
Report 200. Special Report No 3,
I he UK Record Industry.
While I feel sure that Messrs.
( hinnery. I ruin/Bickerton will not
be over alarmed by these
disclosures 1 must point out that
this report, costing C9, is in my
opinion a completely inadequate
source ol rclercncc for an industry
as important as ours.
I know from Geoffrey Bridge
that the BIM is planning to publish
a new. hopefully accurate, report
in the near future and I should
like to suggest that everyone asked
to supply data should do so m a
manner consistent with the
standard of professionalism
required.
It may well be that most of
those currently working in the
industry have little reason ever to
study such surveys but obviously
the public image, most certainly m
terms ol the business world ought
to be at least correct if not
downright selling. Ian A. Walker.
Results Marketing. 183, Latchmere
Eoad, London S.W.I I.
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Vikki Carrs Love Stoiy
For All We Know

TANYA
tucker
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GREATEST
HITS
PERCY FAITH
Plays
LATIN
THEMES
FOR YOUNG
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ORDER FROM CBS ORDER DESK Tel 01 960 2155 CBS/WEA/A& M Distribution Centre Barlby Road London W10
Embassy and Harmony bring you big, successful names. Original artists. Top-quality recordings.
And superb sleeves. Something for all the family. Mid-price LPs that everyone can afford!
At a shopper-stopping £1.29! (Cassettes at £1.89)
At this price, customers become 'collectors'. Families start building up libraries. It means good,
steady and very profitable business for every dealer.
But that's not all. Both Embassy and Harmony labels are backed by eye-catching window
posters and point-of-sa!e — which includes stands free on loan.
Don't miss out. Build up your stocks. Back catalogue and brochures are freely available.
Service couldn't be more personal. Ring Derek Williams now. He'll tell you everything you want
to know — provide all the help you need. The August releases below are ready to start selling
£1.29
the moment you get them on show:
^
EMBASSY '
EMB 31179 Percy Faith - Latin Themes for Young Lovers
EMB 31180 Tanya Tucker's Greatest Hits
EMB 31181 The Best of Glenn Miller Vol. II
EMB 31182 Vikki Carr's Love Story
Get
HARMONY
your orders in
30058 Russia's Greatest Hits
HOW
30059 Spain's Greatest Hits
CASSETTES: £1.89
40-31073
Ray Conniff's World of Hits
40-31081
The Sound of Johnny Cash
40-31084
Johnny Mathis - Heavenly
40-31101
Easy Listening Beatles - Various Artists
40-31179
Percy Faith - Latin Themes for Young Lovers
40-31182
Vikki Carr's Love Story
40-30058
Russia's Greatest Hits
-74aniHiH/
40-30059
Spain's Greatest Hits
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On our 10th anniversary
MFP would like to offer you
a bigger slice of the cake.
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featuring Tony Orlando, Dean Martin, Max
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Bygraves, Buddy Holly and many more.
With these, and our August releases in
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your racks, business has to be good.
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Remember too, that you can now order
MFR Sounds Superb and CFP with your normal
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CFP 40222. Haydn Symphonies Nos. 83& 101
LPO/Delogu

iotxlon PhillnmnoiiK Orchestra
CFP 4022L Brahms Violin Concerto
Hasson/LPO/Loughran
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•.. stCFP 40223. Tchaikovsky:
Francesca da Rimini/Hamlet LPO/Handley
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» ■
CFP 40225. Grieg Holberg Suite
Sigurd JorsalfarAVeldon
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CFP 40229. Favourite ballet music
Mackerras
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August releases
on
Sounds Superb
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SPR 90072. Matt MonroWho can I turn to?

SPR 90073. Country ClassicsCon way Twitty, Marty Robbins and others
o.

m
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August releases
on
Music for Pleasure
£1.00

ymrcaimvtioct

SPR 90074. Geoff Love SingersClose to you
THE MIKE SAMMES SINGERS
SING
MITS REMEMBER
®F IMS
YOU"
RW©EaS£,ES
£ ATilt.WOHEUNT.
WOM 3LF. SONG
WOMBUNC
MERRYCHRISTM,\S
THE
V.OMOLIKG
TWIST
BUNG
BIRTHDAYRUTTY
BANANA
ROCKIS JUMPING
NON-STOPWOMBLE
WOMBUNCOS
SUMMER
THE JUNGLE
BURROW
lOOKOUTfOR
THE
GIANTBOOCIX
ORINOCO
THE WTHE
OMBLE
SQUAREKIDDANCE

•UPv
SPR 90075. Band of KM. Royal Marines Salute to heroes
5W1

E2

c-P

witennftu
-••{■« wnttwosoii. ; /-.-\ •',}
wnm
MFP 50064. Don Reeve
plays Double Hammond

A

isSS
MFP 50079. It's something else20 golden hit songs

-■
MFP 50111. Mike Sammes SingersHits of the Wombles

MFP 50152. Strings for Pleasure
play John. Paul, George and Ringo
V

MFP 50207. Shirley BasseyThe nearness of you

Music for Pleasure Limited, Astronaut House,
Hounslow Road, Feltham, Middlesex. Tel; 01-8901344.
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Over the last ten years, we've topped over
65 million LP sales on MFP Sounds Superb,

featuring Tony Orlando, Dean Martin, Max

and CFR

With these, and our August releases in
your racks, business has to be good.

Bygraves, Buddy Holly and many more.

And there's no reason why the next ten
years shouldn't be even better. Particularly

Remember too, that you can now order

when you see our Autumn releases.

MFFJ Sounds Superb and CFP with your normal
EMIR order.

We've got albums coming from Gary
Glitter, The Delfonics, Partridge Family, Bany

A slice of the profits from MFP couldn't

Blue, The Drifters, 5th Dimension, Dawn

come any easier than that.
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CFP 40206. Liszt Operatic Transcriptions
Sheppard

Loixion Philharmonic Orchestra
CFP 4022L Brahms Violin Concerto
Hasson/LPO/Loughran
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CFP 40222. Haydn Symphonies Nos 83 & 101
LPO/Delogu

m

CFP 40223. Tchaikovsky:
Francesca da Rimini/Hamlet LPO/Handley

CFP 40225. Grieg Holberg Suite
Sigurd Jorsalfar/Weldon

CFP 40229. Favourite ballet music
Mackerras
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August releases
on
Music for Pleasure
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SPR 90074. Geoff Love SingersClose to you

THE MIKE SAMM£S SINGERS SSi5
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£1.00
MFP 50064. Don Reeve
plays Double Hammond

SPR 90075. Band of H.M. Royal MarinesSalute to heroes

MFP 50079. It's something else20 golden hit songs

i

MFP SOUL Mike Sammes SingersHits of the Wombles

MFP 50152. Strings for Pleasure
play John. Paul, George and Ringo

4.
>■
MFP 50207. Shirley Bassey
The nearness of you

Music for Pleasure Limited, Astronaut House,
Hounslow Road, Feltham, Middlesex. Tel: 01-8901344.
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previously.

EMI

to meet M105* x jqOO wlue-h
TapC
- f'tests' proved sounds as

Tape sets up

division in Cologne
And there were the decisive
COLOGNlEMI Tape Ltd.,
factors in the U.K. company s
callins: on I'MTs many years of
decision to establish an EMI Tape
experience in electronics and
Division, based in Cologne. Alter
music, are manufacturers of
six months of investigative work
non-recorded hieh-quality tapes
and discussions with German
and tassetles - otherwise blank
retailers and department-store
tapes.
chains, EMI Tape officially
After LMI Tape had
launched its series of tapes and
successfully entered the U.K.
cassettes in the Federal Republic
market and built fine sales records
in various other countries, the
in May this year.
The most interesting point
company's focus of attention is on
Germany.
about EMI blank tapes is that they
The federal Republic of
cost between 20 and 30 per cent
Germany has become Europe's
less than product from
competitors.
most important market for tapes
and cassettes. Statistically, 23
In the cassette programme, the
percent of all inhabitants own a
EMI Tape X 1000 is offered as the
tape recorder of some kind.
most important technical
achievement of recent years. It is
Research shows that for every two
an iron dioxide cassette ol
pre-recorded cassettes sold, six
extremely high quality. While,
blank tapes are sold.
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SfXd. opens at the touch of a
finger.
Ariola builds
U.S. market
MUNICH - The U.S. management
team of Ariola America Records is
working in an independent way
according to Ar^a-Eurodisc
managing director Monti Luftner.
Within the scope of investments
made, the American side can build
up its own activities.
And the main aim is to bund
Us own repertoire and sell the
productions of other Ariola
companies where it is fell there is
international appeal.
Luftner says: "We arc
particularly happy to have a deal
with Capitol for distribution. This
is the key for success. The selling
up operation was pushed through
quickly because the two U.S.
managers, Jay Lasker and Howard
Start, arc the ideal men for the
launch."
Luftner is to set up new
companies in South America,
which he believes is "the market
nf thp future. "

Barclay opens doors

to non-French artists
i>Aori AY RECORDS
REG OR OS have
A recording in iV.T^ir ofBARCLAY
Jurgens hit German an.,,.
decided to open their doors to
Grcc, (Griechischcr Wein^
non-ITench stars who have yet to
already been completed nr h ^
be introduced completely into the
for Montana by Fatricia'carli
French market.
was specially chosen for'^0
The idea behind this approach
purpose by Barclay.
^
is to build carccr-artists, and to
confirm this, a new contract has
In this way Barclay hnn. to
been agreed upon by Mr. Hans
a Ccrman-spcakLg ' £
Bcicrlcin, of Montana publishing. launch
ct'ir in IFrance,
■
^ USl
star
West Germany, and Mr. Cyril
and
Brillant, head of Barclay's consequence to faCour 0llierin
International Division. The in tcr-E u ropcan agree ments
contract, for exclusive between countries wh osc
individual domestic hit-mr^
representation of the German star
remain unaware of each
Udo Jurgens in France, was signed
other'
impact.
by Fddie Barclay in mid-May.
Europe's top sellers
West Germany
(Courtesy Musikmarkt)
1 PALOMA BLANCA, George
Baker Selection, Warner
2 ACTION, Sweet, RCA
,3 DEINE SPUREN IM SAND,
Howard Carpendale, EMI
4 OH BOY, Mud. RAK/EMI
5 DIE SCHWARZ BARBARA,
Heino, EMI
6 ONLY YOU CAN. Fox,
GTO/DGG
7 ER GEHOERT ZU MIR,
Marianne Rosenberg, Philips
8 SCHOEN WIE MONA LISA,
Demis Roussos, Philips
9 ES WAR EINMAL EINE
GITARRE, Lars, Polydor
10 DISCO BABY, Van McCoy,

Holland
(Courtesy Stichting Nederlandse)
1 THE ELEPHANT SONG
Kamahl, Philips
2 RAMAYA, Afric Simone, CNR
3 ROLL OVER LAY DOWN
Status Quo, Vertigo
4 STAND BY YOUR MAN.
Tammy Wynette, Epic
5 ONE OF THESE NIGHTS.
Eagles, Asylum
6 ACTION, The Sweet, RCA
7 DOLANNES MELODIE, de
Seneville and Toussaint, Omega
8 TUT'EN VAS, Alain Barriere,
Albatros
9 SEVENTY FIVE, Limousine.
Ariola
10 SANDY, The Hollies. Polydor

m
i -s
■ifsi/ar: ■

David Carradinc is a pretty unconventional dvaracter. His role as
'Grasshopper in die T.V. scries of'Kung Fu' and his extraordinary
performance on a recent Russell Hany programme gives us an insight into die
His single 'Around' inves us another.
David carradine's single 'Around'on let 756.(From his forthcoming album 'Grasshopper.)
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15,000 at
Teldec

Umbria

cassettes

Jazz

75 Festival
ROMI- some of Hie world's top
now

Dolby-only

HAMBURG
When cassettes
appeared on the market here some
ten years ago, they meant
competition for the gramophone
record in one respect only in the
car, or the garden, or anywhere
where slcrcphonic sound could not
reach.
But the technical quality of the
cassette reproduction simply did
not compete with the disc.
Teldec press officer Herbert
Muller says: "This very fact made
the Teldec marketing department
to defer cassette releases until the
technical standards were equal to
those of records."
With the exception of a few of
the older mono recordings, all
stereo cassettes being marketed by
Teldec now are on the Dolby
system. Add to this the fact that
all normal-price cassettes are on
chromium-dioxide material. And a
test carried out by the leading
journal "I'ono I'orum" shows that
equality of standard "has been
achieved to a large extent with
Dolby cassettes.
"The hiss is no more than on
records, dynamic reproduction is
also comparable and there docs
not appear to by any roughness in
the sound. The distortion
occasionally found on records is
not apparent, and that is an
important factor when listening to
certain recordings."
Muller says: "However, even
with cassettes it is advisable to use

ariteRVtt

first-class equipment, but the
nuisance-value ot having to turn a
record over is no longer there.
Teldec has not simply released
a few classical hits in us cassette
programme but has compiled a
complete collection, simply
because the technical standards of
cassette and record are now on a
level.
Says Muller: "If, while driving
along a motorway, you arc not in
the mood to listen to some
comedian on the radio, you can
choose Bach's Brandenburg
Concertos, or the Odyssey from
'2001', or a wide variety of other
music."
The Teldec selection includes:
the Brandenburg music, suites
performed by the Concent us
Musicus Vienna, under NikoJaus
Mamoncourt; the Mozart horn
concertos, with soloist Hermann
Baumann and again the Concentus
M u s i c u s Vienna. under
Hamoncourt; Vivaldi's The Hour
Seasons, willi the Academy of St.
Marlin's-in-the-l' ields, under
Neville Marinner: Berlioz'
Symphonie I'antastiquc with the
Chicago Symphony under Solli:
Beethoven's I ourlh Piano Concert,
with Ashkenuzy and Solli.
There is a piano version by
A s h k e n a /. y o f M u sso rgsky's
Pictures I'rom An Exhibition, with
Zubin Mchta and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic and excerpts from
The Magic Mule, under Solti.

Aves label takes off

Harper, Charles Mmgus, Llv n
Jones, Clrct Baker, Kenny DrewArchie Shepp, McCoy Fyner am
Cecil Taylor. Between 15.000 and
"^0 000 fans attended the leslival
each evening. And the leslival,
which cost about S86,000 to stage
was financed entirely by the
regio na 1 go vein men t.
MfP smiles
in Germany
COLOGNE - Launched into the
low-price album market some two
years ago, EM I-Elcclrola's
youngest company. Music lor
Pleasure, is now extending its
repertoire to lake in singles.
MEP has achieved total stiles
of $7 million in the past year.
Now, this month, singles are added
to the catalogue, with an initial
batch of ten.
The repertoire is taken Irom its
own productions as well as Irom
various I CM I international
companies. Apart from that,
repertoire exploitation contracts
arc to be signed with UK., U.S.
and Dutch record companies.
Among the initial ten singles will
be recordings by Gilte, Rudi
Carrcll, the Daniel Sanlacruz
Ensemble and the Walkers.

y

with Whittaker single
released soon nftor
after othe
.....to/:'
Tr llh cc released,
II A M B U R G'
newly-established Aves label has got version, in September. }:^h
television bookers have 0r^n
()ff to a flying start with (he
show
n interest in boSteady
Ros'er Whittaker single and album Whittaker
okin!,
into van
'p he Last Fare well in productions.
var 0us
German-speaking territories.
Aves will not only be relcInitiators of (bis label,
distributed by Metronome in foreign product within casin„
Hamburg, arc the former Polydor German-speaking territories k Ul
executive Horsl Schmolzi and also producing local artists for tl
publisher Rudi Slczak. flicir German and international mark i
S c h m olzi/Slczak publishing - with a starting capacity of
company, already established minimum 16 singles and ci,h!
c
through the number one hit albums in the first year.
Shame, Shame, Shame, has also
Next on Hie release list is
had four other top 50 entries in Stephen Snlke production Ma|aik
the German charts within just six in a German-language versiJ
months.
tol lowing the signing of
R o g C r Whittaker s German solo artists, plus a two
German-language recording of The group
and an expert in electro rock
nics.
Last Farewell, was made in the
Says Slczak: "There is a lot
Lansdowne Studio in London,
coming
from
Aves
in
the
course
of
with Slczak coaching the singer in
diction and accent, and it will be the next few months."

1
2
3
4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

(4)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(6)
(16)
(11)
(18)
(23)
(15)
(20)
(21)
(17)
(40)
(29)
(26)
(32)
(27)

27 (28)
28 (31)
29 (35)
30
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From their latest Transatlantic
albyifi "Good Hews" IMA 3®n

Iransallanlic Records Limited 86 Marylebone High Street London VV1M 4AY
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ALBUMS
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, The Eagles
THE HEAT IS ON, Isley Brothers
RED OCTOPUS, Jefferson Starship
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC & THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY, Elton
John
CUT THE CAKE, Average White Band
CAT STEVENS GREATEST HITS, Cat Stevens
BETWEEN THE LINES, Janis Ian
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER, The Captain & Tennille
WHY CAN'T WE BE FRIENDS? War
THE BASEMENT TAPES, Bob Dylan & The Band
THAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD, Earth, Wind & Fire
FANDANGO Z, Z Top
GORILLA. James Taylor
TOYS IN THE ATTIC. Aerosmith
VENUS & MARS, Paul McCartney & Wings
MELISSA, Melissa Manchester
GREATEST HITS, Tony Orlando & Dawn
HORIZON, The Carpenters
CHOCOLATE CHIP. Isaac Hayes
DIAMONDS & RUST, Joan Baez
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, IOCC
PICK OF THE LITTER, Spinners
ENDLESS SUMMER, Beach Boys
AMBROSIA, Ambrosia
NO.WAY TO TREAT A LADY, Helen Redciy
ONE SIZE FITS ALL, Frank Zappa 8i The Mothers 01
Invention
SPARTACUS, Triumvirat
STEPPIN', Pointer Sisters
GOOD VIBRATIONS - BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS, Beach
Boys
HONEY, The Ohio Players

SINGLES
(5) FALLIN IN LOVE, Hamilton,
Joe, Frank And Reynolds
(2) ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, The Eagles
(12) GET DOWN TONIGHT, K.C. & The Sunshine Band
(1) JIVE TALKIN', Bee Gees
(6) RHINESTONE COWBOY, GUn Campbell
(7) WHY CAN'T WE BE FRIENDS, War
(8)
By You), James Taylor
(4) SOMEONE SAVED MY LIFELoved
TONIGHT, Elton John
(16) AT SEVENTEEN. Janis lan
(3)
Olivia Newton-John
(15)
E POWCR Pt 1 ,sle
(9) M nrnTo BLUE rV,elissa' y Brothers
(13) mvp rnn KEEP' US
Manchester
(11) 1I'M
MrxT
TOGETHER. The Captain & Tennille
M
NOT
IN
LOVE,
IOcc
(19)
(20) WA^TFr|Tr.BE M^'C. Barry Manilow
(21) FFFi ^?./cAYS AND LASTED NIGHTS. Freddy Fender
(18) HOLD.M' ^MAKIN' L0VE' Bad company
YESTE
(22) THAT'S tmc 7°
RDAy, Ambrosia
(24) BALI Rnn^ 7VAY OF THE WORLD, Earth. Wind & F're
blit
(25) Thidtx
2, Sweot
(26) HELP MFApur-vROMANCE' Amazing Rhythm Aces
(10)
(30) ^AME. David Bowie
(31)
(28) TUSH, 22 Top
(27) THat'q^VOUS' Hllc,son Brothers
(33) BLACK SUPFrmaE MUS,C TAKES ME, Neil Sedaka
AN/ UHA
M
MMAD ALL Johnny Wakelin & T
29 (35) Kinshasa Band
L, E V
HERE S
' ^THIMG STRONGER THAN C)uR
LOVE p a ufA
30 (40) SOLTAmE.
Carpenter^^ ^
Courtesy of Billboard, week ending August 23.
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Sinatra

LOS ANGF.LFS - The news thai
very expensive ones at that.
Jclf Krugcr's attempt to create a
Although it was never officially
Las Vegas type situation with the said, people got the impression, it
Cunard International hotel has appears that Denver and Sinatra
been met with sadness by
would be performing together.
American talent managers and
This was never the intention and it
artists alike. Both recognised there
never worked out that way.
was certainly a need in England
The intention was for two
for a place where the m-o-r and
separate shows, but somehow
other non-hard rock acts could
seeing both artists's pictures gave
play.
one the impression they were
So while m-o-r artists arc
involved in the same show. It was
moaning the fact that this hotel
two distinct performances, but the
showroom venture hasn't worked
fact that they will billed together
out, there is still much room for
is a show business landmark.
glad tidings on this side of the
Jerry Weintraub, who has been
Atlantic, as tradcslers with a
building liis career into one of
concern for things non-rock sap up
power and importance, packaged
the news of the triump of John
Denver and Sinatra together and
Denver and Frank Sinatra who
sold the idea to Harrah, whose
were booked back-to-back by
reputation is emblazoned with
entrepreneur-hotel impresario Bill
class and style and who has the
Harrah into his magnificent Lake
reputation for treating performers
Tahoe hotel recently for one
better than at any place in this
week.
country.
Denver played the dinner show
With this engagement - doing
and Sinatra the midnight show and
one show a night — Denver joins
the crowds were there five deep
Sinatra in a select corps of
for each performance. The hotel entertainers: two who have been
had it worked out so that people
given the freedom by any of the
calling for reservations pretty
Nevada hotel-casinos to only
much had a choice of either appear once a night.
picking one or the other. The
Sinatra got the privilege at
hotel emphasized the point that it Caesars Palace when he started
wouldn't be a simple matter to get
playing there in 1968, but he's
reservations for both shows in the also worked two shows a night
same night.
like all the other superstars.
Denver drew a younger
No other super name is allowed
audience that Sinatra. But the
to play one show a night in Vegas.
price was the same: 20 dollars a
Several have tried but the hotels
person for each show. So it cost a stand fast, afriad if they give in,
couple 40 dollars plus tax to see
that will set the trend and the big
either Denver or Sinatra. At least acts will only be available for one
for Denver you got a meal. For show, causing the hotels to hire a
Sinatra you get three drinks and second top dollar act.
D
o
K
n

Major

campaign

by KEN STEWART
DUBLIN - EMI Ireland is
promoting six albums of folk, pop,
rock and classical material with a
major campaign entitled Summer
Spectacular.
They arc Adrienne Johnston of
the Johnstons (I EMC 6002).
Restless Night. Ray Dolan (IEMC
6004), Rock My Soul. Cahir
O'Dohcrty (LEAF 7006). That's
What Friends Arc lor. The
S warbriggs (IEMC 6003),
Geraldine O'Grady and Charles
Lynch: Sonatas For Violin and
Piano - L. J. Moeran: Sonata for
Violin and Piano, Howard
Ferguson: Sonata No. 2 for Violin
and Piano (LFAF 7007). Medieval
and Renaissance Music. Consort of
St. Sepulchre (IEMC 6005).
"Tlie Adrienne Johnston of the
Johnstons album has been
available for a number of weeks

%
%

\
O
/■
A LITTLE EASIER'
PAGE 14

for

and while initial reaction to it has
been very favourable and sales
have been very promising, we arc
hoping that by including-it in this
summer promotion scheme, we
can stimulate demand Further,"
said Derry O'Brien, marketing
manager,
Adrienne Johnston was a
founder member of the Johnstons
folk group, which first emerged
from the folk boom in Ireland in
1966. and have subsequently
achieved international success. She
is now recording with RCA in
London and EMI Ireland is
licensed to distribute the album in
this country.
Ray Dolan, a young
singer-songwriter, was one of the
founder members of the
International Folk Club in Dublin,
a breeding ground for young folk
artists many of whom have

^3

concert landma
k
„r
hnrd
to understand
imderstnn,
hard to
how
at
the
top
of
vaunted position
been so knocked by critics he has
show business, who is to knock ins
Yet there in Lake Tahoe •
controlled by gambling - a|tl' ln a
desire to lake things easy
Nevertheless onstage at
letter from
not by the mob - Sinatra
audience 100 per cent, spo I- 8
in u.e South Shore Koom he chd
anything but take it easy. Back
kindly to his listeners and be' 8
LOS ANGELES
UK States after his European
total man, aware of his -.k-.""8"a
concert tour, Sinatra did not say
by Eliot Tiegel
and thankful to all the » , t:ics
one word about any of the
people who have written talented
i n ciden ts which occurred,
which
he enjoys singing. "latcriai
For Denver, playing Lake including the problems in
Sinatra's
voice was in control
Tahoe was his christening in the Germany.
the
time
and
his programme
into
his
nightclub field. Heretofore lies
Instead, he plunged
oldies was well-polished
been playing concerts in halls, in show which lasted 65 minutes and
well-received. They included
college venues and along the small included 16 songs with a zest and
old theme, 'Put Your Drcan
dub folk music circuit. Sinatra has determination to make his portion
Away' which he hasn't sung in a
played Harrah's Lake Tahoe three of the evening a stellar one. It
number of years.
times before.
What effect his entering the was. And in the audience was
He sang his new balled
elite ono-show-a-night circle with John Denver and members of his
Believe I'm Gonna Love You h 1
own
six-piece
band
which
included
Sinatra will have on all the other bassist Dick Kniss, formerly with
had to refer to the words twic!
superstars, many years older than
admitting he hadn't been able to0
Peter,
Paul
and
Mary
and
Los
liim, is a good question.
memorize them all. He offered
Elvis Presley, for one, has to Angeles based percussionist Hal
very touching and dramatic
Blainc.
play two shows a night and he is a
reading of Old Man River and
Denver
had
performed
for
80
powerhouse attraction in Las
initiated Send In The Clowns to
Vegas. Will his manager, Tom minutes, working through his bag
his list of "saloon songs" with
Parker, get upset and begin of ecology type tunes and some
nerve-tingling probing into the words3
demanding the same kind of funny, silly ones (14 in toto).
As one of those who sat
Denver used movie film and
situation for Elvis now that
tlirough both shows on the same
Denver has established himself as a slides to augment his word
Friday night, I must say I enjoyed
onc-show-a-night Nevada pictures and the movie footage
both. And for different reasons.
was from three TV specials he had
entertainer?
Denver's material is of the people
Presley and Sinatra arc two of done. Sinatra worked with just the
and the earth (Back Home Again,
Las Vegas top draws. Guaranteed. hotel orchestra (23 pieces in the
Rocky Mountain High, Matthew^
There are other popular brass, reed and rhythm section and
Annie's Song, Country Roads,'
entertainers who regularly draw then after three numbers out come
Country Boy).
audiences like Wayne Newton and 26 strings).
As to who crossed over into
Paul Anka, but they seem content
If John Denver has the image
which terrain, Denver bringing his
with the two-a-night schedule. of a nice guy, a good clean sport,
clean music into the smokcy
Their youth gives them the then Frank Sinatra's image of the
nightclub, or Sinatra, recalling
strength to work the dinner and world-circling swinger, with friends
midnight show situation.
dated memories in this lake resort
in high places and in some
Actually, Sinatra is quite used questionable places, is a total
high in the Sierra mountains, I'm
to the two-show syndrome also, contrast. Yet onstage Sinatra is the
not sure.
but after working to reach his nicest guy to his audience and it is
• U.S. charts are on page 12,

EMI

summer

achieved success outside of
Ireland.
"Ray has recorded an album of
contemporary folk songs, the
majority of which he has
composed himself. In fact, it was
initially his songs which
impressed us and. having seen him
perform in cabaret, we were
convinced that he was the best
person to interpret them properly
in the recording studio.
Lee O'Kclly was the producer
of Ray's new album, which can be
categorised as contemporary folk,"
said O'Brien.
"We believe that both of these
albums will find ready acceptance
with folk fans in Ireland, but they
should also appeal very strongly to
many of the foreign students and
tourists who invade Ireland during
the summer months."
Also aimed at these groups arc
albums by a traditional group, the
Sands Family, called You'll Be
Well Looked After (LEAF 7005)
and Souvenir of Ireland Vol 3
(STAL 1040).
I he latter album is a
compilation ol tracks from some
ol the best known Irish artists on
the 1Mi label, like the Dublincrs,
Brendan O'Dowda and Geraldine
O'Grady, and was designed
specifically with the tourist market
in mind "
Derry O'Brien says that EMI
hopes that the mulii-media
advertising campaign will reach
this particular section of the Irish
record market.
The Cahir O'Dohcrty l.P will be
given an additional boost via a series

albums

of tv promotion spots which the
singer has lined up. O'Dohcrty is one
of Ireland's original rock singers and
the album produced by John
Drummond features old and new
songs.
O Bricn also noted the release
of a new album from Geraldine
O'Grady. With Charles Lynch
accompanying her on piano, she
has recently recorded two sonatas
by E. J. Moeran and Howard
Ferguson which have been
practically unavailable in the past,
and which will be released in
England.
The other album with classical
associations is by the Consort ol"
St. Sepulchre, who specialise in
a
Rcnaissi nce
, r play
music
and actually
,ho' authentic
instruments of the period. They
lave already built up quite a
reputation for themselves through
Ihoir hve appearances at Trinity
College and music festivals around
3
country. hM,
bankinf, on
the album appealingis to
a broad
cross-section, from students
more mature serious music lovers
is possible the album win

The form of the KMi

Ire|.lntl

= -s-sa
radio
.idvorlisinu
em
campaiun
the most
concentrated and expensive
tine
undertaken by ,
^
Jrt Z ^
ol "'c albums and there

will also be leaflets available to
catch the eye of record buyers and
tourists alike.
The three phases of the
campaign, which will concentrate
on the folk and pop albums,
started in July and will continue
throughout August.
This is traditionally a bad
month for record purchases, but
EMI is optimistic that the
campaign will increase consumer
demand and keep it sales buoyant.
"Our campaign is also
prompted at this time by the fact
that we have been forced, along
with our competitors, to increase
our prices recently.
"While this was the first such
increase in 15 months, it noW
means that singles arc retailing at
approximately 70p and the average
full-price album costs 'he
consumer C3.15 approximately.
"With money being as scarce as
it is at present, we anticipated that
sales would inevitably be affected
by these increases. We arC
optimistic, however, that wu can
lessen this blow to a large extent
by injecting money and effort inton
Ibis major promotional campaig
lor the summer months."
EMI Ireland staged a Summer
Spectacular show, with a cabaret,
champagne reception and supper,
at Hiba's night club in the South
County Hotel, Live entertainment
was provided by Aileaeh.
Brotherly Love, the Consort ol StSepulchre. Ray Dolan, Sandte
Jones, Cahir O'Dohcrty and the
S warbriggs.
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Alberts:

by Ri:X ANDERSON
WHEN YOUR daytime hours arc
spent engineering Aretha Eranklin
and a group of the lop session
musicians in America you can
hardly be blamed for being
underwhelmed by a white British
soul band which is occupying your
engineering skills during the
twilight zone. This is what
happened to Ron and Howard
Albert. now established as
producers but then working off
their obligation to Criteria Studios
in Miami, Elorida in an epic
engineering stint that practically
occupied all of the 24 hours in
a day.
The band, of course, was the
Average White Band putting down
their first album for Atlantic. The
Alberts, in London to produce the
next Curved Air album at
Ramport, admitted that they were
not impressed with the band at
the time and forgot about them as
soon as the job was over. It was
months later that they realised
they had done a good job. Said
Ron Albert: "We heard Pick Up
The Pieces on the radio and I said
to Howard; This sounds good. He
said: 'Yes, and familiar'."
Howard and Ron Albert arc
brothers: the only producer
brothers in the U.S. and the only
ones working as a *103111 in the
world. Together they arc Fat
Albert Productions, a name which
comes from their own. an
American comic book character,
the fact that "fat" also means
successful and "because Ron's a
little heavy", adds Howard.
Fat Albert Productions is the

the

Miami Sound, a sound that has
developed in Criterion Studios
mainly through its use by Atlantic
artists and people like Wilson
Pickett, Eric Clapton, The Alhnan
Brothers and others. The Alberts
began as service engineers but
found themselves ghost producing
for artists who wanted to establish
themselves as producers. People
like Bill Wyman for example. They
produced his first solo album.
Monkey Grip. Said Howard: "As
we progressed, the studio
progressed and in the last five
years it has been one of the top
studios in America." Having risen
as high as they could as engineers
they decided to change careers and
form their own production
company.
At that lime record companies
were not buying acts as packages
from production companies so
they began with artists for
Atlantic and the established TK
Records. This was mostly soul and
R&B acts like Betty Wright. They
co-produced Black Oak Arkansas
with Tom Dowd. Said Howard:
"We were fortunate enough to run
into Stephen Stills a few years
back and started to ghost produce
his albums. The last one actually
credits us as producers."
Breaking into production in the
U.S. is not easy and requires some
kind of production credit history,
according to the Alberts. This
makes production sound rather
liked a closed shop. No-one will
offer a prospective producer a
production job until he has been
credited as a producer on a couple
of recognised albums. This is

fat

men

r;
HI
/JOWARD Al.BRRT and (right) Ron
the U.S.
rather like saying you can't break
into production until you have
broken into production The
Alberts were a unique case, since
they had already entered the field
as ghost producers, but as this
gave them no credits it made it
difficult for them to expand until
they acquired proper management
representation.
Their association with Criterion
Studios helped. Miami and the
studios is the current happening
scene in America and is
responsible for six albums in the
U.S. top ten, including the Eagles,
a West Coast group who came Last
to record. The Lagles had

from

Miami
Curved Air to Miami. The aik
have picked Ramport to worC^
Said Ron Albert; "We lookedln1'
Dc Lane Lea which didn't suitV
couldn't get into Trident, wj,was where we wanted to work
the group did not want to .. ^
10
Island, not that there is anyth'8
wrong with the studio, but the I
album was produced there Jn(1
wasn't successful. Abbey R(Vlfl
booked up, AIR London ?
booked up. Olympic is a bit ^
00
■,-v
old-world for this band,"
ic
Ramport, on the other hand
seems to be an excellent studio i'
has proved good enough for th
Who and others. Howard Albert
commented that although it dd
not have a very modern desk h
was quite adequate and the studi'
seemed to have a lot of cquipm °
that other studios in the UK iac^
The album will be recorded there
and mixed in Miami, without the
Albert: the only producer brothers in presence of the band, a rule which
the Alberts, like many other
have found invaluable
previously been produced by Gus producers,
Generally, the Alberts feel thai
Dudgeon in the UK, but One 01
American studios arc now vastly
These Nights, and half of the
superior to British studios. Why
previous album, was produced at
then do so many American acts
Criterion by Bill Szymczyk, Eat
Albert's closest rival. Fat Albert's come to Britain to record''
Howard Albert answered: "Quite
credits now include Eric Clapton,
Betty Wright, K. C. and the simply because British studios arc
half price. 1 don't think the
Sunshine Band, Tod Rundgrcn and
standard is higher in the U.S. It's a
others. The Alberts claim that
Criterion is the best Studio in the different system of recording. The
British seem possessed by
world and they prefer to work
equalisation. Tracks arc recorded
there than anywhere else.
In which case, what arc they anyhow and then sorted out on
E.G. just to keep the noise down.
doing in London? The answer is a
You could never record an R&B
simple one of finance. It is
band in England although it works
cheaper to fly two producers to
London than to fly the whole of well for bands like Yes."
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The

man

by CHRIS WHITE
THE DEMAND for old styles of
music continues to gain
momentum - and no one is more
pleased than EMI repertoire
managcr-cum-producer Chris Ellis,
who makes nostalgia his business.
Ellis is the man primarily
responsible for the "golden oldies"
compilations to be found on the
EMI, One-Up, Starline and MCA
labels and he has also played a
major part in compiling many of
the Music For Pleasure and World
Records" releases.
Until 13 years ago Ellis had no
connections with the music
industry, but he did possess a keen
interest in music of the 1920-30
period and a remarkable
knowledge of jazz, coupled with
the fact that at the time he was
singing in a small jazz outfit in the
Midlands. Frustrated with the
limitations of his humdrum job, he
decided to throw it all in and
wrote letters to a string of record
companies, offering his services.
Not surprisingly, as an
unknown quantity he met with
quite a stony response from all the
companies - with the exception
of EMI which offered him the
post of general clerk in the sales
office. He accepted and graduated
to become assistant to the pop
marketing manager.
"My first venture into
repertoire came in 1965 when I
started to select the tracks for the
t hen-new Music For Pleasure
albums and 1 also started working
on nostalgia compilations for the
World Record Club, now World
Records," Ellis explained. "Later I

who

makes nostalgia

started the Parlophone jazz classics
series which proved to be very
popular."'
Ellis was virtually responsible
for creating the nostalgia market
at EMI, but he admits that he
cannot allow his own preferences
to overrule his business sense.
What constitutes marketable
nostalgia is something of an
enigma, and probably a game of
chance, but he claims that no
nostalgia compilation released yet
has lost money.
"1 first got into the nostalgia
market when looking through old
catalogues and realising that there
was plenty of deleted material
which was still saleable," Ellis said.
"There was a real treasury of
recordings there, much of it worth
salvaging, and it was just being
neglected. The trouble at that time
was that if you were over 30 and
didn't like current-day pop or
classical music, then your tastes
just weren't catered for."
Ellis' compilations have covered
a wide scope of artists and music,
achieving remarkable success. His
World Records' series based on
great British dance bands has
reached volume 17 and embraced
the work of people like Jack
Harris, Lew Stone. Jack Hyllon,
Harry Roy and Roy Fox. Equally
successful have been his albums
featuring music hall artists like
Gracie Fields, Hildegardc and
George Formby, and two
recently-released albums featuring
the musical soundtracks from Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rodgers'
greatest films have sold well.
Surprising success perhaps —

msjiusmess
fiat fCe f
the recording originally, ^ Usc0r
U- ■'
the company can then do ani/tu
it likes with it.
A case in point regards seven,
solo piano recordings by Qe 8 1
i
Gershwin of music he had wrin *
for the 1926 film. Lady Be Go
i
starring Fred and Adcle Ash^'
Jlrc
Ellis wanted to do a■ COir>pilatinn
Air
of them, but couldn't even find
copy of the original contract. Ou*
r; 1
of desperation he contacted the
Fife coinooscr's hrnthpr i_
and
1
sent him ai piwpuacu
proposed new com
contrJ
-< *
enabling
ng EMI to Usc ^
recordings. Ira Gershwin agreed *
mrs CHRIS HIUs. primarly
for the
compil
It also took 18 months to track
pictured with some of the releases which he has been
have to down Fred and Adele Astaire 0
stage
we
sometimes
obtain their individual permissiQ
but the nostalgia market has very
approach record collectors for loan
wide bounds and no one knows it
to reissue the musical score nr
of an original 78. The BBC record
better than Chris Ellis. In fact he
Lady Be Good.
library has also been very helpful
claims that many of the people
A lot of the success of nostalgia
in the past regarding this."
buying the records arc not the
compilations
is a result of Ellis
Contracts can also pose
older generation, as one would
keeping
his
ear
to the ground, as
expect, but young listeners who difficulties; in fact before any
with his decision to do a World
arc just discovering the magic of record re-issue is planned,
Record scries based on the big
music popular before they were enquiries are made into the legal
band era. Ellis has always kept a
aspects of using the work of an
bom.
close eye on the 78 market and
The actual process of compiling artist maybe dead or living in
about ten years ago, he noticed
nostalgia albums can be lengthy, obscurity. AH recording artists sign
that trends indicated 78-record
depending on whether there are contracts which state the terms of hunters
were moving away from
releasing
and
perhaps
re-issuing
any legal snags and also the
jazz recordings of the Twenties
availability of product. Ellis records but, unfortunately, many
and Thirties and veering towards
explains: "We start with the idea of these contracts from the
the big band sounds of Harry Roy
of an artist or concept, preferably Twenties and Thirties have been
Ray Noble, Lew Stone and other
both, and the next step is to lost or destroyed, and the artist or
contemporaries.
check that we still have the next-of-kin has to be traced for
Ellis reported this to World
original masters in the EMI necessary permission.
Records' Mike Kennedy and the
Royalties are a stumbling block
archives. Unfortunately many of
two decided to put out an
the very early ones were destroyed too - the original fees if applied
experimental one-off album.
and falling to turn up a master, now would make it uneconomical
Volume 17, featuring Jack Harris
the next option is to go to the to release many nostalgia albums,
and His Band, has hit the
record library and get a pressing. so the contracts have to be
market and shows the wisdom of
Even then though, the recordings renegotiated. This problem is
Ellis' decision.
may have been lost and at this however solved if the artist in
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In-demand

re-issued
DISCO DEMAND and Inflated
dele i ion prices are largely
responsible for Atlantic's decision
to launch a special Black Label
scries of vintage soul singles. Ten
discs were issued last week,
offering sought-after titles by Otis
Redding, the Sweet Inspirations,
Sam & Dave, Eddie Lloyd, Rufus
Thomas, the Drifters, William Bell,
Carla Thomas, Don Covay and Joe
Tex.
Atlantic has prepared a special
Black Label counter dispenser for
dealers, and is supporting the
whole idea with a radio and press
advertising campaign.
When Atlantic product was
licensed with Dccca in the
mid-Sixties, its releases appeared
on a black label. Since much of
the material now in demand
originates from those days,
Atlantic decided to re-introduce
the same identity for its re-issues.
As well as the label itself, each
single has its own individually.

vintage

on

Black

EDITED
by
ADAM WHITE
titled black sleeve designed to
extend the "collector's image'"
described by Atlantic creative
services manager Dave Clipsham.
"We had the idea ready at the
beginning of this year," he
explained, "but waited until we
were free of other major
promotion commitments to give it
our lull attention. It's something
we can do successfully because of
the strength of our back
catalogue." Atlantic has been able
to determine exactly which
deleted titles are popular in
today's discotheques by feedback
from its own field team and from
dealers. "Some original black label
Atlantic records were changing

First reisas® pSamis
from indie Motown
the Jackson long-player is a special
TAMLA-MOTOWN has revealed
UK compilation to contain his
product plans for September, its
first month of operation as an
successes like Got To Be There
and Ben.
independent but LMl-distributcd
label. Album releases include
DiscoTech, as its title implies,
Eddie Kcndricks' The Hit Man,
features disco-orientated material
The Best Of Michael Jackson and
by various Motown artists; they
a 13-track collection entitled
include the Jackson Live, the
DiscoTcch.
Undisputed Truth, the
The supplement is fairly light,
Commodores, Gladys Knight and
according to Motown marketing
the Pips, the Supremcs and the
manager Michael McDonagh, to
Temptations. The album follows
case the transition from licensed
the UK release last month of a
label to independent. The
similar but mslrumcnlals-only
Kcndricks' LB includes his
disco package entitled The Magic
upcoming single. If Anyone Can
Disco Machine. A track from that
with the Tf side featuring the
LP, Control Tower, comes out as a
singer's current American hit. Get
single on September 12. Issued a
The Cream Off The Top week before will be I'm Learning
released on September 12. while
To Trust My Man by Sisters Love.
Wide soul span for
( ARI-.LUL CHOICE of repertoire
and full promotion for every
release are the policy keystones of
Dave God in's new soul label. Right
On! Although his label is placed
with Pyc (Music Week, August 2).
Godin is determined that it will
not merely imitate the successful
tormula laid down by that
company's Disco Demand series
"Our product will not be
exclusively disco-orientated; we
want to span the whole range of
soul music,
"We also want all our artists,
whether they record especially for.
us or whether we pick up their
masters, to get a fair crack of the
financial whip." he adds. "That is
another of our properties."
An artist whose work is soon
likely to appear on Right On! is
Chris Hartley, managed by the
label's U.S. talent scout. Bill
Downs. Hartley had a major U.S.
hit in 1967 with The Sweetest
Thing This Side Of Heaven, cut
for Van McCoy's Vando company.
Two more of Downs' signings are
Sam Nesbitl and Sandra Phillips,
"Hut vve won't we making
records exclusively for Britain,"
Godin explains, "It's not fair to
PAGE 22

discs

Label

hands for ridiculous prices," says
Clipsham. "and this led us to
believe a vintage soul scries would
be viable."
The company expects to sell at
least 10,000 copies of each of the
ten Black Label 45s, while
concentrating on three of them the Drifters' Baby What 1 Mean.
Otis Redding's My Girl and
William Bell's Tribute To A King
- in the hope they are sufficiently
strong titles to make the charts.
The scries will be continued,
and Clipsham has titles by artists
such as Albert King, Clarence
Carter, Booket T and the MGs,
Solomon Burke and Barbara Lewis
all ready for future release although no firm dates have yet
been fixed.

New name on President's Seville
PRESIDENT IS releasing on its enjoying its most successful sales their last single. Shotgun Shuffle,
period ever in Britain, with two and a four-minute version of
Seville label the first single by new
major hits, George McCrac's It's George McCrac's Rock Your Baby.
soul name Jeanne Burton, entitled
Been So Long and K.C. and the The whole album was written
Nobody Loves Me Like You. The
disc was written and produced by Sunshine Band's Thai's The Way (1 produced and arranged by Howard
Sonny Casclla, responsible earlier
Like It). Albums by both acts have Casey and Rick Pinch.
Also from the TK stable, but
lliis year for Dooley Silvcrspoon's just been released, while a new,
disco hit, Bump Me Baby. Both the all-instrumental LP from the issued in Britain by RCA this week,
Burton and Silvcrspoon discs Sunshine Band entitled The Sound is a new single from Betty Wright,
originate from a deal between
Of Sunshine is due soon. It includes Oo La La.
President and Casclla's Cotton
label, based in New York.
President, meanwhile, is
Soul Chart

as
Jeanne Burton

Right On!

restrict artists in that way - they
want to make it in America as
much as they do here, if not more
so.
"Where we do hope to score is
by recognising the idiosyncracies
ol the 11K record market, and
handling our product to fit in with
them. A free hand to do what is
right lor Britain is important, as
Phonogram's success with All
Platinum demonstrates. The U.S.
record companies which hold
contractual obligations over the
heads of their British licencecs -making them issue certain discs
here simply because, they're
successful in the States
are
often ill-advised, and their product
often fails.
"And whichever market a
company )s catering for." Godin
goes on, "it has to be aware of
what its competitors are doing. It's
no good enthusing about what you
consider is the best thing you've
ever issued
and expecting
immediate chart impact if you
cannot place it in the context ol
the whole market. I've seen UK
promotion men who don't have
the slightest notion of what their
competition has available,"

IVCC'A. /IIO"
DECCA IS this week
tiish-rcleasiuK "a new Brunswick single by- UaniHt
Bohannon. who arrived in Britain last week Jar an extensive round of
concert and club dates. The 'A'side, Happy heeling, is a track lifted from
the artist's most recent U\ Insides Out 'B side is one of his earlier U.S.
hits Truck Stop, previously unavailable in Britain on a 45. Bohannon's
tour takes him throughout the country; he will also appear on BBC-TV's
Top Of The Pops.

Apart from scouting around for
artists. Right On! will be hunting
for finished masters. "The material
doesn't necessarily have to have
had U.S. release before we handle
it. In fact, we're getting interest
from people who want us to have
product before it's available on the
other side of the Atlantic. That's a
very encouraging sign."
Although its first two singles
have been on the market for
nearly a month now
one by
session men Crow, the other by
one-time Red Bird hitmakers the
Jelly Beans Right On! has not
yet scheduled its third. "We want
to take it step by step," Godin
concludes, "staying with a release
lor as long as it takes." He
believes some UK companies miss
out on potential soul hits because
they constantly have other
product promotion commitments.
I ve made mistakes in past
years," Godin adds (he was
involved in founding another
specialist but now-defunct r&b
label. Soul City, in the late
Sixties) "but hopefully one learns
Irom the experience. That is one
ol the reasons why we believe
Right On' will succeed."

(2) HIGHWIRE, Linda Carr & The Love Squad, Chelsea 2005
025
(1) FOOT STOMPIN' MUSIC, Hamilton Bohannon,
Brunswick 21
(20) CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING, Stylistics, Avco 6105
039
(8) DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments, All Platinum 6146 306
(18) BLOW YOUR WHISTLE, Rimshots, All Platinum 6146
304
(3) HAVE YOU SEEN HER/OH GIRL, Chi-Lites, Brunswick
20
(9) HARMOUR LOVE, Syreeta, Tamla Motown TMG 954
(4) THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy, Avco 6105 037
(13) LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT. Major Harris, Atlantic K
10585
10 (16) BREAKAWAY, Ernie Bush, Contempo 2060
11 (38) SEXY. M.F.S.B., Philadelphia PIR 3381
12 (5)
3352° L0ST L0VER' Three Degrees, Philadelphia PIR
13 (7) OH ME OH MY, Al Green, London HL 10493
14 (26) FIGHT THE POWER. Isley Brothers. Epic 3434
(14) SLIPPERY WHEN WET, Commodores, Tamla Motown
TMG 952
16 (15) BLOW YOUR WHISTLE. Gary Toms Empire. Epic 3441
17
WHY^CAN'T WE BE FRIENDS, War, United Artists
18 (17) GOING TO A GO GO, Sharonettes. Black Magic 104
21
^ 35859 GET IT OIVJ' 'kC & Tina Turncr' United Artists
20 (25) THUMB A RIDE, Earl Wright, Capitol 15825
21
22 Men cmSC0 ST0MP' Harnilton Bohannon. Brunswick 19
SNEAKIN' UP BEHIND YOU, Brecker Brothers. Arista
23
CRYSTAl
- WORLD, Crystal Grass, Philips 6009 633
24 /no!
80 L0NG G
25 (BR)
' eorge McCrae, Jay Boy BOY 100
26 (661 __ DY 18 G0NE. Ronnie McNeir, London 10494
THAT EVER
KniqhtT&^Th
HAPPENED TO ME. Gladys
'xn.ght
TheGDP.ps,
Buddah 432
27 (39) ONCE YOU GET1 IT
Rt c
IT B
^ ' T. Express. Pye 7N 25682
T^t
28
29 (el tfadH ME BAeY- Tamiko Jo-s, Arista 6
5 OIVI MY P LL0W
30 1271 I I/vac;
' WAV,' Valentino,
Nash,
CBS101
3220
WAS Born THIS
Gaico
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On the broad and busy Chalk Farm Road in North London stands the
distinctive shape of the Roundhouse theatre
railway turning shed, now famous circular concert venue there
^ts^atTotmetSat it houses the Bron Organisation and the latest
BrOI

Them^s^irong casefo° ustn^th^m'^he^ove'rworked word 'impact'

what happens when you reach the top of the steps up from the car park, and

Wha

!hemp0erople0atCellTo3wno aTe as impressed with it as any visitor. still
+onH to watrh the newcomer's reaction with grins of anticipation.
Lik^so many o/the nicest things, the Roundhouse studio ,s in a sma
unno 'mHnnnidedtourwillbesweet,butshort,becauseeleganceofdesigr
SSS:£Xbird S sound pracidi., - no pun Wsndod- and o.an,
sooare loot of the space available has been used to create a compact. efflt:ie
working environment. An environment, however, which gives an impress.o
0f S

Just off the rather luxurious reception area are the studio office, in one
direction and the kitchen in the other.
thic
Kitchens tend not to be standard features of recording studios and
tinv excellently equipped kitchen at the Roundhouse is the first evidence of
the guiding thoughts behind the design and construction of the Roundhous
StUC

The aim is to offer not only a 24-hour service if required to any client as
reaards technical recording facilities, but also to offer the wider service of a
comfortable, efficient total atmosphere, again for 24 hours a day,lf nee^ede
As Peter Gallen, Studio Manager, says: "The idea is that clients sh°u
people who come in here and really relax, so that they can perform well-They
are often on tenderhooks, and in an uncomfortable or hot, or maybe dusty
place they would do badly. Here they relax-and then play well.
Hehas
believes
technical
are he
important,
and thethat
Roundhouse
studio
plentythat
to offer
in thatstandards
direction but
equally believes
echnica
oerfection is not enough. What often decides whether a record is a hit or
isthesound the artist has managed to put onto the record,andt ;e at7SiPnhde^ef
he conveys with his music; a relaxed performance makes for the kind o
musical feel which attracts the audience.
So. The Roundhouse Studio offers a place intended simply for relaxing ,
for artists, producers, and any guests who come along.

liddic Kcndricks
The Best 01' Michael Jackson and
a 13-track collection entitled
DiscoTech.
The supplement is fairly light,
according to Motown marketing
manager Michael McDonagh, lo
case the transition from licensed
label lo independent. The
Kcndricks' LP includes his
upcoming single.
If Anyone Can
with the lB' side featuring the
singer's current American hit, (let
The Cream Off The Top released on September 12, while

let"
by various Motown
include the Jackson
Undisputed Truth. the
Commodores, Gladys Knight and
the Pips, the Supremcs and the
Temptations. The album follows
the UK release last month of a
similar but instrumentals-only
disco package entitled The Magic
Disco Machine. A track from that
LP, Control Tower, comes out as a
single on September 12. Issued a
week before will be I'm Learning
To Trust My Man by Sisters Love.

Wide soul span for
CARMT'L CHOICI-: of repertoire
and full promotion for every
release are the policy keystones of
Dave Godin's new soul label. Right
On! Although his label is placed
with Pyc (Music Week, August 2),
Godin is determined that it will
not merely imitate the successful
formula laid down by that
company's Disco Demand series.
"Our product will not be
exclusively disco-orientated; wc
want to span the whole range of
soul music.
"Wc also want all our artists,
whether they record especially for.
us or whether wc pick up their
masters, to got a fair crack of the
financial whip," lie adds. "That is
another of our properties."
An artist whose work is soon
likely lo appear on Right On* is
Chris Hartley, managed by the
label's U.S. talent scout. Bill
Downs. Hartley had a major U.S.
hit in 1967 with The Sweetest
Thine This Side Of Heaven, cut
for Van McCoy's Vando company
Two more of Downs' signings are
Sam Ncsbilt and Sandra Phillips.
"But we won't we making
records exclusively for Britain."
Godin explains. "It's not fair to
PAGE 22
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Jeanne Burton

Right On!

restrict artists in that way they
want to make it in America as
much as they do here, if not more
so.
"Where we do hope lo score is
by recognising the idiosyncracies
of the UK record market, and
handling our product lo fit in with
them. A free hand to do what is
right for Britain is important, as
Phonogram's success with All
Platinum demonstrates. The U.S.
record companies which hold
contractual obligations over the
heads of their British liccncces making them issue certain discs
here simply because they're
successful in the States - are
often ill-advised, and their product
often fails,
"And whichever market a
company is catering for." Godin
goes on, "it has to be aware of
wluil its competitors arc doing. It's
no good enthusing about what you
consider is the best thing you've
ever issued
and expecting
immediate chart impact if you
cannot place it in the context of
the whole market. I've scon UK
promotion men who don't have
the slightest notion of what their
compeiition has available."

the

Apart from scouting around for
artists. Right On! will be hunting
for finished masters. "The material
doesn't necessarily have to have
had U.S. release before we handle
it. In fact, we're getting interest
from people who want us to have
product before it's available on the
other side of the Atlantic. That's a
very encouraging sign."
Although its first two singles
have been on the market for
nearly a month now
one by
session men Grow, the other by
one-time Red Bird hitmakers the
Jelly Beans - Right On! has not
yet scheduled its third. "We want
to lake it step by step," Godin
concludes, "slaying with a release
for as long as it lakes." He
believes some UK companies miss
out on potential soul hits because
they constantly have other
product promotion com mil men is.
"I've made mistakes in past
years." Godin adds (he was
involved in founding another
specialist but now-defunct r&b
label, Soul City, in the late
Sixties) "but hopefully one learns
from the experience. That is one
of the reasons why we believe
Right On! will succeed."
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\2) HIGHWIRE, Linda Carr iy
.
025
%
(1) FOOT STOMPIN' MUSIC, Ham'i
Brunswick 21
(20) CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING, Styl
039
(8) DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments, All Platin
(18) BLOW YOUR WHISTLE. Rimshots. A
304
(3) HAVE YOU SEEN HER/OH GIRL, Chi
20
(9) HARMOUR LOVE, Syreeta, Tamla Moto
(4) THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy, Avco 6105 0
(13) LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT, Major H
10585
(16) BREAKAWAY, Ernie Bush, Contempo 2C
(38) SEXY, M.F.S.B., Philadelphia PIR 3381
(5) LONG LOST LOVER, Three Degrees, f
3352
(7) OH ME OH MY, Al Green, London HL It
(26) FIGHT THE POWER. Isley Brothers. Epi(14) SLIPPERY WHEN WET, Commodores,
TMG 952
(15) BLOW YOUR WHISTLE. Gary Toms Em
(11) WHY CAN'T WE BE FRIENDS, War,
35836
(I?) GOING TO A GO GO. Sharonettes. Black t
(21)
GET ,T ON ,ke & Tina
'
Turner,
35859
(25) THUMB A RIDE, Earl Wright, Capitol 1582
(10) DISCO STOMP, Hamilton Bohannon, Bruns
(19) SNEAKIN' UP BEHIND YOU. Brecker Br
(24) CRYSTAL WORLD. Crystal Grass. Philips i
(28) "T'S BEEN SO LONG, George McCrae, Jay
(68) WENDY IS GONE, Ronnie McNeir, Londo
(55)
0 THAT EVER
Rnfah/jTr^
HAPPENED '
Kmght & The Pips, Buddah 432
(39) ONCE YOU GET IT, B.T. Express, Pye 7|n
(29) OUCH ME BABY, Tamiko Jones, Arista
(6)
ONMYp
'LLOW,
Nash.
(27) . WAS-BORN THIS
WAY, Johnny
Valentino.
GaicC
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loo interested in the technicalities in the control room to look through the
window-you open the studio door.
There before you is what, but for some rather specialized pieces of furniture such as microphones, sound screens, music stands, a drum kit and a
gleaming assortment of microphones, could be a spacious foyer of a rather
good hotel.
It has that same air of subtle sumptuousness, and the same temptation
arises to remove your shoes and sink your toes in the carpet. This carpet, a
chocolate brown long pile creation, at first ratherworried some of the musicians
who have been using the studio, but now it is generally agreed that it is a rather
good idea. A design feature here which is both novel and practical are the two
large circles of carpet which lift away to reduce any sound absorption and
adjust the overall sound in the studio.
The solid looking sound screens-by Sonaplan, of Bushey, Herts-are so
effective that no separation booths are necessary, even when the drums and
vocalists are within six feet of the studio's lovely Steinway grand.
As well as the Steinway, incidentally, the studio offers a Hammond C3
organ. Fender electric piano, and Mini Moog.
The equipment in the studio includes AKG mikes, headphones and mike
stands by Beyer Dynamic. John Page says that the prospect of designing his
first recording studio excited him.
He was able to get good visual effects from unusual materials all over the
building-like the silver and cream wallpaper-which a more experienced
studio designer might not have thought of.
His visits to many other studios before taking on the Roundhouse job
made Page feel that he appreciated how important the technicalities were,
but he could see no reason why they should not be combined with a bit
of glamour. So a bit of glamour was what he aimed for, and has certainly
achieved. He can be conservatively described as being delighted with the
finished product.
Among those who have already appreciated the decor since the studio
opened in early June have been Osibisa, Babe Ruth, David Byron, theTwentieth
Century Steel Band, Limey, and Gene Pitney.
The whole project arose when Gerry Bron heard that the Roundhouse
was about to construct its own studio, but had run into various complications,
so the whole venture was taken over and with typical Bron efficiency became
reality. Although part of the Bron organisation however, the studio runs as a
separate entity, and Bronze book studio time like everyone else.
From the day that excavation work on the floor of the studio itself began the concrete floor had to be excavated to a depth of five feet so that the studio
ceiling would be high enough-through the construction work by Batter and
Maddox, to the f inishing touches on the interior by BCM Woodwork Ltd., took
V_

a year A year well spent, judging by the fact that, apart from the groups, almost
all the country's major sessions musicians have used the studio already, and
pronounced themselves well satisfied.
The acoustical design and supervision of construction were undertaken
by Edward J. Veal and Associates, and it was found that the unusual character
of the building at times made for problems which EVA had not experienced
in previous projects, but which were overcome by their own ingenuity, and
with the help of others involved.
One of the great advantages incorporated into the design-and a very
unusual, perhaps unique, feature-is the access for vehicles, including pretty
large vans, right up to the studio itself. There are double doors leading, from
that beautifully carpeted, well appointed room on to an inclined access from
the car park, so that large pieces of equipment, or extra instruments, can be
unloaded straight into the studio-no corridors, no swing doors, no lifts, no
steps, and no parking headaches.
Unusual features are not scarce at the Roundhouse studio, and another
which gets a good reaction from clients is the novel foldback system for the
headphones.
Four foldback outputs have been taken from the desk, through to the
studio, into a box, allowing the artist to do some knob-twiddling himself, and
get his own balance, and get a true idea of what it is.
There are other little things it is reassuring to know, like thefactthat all the
sockets in the studio, 240v and lOOv, are so constructed that it is impossible
to get a shock from one, even if in a moment of creative absent-mindedness
someone were to push a finger in while happening to be standing in a bowl
of water.
Coming back to the question of atmosphere, there is not only that indefinable kind which creates mood, but the more mundane air that everyone
breathes. This can create moods also- bad ones, when it is too stuffy, or there
simply is not enough of it.
The Roundhouse has two quite separate air-conditioning plants, of which
one serves the control room and the other the studio itself, allowing there to
be different temperatures in each if necessary, and avoiding the possibility of
there being no air conditioning anywhere in the complex, should there be a
breakdown of one system.
Behind all the elegance are people who know theirjob and do it, and a great
deal of excellent equipment, which can not only be relied on because of its
quality, but also because, when the inevitable failures occur here and there,
the studio carries a full stock of spare parts for all the equipment-and has
Osborne to put things together again.
So there is quite a lot waiting for those who leave the centre of London
and travel north fora very short time, up Chalk Farm Road.
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EL
Equipped by
EW.O.BAUCH Limited.
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire ,WD6 4RZ
Tel:04953 0091 Telex:27502
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Giant

for

campaign

Previn

LARGEST EVER EMI campaign
behind a single classical LP comes
with the September 5 release of
new disc. Andre Previn's Music
Night (ASD 3131), featuring the
popular London Symphony
Orchestra conductor
under his
television 'hat1. Trade and
consumer press, commercial radio,
album-front posters, leaflets,
British Rail station posters, dealer
samplers and an Andre Previn
T-shirt for dealer staffs will be
part of an estimated £10,000
explosion of Previn publicity.
Included in press advertising
will be the Radio Times, The
Gramophone, Mi-Id-News and
Records and Recording, and heavy
promotion on Capital Radio over a
seven-day period. Dealers arc to
receive a special pack of a Music
Night poster, leaflets featuring
Previn's most popular recordings,
and T-shirts for counter staff.
There will also be some full
window-dressing services.
EMI Records deputy classical
manager John Pattrick told Music
Week "I have deliberately styled
the campaign along pop lines, not
only in the use of commercial
radio, but in particular in the
packaging, where the graphical
accent has been aimed at
an entirely pop presentation. Our
graphics manager Edward Bloxham
has produced a colourful
double-fold pack with full-colour
shots of Previn, at home,
conducting and working, and the
front cover shows the BBC TV
studio with the LSO and Previn
recording."
Tlie new Music Night LP opens
with
Previn's own signature tune,
n
J d includes such popular
avourites from the TV scries as
alton s Orb and Sceptre
Coronation March, Dukas' The
orccrer's Apprentice, the popular
k'noni G Minor Adagio, the
overture to Uumpcrdinck's opera
"ansel and Grctal, Ravel's La
valse and Dvorak's Slavonic Dance
o . There will be simultaneous
'case on cassette (TC ASD 3131)
and canndgc (8X-ASD 3131).
, revin s concll,c
Edinburgh Festival
ting Prokofiev's
piony
- I
No- 5, also tics in with
w n .r ,>rCvin
September release
of that work ASD
311 alsoLS0with
(
cassette release. a simultaneous
releases also
include September
iho
new
rcv^i-tngs from,lrst
Pin no
reluctant pianist
Arturo Bcncdctii Michclangcli. On
ASD 3129 is the complete
Perl
of
Carnal?1 anCC
Schumann's
from ti C0llP,ccl with excerpts
e
0r
-o ^ excerpts (Nos.
38 and
an
(No
^
Sailor's Song
fAgn -j .- j^helangcli's
second disc
has lla dn,
and c m.a JOr 5 ano y s D Major
dn ' di .
1dm
l ' conducting
concertos with
^ de Stout,
the

Tirtlhi-Mi last- ieeca

iitam
EDITED
by
Evan Senior

Zurich Chamber Orchestra.
Opera sees the return, in
rc-mastcrcd issue, of Karl BohnTs
earlier recording of Mozart's opera
Cosi Fan Tuttc, in the same
month that DGG will be putting
out Bohm's new 'live' recording
made last year. EMI set, on three
LPs (SLS 5028) has soloists
Eliszabeth Schwarzkopf, Christa
Ludwig, Giuseppe Taddci, Alfredo
Kraus, Walter Berry and Manny
Slcffck with the Philharmonia
Orchestra and chorus. Following
the reissue in 1973 of the disc
version of the older Callas
recording of Puccini's Tosca SLS
825, now comes the cassette
version on tapes processed
electronically from the older mono
recording to give twin-channel
stereo effect. New opera, issued as
part of next year's 150th
anniversary commemoration of the
death in London of Carl Weber, is
his Euryanthc, a first-ever
recording of it. The overture is
still a popular concert work, often
recorded. New performance (SLS
983) on four LPs has American
soprano Jcssyc Norman making
her EMI recording debut in the
title role, English National Opera
soprano Rita Hunter as Eglantine,
Nicolai Gcdda as Adolar, with
Marck Janowski conducting the
Dresden State Orchestra.

NIGHr

PLUGGING NEW Andre Previn
Music " Night from EMI in
September is classical division's
Sue Haves, wearing the T-shirt
carrying the musical message Ear
He's A Jollv Good Fellow which is
to be distributed to dealer store
staff as pan of a massive campaign
on the record.

100 Best Tunes LF
END COMES at last, after a Good child,
five-year success story, for Decca's
September is Decca's Bargain
popular scries Your Hundred Best Box month, with nine new boxed
Tunes, based on the BBC weekly sets, some newly recorded, others
broadcast scries, final Volume 10, reissues and repackaging. Heading
completing the 100 Tunes', comes the list is the complete Beethoven
in September (SPA 400). During its symphonies set from Solti and the
five-year run the series has clocked Chicago Orchestra, including the
up sales ol nearly three million, best-selling Choral Symphony. All
Volume 1 which started off in
the other symphonies in the set are
November, 1970, alone having sold
new. On nine LPs, with an extra
more than three-quarters of a disc with Solti talking about the
million. Interesting fact is that all
project with Times chief critic
but one of the 100 items already
William Mann, the box (11BB
existed in Decca recordings. Odd
188-196) will sell at the permanent
one out, the Russian Orthodox
price of £19,95. A Prokofiev box
Creed by Alexander Grctchaninov,
(15BB 218-220) brings Vladimir
included in the final Volume 10,
Ashkenazy as soloist in the five
was specially recorded in London's
piano concertos with Andre Previn
Kingsway Hall, sung in Russian,
conducting the London Symphony
with counter-tenor soloist James
Orchestra, plus Ashkcnazy's debut
Bowman and the Brighton festival
as conductor in the early work.
Chorus conducted by laszlo
Autumnal and the popular Classical
Heltay. "We expect the scries to go
Sympony. Mozart sonatas for piano
on selling well for some
and violin, a series to be completed
considerable time", said classical
marketing manager Peter
TO PAGE 29
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Lisfen fo f he
Pv
PICTURES >fr>1N EXHIBITION

of DGG's
iselh sets
FINAL THREE of DGG's 11
volumes of the Bach Edition come
in September, Box set 2722 018
has 11 EPs and contains the
Christmas Oratorio, the D Major
Magnificat and Volume 1 of The
Cantatas. Soloists Gundula
.lanowilz, Dietrich Fischer-Dicskau
and Peter Schrcier sing with the
Munich Bach Choir and orchestra
under Karl Richter, the set retailing
at a special prize of £21.45. On
0122 019 is the second volume ol
the Cantatas, on 11 LPs, by the
same artists and at the same price.
Final set. 2722 020, is of eight Els
priced at C 19.50, and is Volume 2
of the harpsichord works including
the Italian Concerto, the Ircnch
and Enclish suites and the groat
Chromatic Fantasia and lugue.
Players arc Ralph Kirkpatr.ck and
Huguctle Dreyfus.

efecfronic

•Vj
paintings

ofTomifa
ARLl 0838.
Tomita's new album "Pictures at an Exhibition"
is the amazing follow up to his successful
"Snowflakes are Dancing" album. He's a master at creating
vivid musical interpretations of classical music on synthesizers.
The sounds will stagger your senses.
wmm
Records and Tapes
Lk
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Shostakovitch:

the

greats

FOR AS long as most of my
generation can remember, the
name of Dmitri Shostakovitch has
been in the front rank of
musicians in every land where
Western music is played. Not only
in music, but in political
argument. For Shostakovitch was
not only honoured for the great
legacy of great music he has left
behind; but he was both used and
abused by many opponents of the
political system of which he
remained, all his life, a strong
supporter.
Shostakovitch was the typical
child prodigy of music who took
Iiis own path to world fame. He
achieved this before he had
reached the age of 20. with the
First Symphony that he wrote as a
student's graduating exercise and
which became - and still is an
important item in orchestral
concerts all over the world. And it
was as a symphonic composer, in
the traditional mould but with his
own inflexion of musical language,
that he will be mostly
remembered, in spite of his operas,
chamber music, film scores and
hundreds of other works. Sir
Lennox Berkeley, leading British
composer, aptly described him, in
a BBC broadcast tribute, as
'among the great creative artists of
this century'.
Me was known as one of the
great composers long before the
last war, which saw him immersed

of

one

this

of

century

ONLY FIVE days after EMI in London had sent him a specially-boxed set
of the new HMV-Melodiya issue of all his 15 symphonies, through Russian
ambassador Nikolai Lenkov (Music Week, August 9), composer Dmitri
Dmitrievitch Shostakovitch, regarded worldwide as today's greatest
symphonic composer, died in a Moscow hospital. He would have been 69
on September 25 this year. Evan Senior, who had known Shostakovitch
for more than 20 years, writes of his life and work in the theatre, concert
hall and on records.
and who died earlier this year. The
in using his gifts for the
occasion was an important one,
maintaining of Russian morale in
including as it did a first
what is culled in that country The
performance, in reduction for two
Great Patriotic War. lie lived and
pianos, of the score that Aram
worked in Leningrad during the
Khatchaturian had written for the
Nazi siege of the city, not only
coming new Bolshoi Theatre ballet
composing and teaching, but
Spartacus.
actually taking part in the
Shostakovitch. even before the
defences as a firefighter. And out
great Seventh Symphony, had
of that holocaust came Leningrad's
always been one of my musical
musical inspiration in his Seventh
heroes. I had heard that he was
Symphony, the 'Leningrad'
shy, uncommunicative; and a few
Symphony, one of the most
nights before I had seen him
powerful works of art to have
almost stutter slowly through an
come out of any war in human
official speech at the celebrations
history, a symphony quickly
in the Bolshoi honouring the
microfilmed in full score and
150th anniversary of the birth of
demanded by orchestras from
Glinka. In the little Guild concert
America to Australia - Toscanini
hall we were shown our scats, and
conducted the first American
to my surprise I found myself
performance only a few weeks
next to - Shostakovitch. He sal
after the Leningrad premiere.
there quietly, almost timidly, his
It was not until after the war
thin lips compressed, liis hands
that 1 first came into contact with
nervously twitching, replying
him. It was a day that I shall not
forget. It happened to be my
nervously and in short Russian
birthday, a day filled with musical
monosyllables to greetings by
colleagues, chain-smoking the little
engagements iir Moscow in 1954,
Russian-style cigarettes that arc
one of which was a meeting at the
Guild of Composers, to which I
half tobacco, half cardboard-tube.
Then he turned and smiled, again
went with Kenneth Wright, then
head of music for BBC Television, hesitantly, and offered me one of

A brilliant and vastly enjoyable LP
of favourite items from the popular BBC TV series

A
HHTOK!
■LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Andre Previn's own signature
tune specially written for the series
introduces this LP souvenir of which
he writes:
"On this record, we have tried to put
together a fairly typical programme...
it is all music we enjoy playing, and
for which we have had many requests.
I hope you like it."
WALTON Orb and Sceptre,
■Coronation March (1953)
DUKAS The Sorcerer's Apprentice
ALBINONI-GIAZOTTO
Adagio in G minor
HUMPERDINCK
Hansel and Gretel Overture
RAVEL La Valse
DVORAK Slavonic Dance
No. 9, Op. 72No.1
HMVASD3131
sccrco/quadraphonic
Presented in full-colour
double sleeve
s
[EMI]
mm
EMI Rcconis Limuod, 20, Manchester Square, London W1A1ES. Solos and Distribution Centre, 1 -3 U*bridgo Road. Hayes, Middlesex. Tel: (01) 759 4532/4611 £i 848 981
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his cigarettes. 1 took it, he lit it
for me and I almost choked chain-smokcr that I have always
been - on the strong Russian
tobacco. As soon as he began to
talk to someone else I put it out,
carefully wrapped it, and kept it
as a souvenir of him. I still keep
it.
That meeting with many
Russian composers —
Khatchaturian. Kabalcvsky
critics and professors, remains
important for me, not only for the
personal friendships that were
established and which have
remained, but for much
illumination on the ways of Soviet
musicians and on an important
episode in the earlier life of
Shostakovitch himself. When the
two young pianists had finished
playing the Khatchaturian score,
there was talk. I know no Russian
beyond a few ordinary works, but
the critic Grigori Shncycrson,
sitting on the other side, translated
for me what was happening.
One by one, other composers,
critics and musicologists got up
and spoke. They talked frankly
about the music they had heard.
Some liked it, some were highly
critical. Suggestions for
improvement were made at certain
points. Khatchaturian sal there
listening, making notes. His turn
came to reply. In a Western
context all this could have bc.n
very embarrassing. Nothing quite
like it happens here. But
Khatchaturian took all the points
made, accepted some with
apologies, rejected others, gave his
reasons, thanked Shostakovitch for
some short but pointed comments,
and then everyone slapped
everyone's else's back and sat
down to coffee and chocolates.
Through Shncycrson, I asked
Khatchaturian if some of the
comments had offended him. "Not
at all", he replied energetically.
It s been helpful, the criticism
was constructive and mostly quite
justifiable. Almost everything that
they've suggested I'm going to do.
I welcome it, and here in Russia
we all do. We arc friends, not
rivals".
What that afternoon revealed to
me, alter much more discussion
with the Soviet composers, was
the background to what has been
so often described as the
persecution' ol Shostakovitch in
the mid-19 30s, when in
mid-rehearsal he withdrew his
Fourth Symphony after criticism,
and the even more widely
publicised attack on his opera A
I.ady Macbeth of Mtscnsk (Katcrina
Ismailova). A year afterwards, in
1937, Shostakovitch produced his
great Symphony No^i. sub-titling it
a Soviet musician's response to just

criticism'. In the West this was
interpreted politically as a kind of
climb-down, a surrender (o
political pressure. For two
important reasons it was nothing
of the kind. It was an internal
reaction, not one imposed from
without.
The most important reason was
the attitude of Soviet musicians
themselves, as exemplified at that
meeting of the Composers' Guild.
The other was personal to
Shostakovitch himself. In his
earlier years in the 1920s he, like
many other European musicians,
had passed through the period of
experimentation with the strange
gods of modernism, the theoretical
methods of composition. But they
did not sit easily on his musical
mind. He was, in spite of
everything written about him at
the time, an ardent supporter of
the regime, lie felt strongly that
he should appeal not only to
academic musicians but to the
people: and it was not until the
Fifth Symphony that he began to
feel that he was achieving his aim.
He went on to do the same thing,
in the Leningrad Symphony, in
the 1957 Symphony No.11
founded on the abortive 1905
Revolution and its tragic end with
the massacre in Leningrad's Palace
Square, and from then onwards he
had made the contact he so much
wanted with 'ordinary people'.
Even in lighter mood he still
kept that contact, with his one
and only comic opera,
M o s k v a -C h e r cm ushki, specially
written for Moscow's operetta
theatre where they regularly stage
Strauss and Lccocq and
Offenbach, in his film scores and
patriotic music and songs. In all
things he was Russian. The
heritage, musically, was in the
Russian tradition. The accent was
liis own.
Shostakovitch maintained a
constant interest in the music ol
others. Western as well as that of
his compatriots, critical in the best
sense of the word. One occasion I
remember vividly was in 1957.
when he came to Prague in
Czechoslovakia for part ot the
Spring Festival thai included an
international Com p o sets
Conference. One night I met him
again in the foyer of the Smotana
Opera House, where the Yugoslav
Zagreb Opera was giving the first
performance in Prague ol
Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress.
By that lime Shostakovitch was
speaking a few halting sentences of
English (he had earlier studied it
but never really mastered it, and
his natural timidity in public did
not help). He said "You have
heard it many limes
what do
TO PAGE 30
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Two- if if deal with iyssisi
l.MlvNT signed last
between I 'M I and the
Russian publishing house
Mazhdunarodnaya Kniga broadens
whole basis of present
tl,e
co-operation,
which so far has for
the i>asi 21 years given I'.Ml access
(0 Russian-made Melodiya
recordings. Now the arrangement
is to work both ways, with the
Soviet record industry able to
issue I-Ml recordings in Russia
under their own Melodiya label.
I'irst releases will be of classical,
MOK and pop repertoire, and will
include KM I recordings of soprano
Victoria de los Angeles, mezzo
Janet Baker, conductor Otto
Klempcrcr, organist Lionel Rogg
and others. KM I will also start
recording a number of young and
lessor-known Soviet artists, and
KMI artists will soon be recording
in Russia.
On the pop side. Melodiya will
record for the first time a Western
pop star - Cliff Richard
for
world exploitation by both KMI
Nvcck

and the Russians. He will record an
album ol popular Russian songs and

ballads in Melodiya's Moscow
studios.

-TV.

f Jr
h
i
_■ '■
\S1
SKiNINii i\'h If agreement between EMI and Russian label Melodiya arc
(from left) international classical general manager Peter Andry. marketing
manager Douglas Pud new MR record division director Igor Preferansky,
Tony l.ocantro, and USSR trade delegation officer Lev t'rshov.

cca's 100 list Tun®s
the Haydn piano sonatas played by
price-structure applies to another
FROM PAGE 27
British pianist-composer John
thrcc-LP set an Ace of Diamonds
McCabe, whose own work, The
(GOSC 666-8) continuing John
later, come from Radu Lupu and
Parry's compilation of opera
Chagall Windows, has its first
Szymon Goldberu on six LPs (1 3BB
recording coming out in September
excerpts of which the previous two.
207-12).
Grand Opera Festival and Italian
on HMV ASI) 3096. first issue lias
Two new issues bring Haydn
Opera festival, have met with sales
early, middle and late works, and
music. Argo continues its Haydn
success. New issue. Grand Opera
Dccca plans to complete the issue
quartets project with a three-KR set
Gala, concentrates on big-name
probably in a total of five threc-LP
by the Aeolian Quartet containing
stars in Decca's opera catalogue and
sets. Both Haydn issues will sell at
the Op.54 and Op.55 (HONS 67-9).
includes no rcpeates from the
£3.95 until the end of Kebruary,
and Dccca launches its new series of
previous two issues.
then reverting to £5.67. Same

Sifiwer iiscs for

C
c
London

Philharmonic CfP IPs
FOUR SIKVKR discs have come concertos with pianist Alfred
to the London Philharmonic
Brcndcl, Dccca recordings with Sir
Orchestra from Classics for
Gcorg Solti will include Bartok's
Pleasure, marking sales of more
Violin Concerto No, 2 with
than £75,000 (manufacturer's
Kyung-VVha Chung and a complete
price) in the UK for each of four
Stravinsky Oedipus Rex.
CfP recordings made over the past
Barcnboim will make more Klgar
five years. Discs which qualified
recordings for CBS, and the
(and their sales figures to date) arc orchestra will record under Carlo
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture
Maria Giulini for KMI. For
conducted by Charles Mackcrras Southern Television the LPO is
on CIT 101 (152,000), Grieg's recording this year's Glyndebournc
Piano Concerto No. 1 by soloist
production of Mozart's Cosi Fan
Peter Katin plus the Peer Gym Tutte and there arc plans for
Suite, conducted by John another Glyndebournc TV
Pritchard on CKP 160 (146,000), recording next year. With Solti the
Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No.
LPO is to make two TV
1 also with soloist Peter Katin and
programmes for Polytcl in
conducted by Pritchard on CKP conjunction with the BBC.
115 (129,000) and the record of
Sponsorship from the
Strauss Waltzes on CKP 165
Commercial Union Insurance Co,
conducted by Theodore and help from British Rail has
Guschlbauer (109,000). AH arc
made possible the LPO's first
part of Classics for Pleasure's Wills major UK tour for many years,
Master series.
taking in Edinburgh, Glasgow.
Presentation was made at last
Manchester, Huddcrsfield and
week's I PO press conference at
Liverpool in November, all 100
which managing director Kric
players going with conductor
Bravington revealed that recording
Bernard Haitink. The orchestra has
accounted for between 25 and 30
not visited Liverpool since 1952.
per cent of (he orchestra's annual
Glasgow since 1955 and
budget now running at Manchester since 1968. Before
approximately £8 00,000. thai, in October, it goes again to
Recording sessions during this
Russia to give eight concerts,
year, he said, would total about
taking with it London pianist John
130, including more for the CfP
Lill who is no stranger to Russian
Wills Master scries and sessions for audiences - he was a Tchaikovsky
KMI, Dccca, DGG, CBS, Piano Competition winner in
Phonogram and the Knglish-music Moscow. As well as standard
specialist label Lyrita. Phonogram classics, programmes will include
will complete with the LPO under British music from Alexander
Bernard Hail ink its current cycle Gochr, Sir William Walton and Sir
of Beethoven symphonies and the Michael Tippett.

A
As you know from previous years, Decca Bargain Boxes are the highlight of any September release.
This year we're releasing more Bargain Boxes than ever before and backing them with a powerful
publicity campaign that will keep them in heavy demand throughout the peak selling season.
BEETHOVEN
THE
NINE
SYMPHONES
ocJaoswMJwtowatanM
SRGEORGSOai

HEAVY CONSUMER ADVERTISING - Initially in the music press, followed
nearer Christmas by important National press advertising.
FULL COLOUR LEAFLET - A12 page leaflet in full colour giving
details of the new releases plus best-selling Bargain Boxes already available.
MULTI-BOX DISPLAY UNITS - Contact your Selecta representative
for details.

^ mm
rwrn- wfi

PERMANENT DECCA BARGAINS
SPECIAL OFFERS UNTIL
f——
BEETHOVEN* THE9 SYMPHONIES
FEBRUARY28th. - £3.95
•
Solti/Chicago Symphony Orchestra
T^'rT0 S0NAJAS- V0L '
A
1188 188-96 9 record set
John McCabe
H
Permanent Decca Bargain £19.95
ihdn 100-2 3recordset
■
HAYDN:
STRING
QUARTETS
1
■
PROKOFIEV; THE5 PIANO CONCERTOS
OPP. 54&55
IliJUfcaU 1
Ashkenazy/ London Symphony Orchestra. Prevm Aeo,jan Quartet
jj|^ >* rtSTIVfil or 0I15ERTI JUUIVfW
1588 218-20 3 record set
HONS 67 9 3 record set
Permanent Decca Bargain £7.50
GRAND OPERA GALA
r>. A M/-X o. \/ini IM
GOSC666 8 3recordset.
MOZART: SONATAS Fe^ P,A
FESTIVAL OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN
Radu Lupu & Szymon Goldberg
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company
^====
1388207-12 6 record set
STBB4 6 3recordsei
Permanent Decca Bargain £9.95
FESTIVAL OF GREAT FILM MUSIC
MU'NCHINGER CONDUCTS BACH
Stanley
Black/London Festival Orchestra & Si&SL
Chorus
■mrr 213
913-7 5 record setQordain £5 95
Chorus
1488
STBA
STBA 11 33 3 record set
Permanent Decca Bargain £5.^
wmmmm
4 CENTURIES OF ORGAN MUSIC
record Bargain
set
5BBA IU ^ pecca
£4.95

| DECCB
The
Decca
Record
LimitedLondon SEl 7SW
Comoanv
Decca
House
AlbertCompanv
Embankment
Decca House
Albert
Embankment
London SEl 7SW
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Edinburgh Festival

at

by CBS

given free to any buyer of a
Bernstein or Boulez CBS record
during the I'cstival. Offer is being
strongly advertised during the
period through Radio f orth.
The new Boulez Handel
recording comes in September on
special-price offer at C1.29 until
December 31 when it will revert
to normal C2.99. Number is
76440. Also in September comes a
two-LP double pack set of the
complete lute music of J.S. Bach
played on guitar by John Williams
(79203).
Heading the box sets, planned
before the death of Russian
composer Dmitri Shostakovitch is a
thrcc-LP reissue of his two piano
concertos, the first violin concerto
and the cello concerto, plus the

only available recording of The
Gadfly. The Piano Concerto No. 1,
for solo piano and trumpet, has
Andre Previn as piano soloist with
trumpeter William Vacchiano and
Leonard Bernstein conducting. The
delightful little Piano Concerto
No. 2, written for Shostakovitch's
son Maxim when he was 17, has
Bernstein as both conductor and
piano soloist, both concertos with
the New York Philharmonic. The
same orchestra is with violinist
David Oistrakh, conducted by
Dmitri Mitropoulos, in the Violin
Concerto No. 1, and Russian
cellist Mstislav Rostropovitch plays
with the Philadelphia Orchestra
conducted by Eugene Ormandy in
the Cello Concerto. The box set
will retail at €5.49.

Caballe not retiring
Gorlinsky. said this week that
NOTHING IS known by London
Caballe had said nothing to them
agents of classical recording
soprano Montscrrat Caballe of a
about imminent retirement, and
was singing live performances of
report in a Spanish paper last
opera next month in Spain and
week that she was planning
Germany, and in October in San
retirement. Caballe, probably
today's most recorded opera
Trancisco. She sings in
soprano, has recorded in recent
Phonogram's coming September
release of the early Verdi opera I
years for RCA. KMI, Dccca and
Phonogram in a number of
Masnadicri, and other major
important roles, and has recently
companies have recordings from
her to come. She also has
finished recording in London for
Phonogram in Verdi's 11 Corsaro
recording engagements for next
year.
and Rossini's Elizabeth Queen of
England. Her London agents, S. A.

Other box set reissues include a
Bcecham Box (77395) of three
LPs containing five Berlioz
overtures (Roman Carnival, King
Lear, Le Corsairc, Lcs ITancs-Juges
and Wavcrlcy), the Te Dcum, and
Harold in Italy with famed viola
player William Primrose as soloist;
reissue on 77341 of Kurt Wcill's
opera Mahagonny with Wcill's
widow Lottc Lenya, a Bernstein
and New York Philharmonic set of
Tchaikovsky music (773911)
containing the 1812 Overture, the
Symphony No. 5. Romeo and
Juliet, I ranccsca da Rimini, the
Marehc Slave and the Capriccio
Italicn.

PROMOTIONS I OR two top CBS
recording artists, conductors
Leonard Bernstein and Pierre
Boulez, will bring I'cstival visitors
to 1-dinburph free gifts and free
sampler records. At all classical
retailers in the city, in hotel
bedrooms and at the lestival Club,
centre of I'cstival social life will be
CBS packs containing folders with
details of the conductors' records,
colour postcards bearing portraits,
and promotional folder-matches.
CBS has produced a 7-in.
sampler containing on one side the
hornpipe from Handel's Water
Music conducted by Boulez and
on the other the popular
Hoe-Down from Aaron Copland's
ballet Rodeo conducted by
Leonard Bernstein. This will be

Autumn Surprises for every Taste
THE GREATEST
HITS BOX
5 Records of Greatest Hits
of Chopin, Grieg, Mozart,
Bach and Strauss
If
WUHAN
(Ml
C3
INCREDIBLE 3-D
ft POP-UP ORCHESTRA
6 INSTRUMENT
CHART
An ideal
03 cm
Christmas Gift!
77513 5 LPs £5,99

JOHN WILLIAMS
plays
BACH; COMPLETE
LUTE MUSIC
(on guitar)
including the four Lute
Suites
79205 2LPs E5.79
40-79203
Cassette Pack £5.79

and 4 Box sets (3 LPs each) at £5.49

Lotte Lenya

weillr Rise & Fall of
the City of Mahagonny
Lotte Lenya ^Others
77341
BY PUBLIC DEMAND

CBS
(111
>

_
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GILBERT, SULLIVAN, etc.

Gift-pack
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Shostakovich
Piano Concertos 1& 2;
Violin Concerto No. 1;
Cello Concerto No.1;
Suite from The Gadfly
77394
PREVIN/BERNSTEIN/
ROSTROPOVICH/
OISTRAKH & Others

r-s
Berlioz
5 Overtures;
Harold in Italy;
TeDeum
77395
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

Tchaikovsky
1812 Overture; Marche
Slave; Romeo & Juliet;
Capriccio Italien;
Francesca da Rimini;
Symphony No. 5
77391
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

And-a reminder-issued last month n
MUSSORGSKY: BORIS C0DUN0V
ORIGINAL BOLSHOl PRODUCTION
GEORGE LONDON. IRINA ARKHIPOVA etc.
77396
ALEXANDER MELIK-PACHAEV, Conductor
3-record set £5 49

IT WAS inevitable that, with the
expiry of the Gilbert & Sullivan
copyrights, all kinds ol thmgs
would be done with both music
and dialogue; and indeed all kinds
of IhiuKS have been done. Uu
nothing quite like the Ronald
Searlc-dcsigned cartoon lilm Dick
Deadeyc, now having London runs
at Plaza 2 and the Lulham ABC. A
new story-line, enacted by G & S
characters in a riot of madcap
situations, the music rocked,
rolled, jazzed and even on
occasions in the original, telling
how the ugly Dick Deadcye of
I IMS Pinafore acts as protagonist

Q
D.
C
n
K
5
in a hectic and danger-ridden
search for the 'Ultimate Secret'
that turns out to be the lohmthe
cliche-ridden verses and music of
It's Love that Makes the World Go
Round. It's all good fun, in
beautiful colour, cleverly made, q
& S fans who may think it ^
much sacrilege as painting a
moustache on the Mona Lisa can
comfort themselves with tilc
thought that the moustache is
only on a reproduction of the
originals, which remain
untarnished. As a permanent
souvenir of it GM Records have
issued an LP, GML I0l8,
containing almost all the songs.
E.S.

CLASSICAL SALES
FULL PRICE
1 BACH: Oboe & Violin Concertos
HMV ASD 3076
Perlman/ECO/Barenboim
Decca SET 587/9
2 BELLINI: I Puritani Sutherland/Bonynge
Decca SXL 6723
3 ELGAR: Symphony No. 2 Solti
4 FAURE: Requiem
Barenboim/Soloists/Paris Orchestra/Edinburgh Chorus HMV ASD 3065
5 MAHLER: Symphony No. 2 Leonard Bernstein
CBS 78249
6 MOZART; Symphonies 25-41
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra/Bohm
DGG 2740 110
7 ORFF: Carmina Burana
Jochum/German Opera, Berlin
DGG 139362
8 RACHMANINOV: Songs
Soderstrom/Ashkenzy
Decca SXL 6708
9 SCHUBERT: Sonata No. 17 in D
Alfred Brendel
Philips 6500 763
10 STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite. Jeu de Cartes Abbado/LSO DGG 2530 537
MID PRICE
1 BEETHOVEN; Symphony No. 5
Contour 2870 482
RPO/Dorati
2 CARL ORFF; Carmina Burana
Herbert Kegal/Leipzig Radio Orch.
Heliodor 2548 194
3 CHOPIN: 14 Waltzes
Stefan Ashkenase
Heliodor 2548 146
4 ELGAR: Enigma Variations
Del Mar/RPO
Contour 2870 440
5 FUR ELISE
Various Pianists
Heliodor 2548 137
6 HAYDN: Drum Roll Symphony
Bavarian Radio Orch./Eugene Jochum
Heliodor 2548 147
7 I MUSICI SAMPLER
Various Works
Philips CXL 15000
8 RODRIGO: Guitar Concerto
Yepes/Spanish National Orchestra/Argenta
Decca SPA 233
9 STRAVINSKY: The Soldiers Tale Suite
Nash Ensemble/Howell
CFP 40098
10 VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Thomas Tallis Fantasia
TIPPETT: Concerto for string Orchestra
London Philharmonic Orchestra
CFP 40016
One of the century's greats
FROM PAGE 28
of Kalcrina Ismailova. His last visit
was in 1972, for a week of
Russian music in the Festival Hall,
you think of it?" 1 told him my
during which he also spent time
opinion frankly, that it was
with then EMI senior producer
charming in many ways, but that I
Ronald Kinloch Anderson who
found it loo carefully contrived
was making what was to be the
and artificial, for the most part
last record made hero by David
pastiche for its own sake. "But", I
Oistrakh, one of Shostakovitch's
added, "this does not apply to the
closest friends and colleagues and
two final scenes, the Graveyard
for whom he wrote his Violin
and the Bedlam Scene. These I
Concerto No.I. Throughout the
find profoundly moving". "Why?"
recording sessions, conducted by
he asked. "I just don't know," I
his son Maxim with the New
replied. Me shrugged, and closed
Philharmonic Orchestra (ASD
up again like a clam. In the box
2936), he and Oistrakh worked
where 1 sat next to him he
together, advising, directing,
occasionally made some comment,
achieving something that satisfied
perceptive, monosyllabic, as the
Shostakovitch and earned his
performance went on. Then came
warm approval as a definitive
those last two scenes, and only a
recorded performance.
few minutes later Shostakovitch
Shostakovitch occupies an
gripped my knee, excited. "1 sec
important and permanent place in
now why you like this music. So
the world of recording. More than
do 1. At last he is being himself,
40 of his major works,
lie is being Russian. This is sincere
symphonies, ballet scores, opera,
music, because lie is going back to
chamber music, solo instrumental
his roots, for whatever else
works, are in the U.K. classical
Stravinsky may persuade himself catalogue,
some in a number ol
that he is, fundamentally he is a
versions. Many more arc available
Russian!"
import. The thousands ol
Shostakovitch made many visits on
admirers of his music will be
Jo Britain, all for musical reasons.
listening to them for many
He visited our concert halls, for
decades to conic. Those who have
performances of his own works
known him personally wl'
and those of others. He spent
remember him with love, and with
weeks here in 1963 supcrvisina
gratitude for what he lias done lor
rehearsals for the Covcnt Garden
music and for what he has lc'1
production of his revised version
behind.
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Harry (the climber) Pinge - convicted of
C
habitually
breaking into the charts.

I

ior reieose o morvellous new botch of August album releases from RCA
featuring some of the top names in the music world.
PUHE PRAIPJE LEJ^QUE
^ VI a n e^^ tl I G H WAY

. j

L"

'LENA AND MICHEL' SF 8443
Lena Home and Michel Leg rand

'SURVIVOR' SF 8431
Barry Mann

TWO LANE HIGHWAY' SF 8445
Pure Prairie League
1

r>-v"
s=r

r

C

'qarOLINA COUSINS' LSA 3235
TO FRED ASTAIRE, WITH LOVE SF8442 CAMUU^^
The Ruby Braff/George Barnes Quartet Dotl

'SONGS OF LOVE' SF 8444
Jim Reeves

Records and Tapes
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Radio 'is
by DAVID LONGMAN
"PEOPLE SAID lo us at Clyde,
that success would be easier for us
due to several factors. Although it
was nice to think it would be, I
must admit that I personally had
no prc-conceived ideas. The radio
game is very much like playing the
game of squash. You have wails
around you. and you must react
and respond to them, and there
arc lines above and below which
you have to keep the ball. The
problems and walls the radio
stations all face arc the same.
They are the 1BA, the advertisers,
the audience, and the BBC. My
job is lo counter-punch those
restrictions, and if you can't do
that, then you're the wrong man.
"It is very similar to a fight. If
you put a heavyweight like Radio
1 against a flyweight like Clyde,
then if the heavy-weight hits the
flyweight then he's a gonncr, but
die flyweight is built to be able to
avoid the punches, and he should
tap away, because even now, you
still win boxing matches on points.
That is the idea the commercial
stations have to plug into.
The advent of commercial radio
to many people, was an
opportunity for work. The pirate
radio stations produced many disc
jockeys with experience, but now
with the current financial
difficulties within the UK, how
has commercial radio been
affected?
"The change in the economy
lias hit us like it has hit everyone
else, and it is very difficult to
cater for, because obviously you

like

a

game

£
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squash'

FEW PEOPLE doubt that of all the
commercial radio stations on-air
now. Radio Clyde is the most
successful. The blend of
programming the station has
achieved has obviously won the
hearts of the Glasgow people. When
Andy Park, the head of
entertainment at Clyde was down
in London recently to attend a
meeting of the Music Week
Advisory Committee for the
Broadcasting Forum, he took time
to talk about the radio station.
don't want to lower your standard
of programming. The staff at
Clyde has been trimmed, but
perhaps that is a good thing in a
way, because it means that more
people can sample a greater area
of responsibility. There arc
limitations in that it is difficult for
a secretary lo do news or
engineering, but they can gain
valuable experience. There arc
some union-orientated areas of
Clyde, but I am pleased that there
arc many areas which they don't
cover, because it would narrow
down the involvement any one
person can have within the
station."
One of the topics at the Music
Week Broadcasting Forum, being
held at the Heathrow Hotel on
October 13 and 14, is the subject
of audience research. Recently an
argument arose over the use of
dip-stick audience research surveys,
and whether or not they should be
published. Andy Park has quite
definite views on the topic.
"I feel that audience research is

WAVES
WITH MEMORIES of steam radio
just around the comer, presenters
and staff of BRMB boarded a
steam special travelling from
Bewdley to Bridgenorth. The staff
entertained the other passengers
on the train with waiter races,
competitions and prizes. Five
times more passengers travelled on

of

the train journey, which was
promoted on the station.
***
RADIO HALLAM now features 12
hours of rock music a week.
Johnny Moran presents the softer
side of rock on Wednesday
evenings from 8.00 till 11.00, and
on Thursdays and Fridays at the
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RL'F/.kCTlNd LIFF at Radio Clyde,
Essex.
primarily of importance to the
radio station, and by the figures
they can detect the bald patches.
Saturday night is traditionally a
bad area for audiences, so
programmers should either be sure
the programmes for that time cost
very little to produce, and by so
doing concede that people don't
listen, or otherwise go all out to
attract Uic people. Audience
research can tell you what the
public demand. You can play on
the greed element of human
nature, by having a show which
has large prizes each week, and
that is a sure way to get people to
listen.
"We at Clyde have been
pleasantly surprised that areas of
the day wliich people previously
considered to be audience black
spots, have in fact proved at times
lo hold our largest audience of the
same time, Colin Sladc features
American, along with regular
interviews with visiting artists.
More glamorous however, is the
three hours from midnight on
Saturdays, when Chubbing with
Chubb comes along, with Bcvcrlcy
Chubb, previously with Radio
Luxembourg. Bcvcrlcy is another
follower of the American sound,
featuring the Eagles and the
Doobic Brothers.
* *• *
ANDY FINNEY returns lo BBC
Radio London from this week, to
present the rock show.
Breakthrough on Monday evenings.
Finncy will be presenting the show
for six months while regular
presenter Mike Sparrow is away
from the station working for BBC
Television. Finncy aims to
re-introduce several spots he used
to have on another Radio London
show, Fresh Garbage.
* *• *
MOLINARE SOUND, the London
recording studio, was recently the
nerve ccntic of the EMI Yin &
Yan promotion lo the commercial
radio stations. For the first time in
(lie history of commercial radio in
Britain, interviews from a private
studio in London were broadcast
live on Plymouth Sound and
BRMB. The Plymouth link was
particularly ambitious, involving a
complete hour of air-time, when
station listeners were able to
phone questions lo the duo in
London. Earlier, Swansea Sound
disc jockey Dave Bowen recorded
an interview at Molinare,
incorporating station
identifications and commercials.

presenter Richard Park talks to David
day. We have arts and jazz
programmes which regularly top
the audience for the breakfast
show. When I go to different radio
stations, I am often struck that in
my terms, the music or disc
jockey is in the wrong slot, but it
is up lo the programme controller
to work things out. I would love
lo sec a great deal more
co-operation between the different
stations on all levels, especially on
the programming side. It is very
difficult to sell or exchange
programmes between the different
stations. This is again where the
unions come in."
Bearing in mind the liaison
between the different stations,
union agreements arid programme
policies, what docs Park think is
the greatest handicap each of the
stations faces?
"Obviously it is the internal
in which he recalled some of the
highlights which have made the
band world-famous.
***
HOLLAND AMERICA Cruises
liavc recently been operating a
series of very successful Showboat
cruises, which are really floating
jazz festivals. Top jazz stars
including Lionel Hampton, Dave
Brubeck, Duke Ellington, Dizzy
Gillespic, Carman McRac and
Jimmy Tyler have taken part. BBC
Television has shown interest in
this form of entertainment, and
camera crews have been aboard
the last two, and as a result, five
twenty minute shows will be
transmitted on BBC 2 at 8.10. The
first is on August 26, and on
September 2, 9,16 and 23.
The company is also planning
two more cruises for December,
one being another Showboat, and
the other being a Film Fan Cruise,
when film stars will introduce and
talk about the making of some of
their more notable epics.

. cI .DM UN DO ROS was recently
presented with a special plaque by
Radio 2. to mark the 35lh
anniversary of his famous Latin
American orchestra. A special
broadcast was made by Alan Dell.
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economics, and they will swanip
you if you aren't careful. You
have lo make sure that u,c
programmes you do are a success
in terms of advertising, because if
they arc not, you won't have the
money lo plan your next show. If
you don't have clearance from
your management to make shows
which don't 'wash their face', then
you will never be able to sleep at
night."
Whether people like to admit it
or not, the commercial stations arc
basically pop music stations. They
do provide local community
information as the IBA require,
but they arc predominantly music
stations. So how docs Andy Park
feel about the support he receives
from the record companies?
"Record companies arc our life
blood, there's no doubting that,
but I do sometimes think they get
confused about their role. I feel
very strongly, that although record
pluggcrs service my disc jockeys, I
want those records first for the
station. The disc jockey is going to
get his ass kicked in if he starts
hogging something for his own
show. I won't tolerate a situation
like this. Another angle on this is
when record companies give
records to one station two weeks
before us. If they don't want us to
have it that's fine, but when they
want me to exercise an element of
choice towards them, they can go
and taking a running jump.
"In the same way, I'm not
terribly keen on record companies
wining and dining my disc jockeys,
because for one thing they arc all
turning fat. It is vital for us to
know what the record companies
arc releasing, but that doesn't
mean they have to entertain us. I
don't like to feel anyone is trying
to put pressure on us."
Trait

fineSim

pDiois
LAST WEEK Radio Trent, the
commercial radio station serving
Nottingham, finalised plans to join
the Association of Independent
Radio Contractors. Station
managing director Denis Maitland,
who guided Trent through the last
12 months, was previously against
joining, partly because of what he
regarded as "the inefficiency and
too high running and membership
costs of AIRC."
Explained Maitland, "I don't
think any of our advertisers have
been particularly disturbed by the
fact that we haven't joined until
now. but I believe there will be a
few more doors open to my staff
now we arc members. Most
noticeable until now, has been the
spirit of non-co-operation shown
to us by the other commercial
stations.
Commenting on his reasons for
not joining immediately, he
stressed that he did not think that
AIRC gave a strong enough voice
to the smaller provincial stations,
but gave more priority to the
major metropolitan ones. "During
our first year, nobody at the
station really had enough time to
be able lo devote to AIRC.
"The station actually joined
AIRC on July 1, and we have paid
a token fee for the last year. 1 do
object to paying it, hut in
common with other station
managing directors, there arc
things within AIRC that I am not
happy about."
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George Jones'

20
7

years

Till , 'LONG staying-power of the
country music entertainer is
proved convincingly with the case
of George Jones, lie scored his
first success back in 1955 with
Why Baby Why - a chart-topper
with his initial release - and, 20
years Hater, has remained the
consistent hit-maker as well as
being one of the music's most
popular booking attractions.
Throughout the years Jones has
developed as possibly the most
prolific of all U.S. country artists
and, besides having over 85 chart
singles to his credit, has released
around 110 albums.
In Britain he is one of the few
artists to have had albums
regularly released from a number
of different recording companies
and has built up a very loyal
following. In addition his
distinctive styling and considerable
vocal range has made him an artist
upon which many local acts have
based themselves.
Earlier this year, at the Seventh
International Festival of Country
Music, George Jones made his long
overdue British debut.
Unfortunately his 25 minutes on
stage, backed by his Jones Boys,
provided only a slight insight into
his vast, instantly familiar
repertoire. Nevertheless he created
an electrifying presence and
promoter Mervyn Conn
immediately started negotiations
for a nationwide tour.
"The trouble with Wembley
was that it was one of those shows
that was just a little too long,"
commented Jones during a recent
trans-Atlantic call from his ranch
home in Alabama. "Somebody just
had to give up time and, as I was
at the end of the evening, I was
that guy".
George Jones is not an artist
who has bowed down to current
trends where country music is a
step removed from pop, but rather
has kept his music in country's
solid traditions. Reared in Texas,
he inherited his musical talents
from his parents and gained his
first pracitcal experience working
church socials and other local
events.
After service in the U.S.
Marines - and action in the
Korean War - Jones returned
home to Texas and took up a job
as a house painter while, in his
spare time, he lined up gigs. It was
one of these appearances that
brought him to the attention of U.
W. "Pappy" Daily, a prominent
Houston record distributor who
was later to become the artist's
manager and record producer.
The association led to a
contract with Starday Records
and, subsequently, releases with
the Mercury, United Artists and
Musicor labels.
"A lot of my early recordings
were songs that I had written
myself simply because I was very
limited in my choice of material.
At that time I wasn't a known
artist, so nobody wanted to write
songs for George Jones. I was just
forced to write my own material.
Fortunately the majority of these
songs turned out pretty good for
me."
Jones remained with Daily until
the beginning of the seventies
when he departed from Musicor
and signed with Epic Records. One
of the reasons for the cliange of
labels was that, with the new deal,
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he would be in a position to
record duels with Tammy Wyncttc
who, up until the beginning of this
year, was his stage partner as well
as his wife.
"There were other reasons as
well" explained Jones. "The
association with 'Pappy' Daily,
which lasted around 15 years, was
a wonderful one - and a most
fruitful one. But, on the other
hand, I found it very restricting as
far as choice of material was
concerned. The majority of songs
came from one publishing concern
so I was left with the situation
that I had to write my own songs
or choose from a limited
catalogue. Only occasionally wc
would pick songs from other
sources, generally in the case of a
big hit title.
"Now working with Billy
Sherrill at Epic, I can have the
choice of any songs and 1 now
possess the greatest freedom since
I first started recording.
EDITED
by
Tony By worth
"As far as ducts with Tammy
arc concerned, I'm not quite sure
of the situation at the moment. It
could appear that it would all be
over but it may not be so.
Apparently some of the people at
Epic have approached Tammy on
the subject and she seems willing."
Currently Jones is spreading his
field of activities. Last March he
opened Possum Hollow, a 500
seatcr couptry music nightspot in
Nashville's Printer's Alley and, last
month, a club on the outskirts of
Nashville which has been named
The George Jones' Entertainers
International Supper Club.
"While Possum Hollow is
strictly a country music club —
the largest in Nashville - the
Supper Club will feature all kinds
of music and will cater strictly for
the music industry. We've already
got members from the publishing
sections, record companies and
artists and we're hoping for some
international members.
Next month George Jones is
scheduled to tour the United
Kingdom and, this time around,
he'll have enough time on stage to
get through a far greater selection
of material that his Wembley
appearance allowed. He'll be
accompanied by the Jones Boys
and guest artist on the show is
Word recording artist Wanda
Jackson.
The venues set for the tour arc:
Leisure Centre, Gloucester (Sept.
11); ABC Peterborough (12);
Gaumont, Ipswich (13); Coventry
Theatre (14); Empire, Liverpool
(18); Odeon, Hammersmith (19);
Gaumont, Southampton (20);
Theatre Royal, Norwich (21);
Music Hall, Aberdeen (24); Apollo
Centre, Glasgow (25).
Recent Album Releases:
The Best Of George Jones
Epic I-PC 80847
Famous Country Music Makers
RCA DPS 2056
George & Tammy & Tima (with
Tammy Wyncttc) Epic EPC 80655
Wc Must Have Been Out Of Our
Minds (with Mclba Montgomery)
RCA LSA 3230
Current Single:
These Days (I Barely (let By)
Epic EPC 3540

PERFORMANCE
DURING THE past few years
there's been a notable upsurge in
the number of U.S. country
performers undertaking tours in
the United Kingdom, although the
majority have kept to theatrical
dates. A more recent development,
however, is the rapidly increasing
amount of Stateside acts who have
found that substantial audiences
exist in the larger country music
clubs and, currently, the Mike &
Margaret Storey Entertainment
Agency has the husband and wife
team of Gus and Jo Ann Thomas
appearing at such venues:
The Thomases who hail from
Wheeling, West Virginia, and arc
long-time regulars on the famous
WWVA Jamboree ~ made their
UK debut last year and success has
brought about this second round
of engagements. Once again
they've been drawing regular full
houses, and their two hour stint
on stage at Stevenage's Times
Club, where they were backed by
the Reading group Frisco, still
didn't appear long enough to quell
the enthusiastic response.
Unfortunately, though,
performing before club audiences
has provided its own drawbacks
and the duo were forced to
abandon some of their
contemporary material in favour
of the older, more familiar songs.
Hence a generous helping of Hank
Williams' numbers, as well as such
standards as Ashes Of Love,
California Blues and Put You
Hand In The Hand, won straight
through to the Stcvenage Club
members. Nevertheless Gus and Jo
Ann Thomas' performance was
most suited to the environment
and their cabaret style approach solo spots as well as ducts mingled
with amusing repartee - went over
well. Also making a brief
appearance was the Thomas' 12
year old daughter Mary Ann, a
talented youngster who could well
develop into a substantial country
entertainer.
TONY BYWORTH
ALBUM
REVIEWS
SYDNEY DEVINE
Live From The City Hall Glasgow.
Emerald SLD 38. Producer:
Gordon Smith. With five albums
already to his credit and a growing
reputation South of the border,
this Scottish country singer is
being pushed hard by Decca
towards nationwide success. This
may well be the album to provide
the final breakthrough, embracing
as it docs a broadly familiar
repertoire of country-ish and
traditional songs like Wolverton
Mountain, Send Me The Pillow,
Truly Fair, Road To Dundee, Now
Or Never and other trusted items
from his songbook, all rapturously
received by the Glasgow audience.
Chart-status sales arc assured in
Scotland and a sensible stock-item
elsewhere.
GEORGE JONES
The Best Of George Jones. Epic
EPC 80847. Billy Sherrill. A
country pop giant on a 1975
compilation of tracks going back
to 1972. The Jones voice is
icsonant, fairly throbbing with the
required sentimentahty and
sincerity and right for the
romantic agony of songs like
Nothing Ever Hurts Me (Half As
Bad As Losing You) or A Picture
Of Me (Without You). Apart from
producing with a languid touch,
Billy Sherrill also kicked in two of
the best songs, The Door and We
Can Make It.

|\/|ore U.S.
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Storey Agency tours
acts" commented Mike Storey,
THE MIKE and Margaret Storey "and
country music clubs,
Entertainment Agency, currently where the
majority of our acts
promoting the tour ol U.S. artists work, the
become a most
Gus & Jo Ann Thomas, has valuable have
market."
announced a number ot other
tours scheduled to take place in
The Agency, which currently
the Autumn and early 1976. These represents
over 250 local country
include visits by U.S. artists Patsy
Montana and Judy Rose, Doc & acts, have recently moved into
Chickie Williams, Eddie Noack and larger premises with Look Records
Canadian singer/songwriter Dick and will be co-operating on a
Damron. In addition the Agency number of projects, including
will be promoting nationwide, management and music publishing,
tours by British artists Stu Stevens in the future. Their address is
September South Studios, 38
and Brian Maxinc.
"Wc arc planning to become far Knowle Road, Golcar,
Huddersficld, Yorkshire.
more involved with American
Wimbledon contest
winners announced
ONE OF' the longest running performers from all over the UK.
country music talent contests ever The performers were split into solo,
staged was concluded last Sunday duo and group categories.
(August 10) at Wimbledon's
The winners, who received a
Tennessee Country & Western trophy and cash prizes, were: Solo
Centre.
- Julie Hodgkins; Duo — Morning
The contest, which commenced
Dew; group — Kinda Country. A
on February 18 and continued grand final featuring all three
every subsequent Sunday, was
winners is scheduled for August 31
organised by the Centre's owner at the Tennessee Centre.
Chris Forde and attracted
Bebb takes over

Charlie Rich UK

Country
B Club
BBC PRODUCER Bill Bebb
returns to the country music radio
waves when he takes over from
Colin Chandler on Wednesday
evening's Country Club. Bebb
formerly produced the Country
Meets Folk and Country Style
programmes but, for the past three
years, has been working away
from country music. In a direct
swop around Colin Chandler takes
over Bcbb's production duties on
Music Through Midnight,
On BBC Radio London, Bob
Powcl's London Country returns
to Sunday afternoons on
September 14 and fills a two hour
slot commencing at 2.00.

ooncert
PUARIIP
Dir'U idiut
Kr^l'o into
CHARLIE RICH,
who broke
the British charts last year with
The Most Beautiful Girl In The
World and Behind Closed Doors,
makes his British concert debut
next month.
In support will be new RCA
country discovery Sarah Johns
who will have a single, I'm Ready
To Love You Now, released to
coincide with the visit.
The dates scheduled for the
tour arc: Gaumont, Ipswich
(September 20); Davenport
Theatre, Stockport (21); In
Concert - BBC-TV (22); City
Hall, Newcastle (24); New Theatre,
Southport (25); Apollo, Glasgow
(27); Theatre Royal, London (28).

Top Country albums

6
7
8
■in

YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND, Don Williams, ABC ABCL 5127
KEEP MOVIN' ON, Merle Haggard, Capital E-ST 11365
BEST OF TAMMY WYNETTE, Tammy Wynette, CBS 63578
STAND BY YOUR MAN, Tammy Wynette, Epic 69141
DON WILLIAMS VOL. 3, Don Williams, ABC ABCL 5125
THE BARGAIN STORE, Dolly Parton, RCA LSA 3217
SAMPLE CHARLEY PRIDE, Charley Pride, RCA SAS 1005
BLANKET ON THE GROUND, Billie Jo Spears, United Artists
UAS 29866
^YT!ME Y0U TOUCH ME, Charlie Rich, Epic EPC 80828
1003 GREEN & STEEL GUITAR. Lloyd Green, M&M SLME

11

0F MERLE
HAGGARD, Merle Haggard, Capitol
t-ol 23234
12 JOHN R. CASH, Johnny Cash, CBS 80634
T HITS G,en Carn
Ia ?amSIAE-5UGKER
'
Pbell, Capitol ST 21885
Tucker
iq ^
J
' TanVa
MCA MCF
15
INTRODUCING
CAL
SMITH, Cal' Smith,
MCA2713
MCF 2714

1
o
3
d

ctpc. D.
r>oi
nhmcv rX,
rwe lil
APL1-1117

T
OP IMPORT ALBUMS
Ll0Vd Green
' Monument KZ 33368
0UL IVlAN Larrv Trider
'
' Ranwood R-8129
l
HIS
HAIN1DS
0F

' Jeanne Pruett, MCA 479
PART0|NJ
' Dolly Parton, RCA

D0LLY

MY DREAMS
ln5fn?mnEtAMING
' Waylon Jennings, RCA APL1-1062
Rritainl u0" Prov
'ded spec
H16a,Country
Music Association (Great
0n 33,65
Whilo ti "I
' 'st Country Music shops in the UK.
9 OV albums are
dim.i i 6 n0t j t,iat manv consistent sellers in all the shops, it
snorifio areas which
l. may not beartists
register
sales in
specific
reflected
in theabove-average
CMA (GB) Chart.
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A new hit single by John Denver from his forthcoming album "Windsong
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ROD STEWART
Atlantic Crossing. Warner Brothers
K 56151. Producer: Tom Dowd
This is the singer's first album to
be made in America, and it shows
especially on the tracks cut in
Alabama's famous Muscle Shoals
studio. On All In The Name 01
Rock And Roll and Stone Cold
Sober, for instance, Stewart
delivers his distinctive vocal styling
across a musical backdrop which is
straight out of Otis Redding's Stax
cuts. There's a fine, loping version
of the Isley Brothers' This Old
Heart Of Mine, loo. The LP is
divided into 'slow' and 'fast' sides
- the former includes an
impassioned I Don't Want To Talk
About It as well as Stewart's new
hit. Sailing - and as a
programming concept, it works.
The artist has reason to be pleased
with Atlantic Crossing, and the
trade will have reason to be
pleased with its sales performance.
©
THE DETROIT SPINNERS
Pick Of The Litter. Atlantic K
50155. Producer: Thorn Bell
This might be subtitled Thorn Bell
Shows The Others Where To Get
Off. His productions remain the
essence of sophistisoul because the
man is subtle not for him the
excesses of tlie Eddie Calvert-type
arrangements that Van McCoy is
currently giving the Stylistics. The
percussion, brass, keyboard and
string work is amazingly
unobtrusive, but added to the
Spinners' fine vocals it constitutes
a powerful mix. Stand-outs arc
probably Honest I Do, Love Or
Leave and the group's current
single. Games People Play; lead
singer Phillip Wynne is as

e
c
irrepressible as ever. There s also
an un credited but soulfully
distinctive Dionne Warwicke on
side two's last track, Just As Long
As We Have Love. More of those
sort of surprises please, Atlantic!
JIM I HENDRIX
Crash Landing. Polydor Super
2310 39 8. Producer: Alan
Douglas/Tony Bongiovi First of
a scries of previously un-relcased
Hendrix tracks to be issued by
Polydor over the next year. The
recordings (no doubt in line for a
Basement Tapes dub) are taken
from demos put down by the
artist in the latter part of his
career, during 1969, which
Douglas has re-mixed with the
help of extra sessions men to
boost the original Hendrix vocal
and guitar. Douglas is visiting UK
universities in September on a sort
of promotion lour which could
mean new buyers; Hendrix fans
will want to add this LP to their
collection though the numbers
break no new ground.
!•:< + ♦
GENTLE GIANT
Free Hand. Chrysalis CHR 1093.
Production: Gentle Giant - One
of the more unusual albums to be
released this static summer. Free
Hand lives up to the promise in
the accompanying blurb of being
'a melting pot of styles'. The
ingredients here arc, as in previous
Giant offerings a mix of jazz,
classical, folk, round-singing and
rock. There are seven long tracks,
some tuneful beaty numbers, and
others broken up into songlets of
different styles which manage to
be different without being
computerised. The band has a
three month UK, U.S. and
European lour lined up so this LP
could build into a biggie.

©CHART CERTAINTY
Sales potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Gold 'N' Decayed. Conlempo CLP
525
More resurrections here,
from the Fifties and Sixties. It's a
mix with fair sales potential and
some classic tracks, such as Del
Shannon's Runaway, the Platters'
Only You, John Fred's Judy In
Disguise, the Teddy Bears' To
Know Him Is To Love Him. the
Shangn-Las' Leader Of The Pack
and Bob & Earl's Harlem Shuffle,
There's also Contempo's recent
sccond-lime-around hit. I'm Gonna
Run Away From You by Tami
Lynn, Pity about the inclusion of
two obvious fillers by an outfit
called Little Bo Pete and the Rock
& Roll Janitors an album of 18
tracks would have been stronger
musically and just as good
va I ue-for-money without their
dispensable versions of Good Golly
Miss Molly and Lucille. Perhaps
Pete needs the money.

Is Mellow and Blue Magic s
Sideshow. Cop-out track is an
awful interpretation of My Way.
Under normal circumstances, this
album would be useful for dealers
strong in soul; with a hit single
around, it could do more,

MAJOR HARRIS
My Way. Atlantic K 50117.
Producer: Bobby Eli
Harris is
now a UK chart name with his
sensitive and sensual Love Won't
Let Me Wait. He was once a
member of the Dclfonics, so the
man is well versed in the
pyrotechnics of the Philly sound.
The LP is a well-balanced mix of
up-tempo items and ballads,
handled by the Major with some
style and finely crafted
instrumenially by members of
MFSB. Standout tracks, apart from
the singer's single, are Loving You

MILLIE JACKSON
Still Caught Up. Polydor 2391
18 3. Producers: Brad
Shapiro-Millie Jackson - How do
you follow up one of 1974's
outstanding soul albums based on
the concept of the wife and the
other woman in a matrimonial
triangle? Simple - repeal the
process. And surprisingly - or not
so, perhaps, bearing in mind the
skills of the woman voted
America's best r&b vocalist
it
still works satisfactorily second
time around, with the songs
reflecting the emotional conflicts.

THE IMPRESSIONS
First Impressions. Warner Brothers
K 56143. Producer: Ed Townsend
- Curtom's first album in Britain
since the label linked up with
Warner was by ex-Impression
Lcroy Hutson. Now the group
itself has some new material
available, and it's fairly impressive.
Excellent and intricate vocals
predominate - one of the
quartet's two lead singers (Ralph
Johnson? Reggie Torian?) has a
shade of the Detroit Spinners'
Phillip Wynne about his styling but the crisp and complementary
arrangements by Rich Tufo and
r&b veteran Rene Hall are worth
mentioning, loo. Prime (racks arc
Sooner Or Liter (the Impressions'
new single). Old Before My Time
and Groove. A share of the credit
must also go to writer Ed
Townsend. Strong sales from the
soul browsers assured.

If soul means earthy emotion,
then Millie Jackson with her real
depths of feeling and rugged voice
is probably the best around today,
albeit possibly a trifle too fierce
and direct for the majority of
British listeners.
fatback band
Yum Yum. Polydor 2391 184.
Producers: Fatback Band
The
quaintly-named Fat Back Band arc
the archetypal disco outfit playing
irresistible,' funky dance music,
with precision and contagious
good spirits. As a listcning-ablum
its repetitive riffs and hick of
either positive solo or vocal
interest could be drawbacks, but
the target is the loot not the head
and in that respect the aim is
perfect. The band has a growing
reputation over here and the
release is an essential soul stock
item.
**•
EDDIE KENDRICKS
The Hit Man. Tamla-Motown
STML 12001. Producers: Frank
Wilson & Leonard Caslon - A
superb title (has no one thought
of using it before?) for an equally
superb album. Ex-Temptation
Kcndricks has developed into one
of Motown's leading artists, and
his finely-controlled falsetto style
consistently sounds fresh and
appealing. Ace tracks are Happy
and his new UK single. If Anyone
Can, while the singer's U.S. hit.
Get The Cream Off The Top, must
rale as one of the best recordings
he has ever made. Another beauty
is the delicate Skippin' Work
Today. Motown addicts, of whom
there are many, will already have
their eyes on this LP, and
word-of-mouth in the soul
community will add to the sales
impetus.
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FLASHBACK 1964
Original hits original artists 6870 665 (LP)
7470 665 (Cassette)
f irst of the Contour "Flashbacks" on LP and cassette
with each release recalling 12 hits sung by the original artists
from 1964 through to 1969
"I his release 1964 includes Dusty Springfield, Louis
Armstrong, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roger Miller, The I our Pennies.
Superbly packaged, with lull biographical sleeve notes' lirst of
a series with great appeal. Only £1.00 or £1.75!
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The sound of good music
RECORDS £100
TAPES £175
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CARLY SIMON «»^^"PLAYING POSSUM
HEIR NEW SINGLE V^W^EiRFALL K12187

Marketed by EMI

^ncb^'

•^Also available on Tape.
"^XTes Sales and D.str.bunon Centre. 1 -3 Uxbridge Road. Hayes. Middlesex Tel; (01) 759 4532/4611 tr 848 9811
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IHI
INDEX
ADAMS, Chris & Pauline
BLUE, Barry
BROOK, Julian
CARTER, Ralph
CRUTCHER. Bettye
DAHLQUIST, Patricia
DATLIN, Larry
EDISON LIGHTHOUSE
11th HOUR
EXECUTIVE SUITE
FAT BACK BAND
FEDERATION
GOLDSBORO, Bobby
GUMBO
HARLEY QUINNE
HILLER, Mitch
JAMES. Micheal
JELLYBEANS
MacNEI L, Maggie
McDONALD, Lennie

D
I
M
W
S
K
D
L
H
W
Y
B
I
I
R
I
C
D
N
L

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Rye, CW — CBS/WEA, E —
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H. R.
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons, R
— RCA, S — Selecta, X — Clyde
Factors, B — B&C, Z — Enterprise,
CR — Creole
LISTINGS
(ALL I HAVE TO DO IS)
DREAM, Raleigh-Durham Reel,
NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND.
United Artists UP 35875 (E).
B
BACK TO BACK. Hoping.
FEDERATION. State STAT 11
(F).
BIG STAR, A Page Torn Out Of
Me, STARK & McBRIEN. RCA
Victor 2586 (R).

AUG.

23

MOTT
M
NEW-BIRTH
D
1910 FRUIT GUM COMPANY...W
NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND....A
PHONIX
B
PROCUL HAREM
P
REID, Mike
T
REEVES. Jim
Y
RICHMAN, Jonathan
R
ROGERS. Julie
L
SAYER, Leo
M
SHELLEY, Peter
L
SHOWADDYWADDY
H
SINATRA, Frank
I
^FRL,NrMCYvonne
YBR'EN^
T'H
STERLING,
& The
AI|

SWEET DREAMS

8

.
LI

ll
■■
,
. np
HEARTBEAT, Lu^v J '
SHOWADDYWADDY.
1450 (E).
HOLYWOOD HOT, Ho|Vv^°0^
Hotter, 11th HOUR. 20th
Century BTC 2215 (A).
|
. dclieVE
I'M GONNA LOVE
°tL
c
|e Qn The
pioo'r FRANK SINATRA.
^°° '
00 (cw)
IF Rosetta
1 SHOW Stone.
YOU Idadov
CAN DANCE,
riijf
BARRY
BLUt.
8611 1452
|F Y0U L0VE ME (LET ME

THE
v
KNOW). Version, Sterling
VYONNE&
C
'^pPROWS
™Wb
STERLING/Yvonne
Allstars
030105 CT 70
WAMMACK, Travis...!!!.!!!!!!!!I!!!'.S
WRIGHT,
WmGHT SBetty
BeJt0wnny

O

BLACK IS BLACK, Beggin'
PHOENIX. Pye International 7N
45511 (A).
(p
COME A- .LITTLE CLOSER,
Living On The Road,
MICHEAL JAMES. DJM DJS
404 (A).
,.D
/DELTA BERT, Those Also Love.
^ LARRY DATLIN. Monument
3487 (CW).
DON'T MAKE ME FALL,
Nostalgia Is Not What It Used
To Be. CHRIS & PAULINE
ADAMS. Charisma CB 257 (F).
DON'T MEAN ME NO GOOD,
I'm Hip To You,
JELLYBEANS. Right On RO
102 (A).
DREAM MERCHANT. Why Did I,
NEW-BIRTH. Buddah BDS 434
(A).

|Bef
orE YOU
ME),
^BAD,
BADLOVED
OLD DAYS
Let Me Tell Ya, GUMBO.
Bulldog BD 5 (Z).
,T.S ONLY LOVE. Programmed
Lovef MITCH HILLER. DJM
DJS 408 (A).
I ALONG),
WROTE AllA The
SONG
Woman(SING
I've
Wanted, BOBBY GOLDSBORO.
United Artists UP 36005 (E).
K
KEEP OUR LOVE ALIVE.
Broken Hearted & Free,
PATRICIA DAHLQUIST. Epic
3529 (CW).
LET ME GO LOVER, Song &
Dance Man, JULIE ROGERS.
- Pye 7N 45513 (A).
LET'S GET INTO SOMETHING. I
Could Conquer The World,
SWEET DREAMS. Bradley's
BRAD 7522 (A).

LITTLE JULIE, I'm Flyin'
PETER SHELLEY. Magnet
MAG 35 (CW).
LOVE GROWS (WHERE MY
ROSEMARY GOES), It's
Gonna Be A Lonely Summer,
EDISON LIGHTHOUSE. GTO
GT 32 (F).
LOVE'S THE REAL THING, Hard
Road, LENNIE McDONALD.
Arista 21 (E).
M
MODERATION. I'm Out To Get
You, JULIAN BROOK. Polydor
2058 612 (F).
MONTE CARLO, Shout It All Out,
MOTT. CBS 3528 (CW).
MOONLIGHTING, Streets Of
Your Town, LEO SAYER.
Chryalis CHS 2076 (I).
N
NOtHING ELSE TO DO, I Don't
Lay My Head Down, MAGGIE
MacNEIL. Atlantic K 16581a
(CW).
OFF DOWN THE ROAD, Guitar
Love, TAG. Philips 6006 477
(F).
OOO LA LA, To Love & Be
Loved, BETTY WRIGHT. RCA
Victor 2596 (R).
PANDORA'S BOX, Pipers Tune,
PROCUL HAREM. Chrysalis
CHS 2073 (I).
ROAD RUNNER, ll Will Stand,
JONATHAN RICHMAN.
United Artists UP 36006 (E).
ROADIE. I Want You Tonight,
HARLEY QUINNE. Spark SRL
1131 (A).

DJM would like to give a

BIG THAIiK¥@ll
o
to all the Regional Radio

o

c?
Q

Stations and Discos who played

Jasper

Carroll's

HILARIOUS

maeic ROunDflBOur
on the flip side of his new HIT single

FUNKY

OfflfflPII)

/- now available on
DJS 388
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Needle

time

Sm%
mffm
Wi ^SSFwak

Needle Time: a controversial topic in the
world of radio broadcasting. Is the call for
further restrictions by the Musicians Union
valid under present conditions? Is the AIRC
being fair to ask for no restrictions whatsoever?
These and other important questions will be
asked, and answered, at the Music Week
oroadcasting Forum.
Of course, Needle Time is only one of the
vitally important issues featured on the
schedule. Other major broadcasting topics,
Acting everyone involved with the industry

cover a wide range of subjects and are
included in the list below.
The Advisory Committee who will be
formulating the
rnnsists of many leading personalities
r'eoresenting every side of broadcasting an
exS assembly of seasoned professionals
Thp Music Week Broadcasting Forum is
at London Airport's Heathrow Hotel

Director-Music
Chairman;MikeHennes y FHitnrial
_ Aidan
Day CapitalWeek
Teddy WarncK BBC Radwun
_
Denning
rIcJio • Bill Macdonald Radio ™iam k Rad.o c|yde
Freelance record promotion^ Merjke penr]|ne Radio
Cecilia Garnett At-R-C- broadcaster.Alan Freeman DJ.
Brian Matthew Freelance _ |an Anderson Radlo Forth,
Gillian Reynolds Radio cny
Main Topics of discussiOement o( defjnjt.on and an
e
e^silion
of differing
by and
a panel
d' ^jj' g. A discussion
popular Moslem
Broadcasting.^
_ regional
of experts coven = ^ programming.
Spynwfperforming
rights, copyrights and
neighbouring nghtsq; Djfferent stations will illustrate

AM

thet'own^rUeria for
Research: BBC research.
Audience Measurement &rch and on how f,gUres are
independent stations
pr0gramming staff.

music i.e. classic .
bad ads.

Accommodation is not included but special delegates rates have
been negotiated with the Heathrow Hotel.
Please register meforthe Music Week
Broadcasting Forum. For morethan one
registration please send names and details
on a separate sheet.
Registration fee: £87.50 (inc. £6.50 VAT)
per person.
I enclose cheque/P.O.ValueName.
Company_
Position—
Address.

| Please send me details and booking form
for accommodation at the Heathrow Hotel
Special
delegates"Kith
rates:
I Single room
CIO 50 per
nor night
ninht
with bath C12
Twin room with bath £16.00 per night
Breakfast and services exclusive

[3 g]
—
□ 0

I|

Name
Company—
Address
LSend completed registration to: Music Week Broadcasting .
Forum, 7 Carnaby Street. London WiV IPG
|
Send in your registration without delay and join us at the
Heathrow Hotel in October. You can help shape the
future of broadcasting.

BROADCASTINO FORUM OdC/W 1975
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presenied in cinemas nalionally
week commencing
AUGUST 24
D, J. Simon Prebble introduces
Title/Arist
Label No.
: Fallin' In Love
j1 Hamilton, Joe Frank
& Reynolds
Rye Intern'l 7N 25690
A Little Easier
Max Merritt &
The Meteors
Arista ARTY 108
Love Is All
Roger Glover
& Guests
Purple PUR 125
Lizzie and the
Rainman
Tanya Tucker
MCA MCA 195

Produced by Cinedisc Ltd
& Recorded at Emison Studios
Any Enquiries
Phone Cinedisc Lid
01-439 8563

era
sin

AUG.
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YOU'RE SOMETHING KIND
OF MELLOW, You Make Me
Want To Last Forever,
JOHNNY WILLIAMS. Polydor
2001 496 (F).
YUM, YUM (GIMMIE SOME).
Trompin*, FAT BACK BAND.
Polydor 2066 590 (F).

SHU-DOO-PA-POO-POOP (LOVE
BEING YOUR FOOL), Shot
Gun Wo ma n , TRAVIS
WAMMACK. Capricorn 2089
105 (F).
SUGAR DADDY, Long As You
Love Me, BETTYE
CRUTCHER. Stox STXS 2031
(A).
SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET,
TOTAL ISSUED
Monkey, TRAPEZE. Atlantic K Singles issued by major manufacturers
16606 (CW).
for week ending 22nd August 1975.
This
This
This
Year
Week Month
EMI
- (7) 11 (34) 330 (287)
THE KING'S NEW CLOTHES, Decca 5 (5) 13 (25) 156 (149)
5 (4) 27 (24) 287 (170)
Who, MIKE REID. Pye Pye
c That's
Polydor 7 (2) 22 (8) 208 (110)
7N 45514 (A).
CBS
3 (5) 16 (14) 209 (160)
Phonogram 3(10) 9 (17) 119 (109)
W
RCA
3 (4) 15 (15) 146 (93)
WHEN THE FUEL RUNS OUT WEA
3 (5) 25 (24) 192 (155)
(Vocal), When The Fuel Runs Others 14(18) 58 (45) 789 (408)
Out (Instrumental), Total' 43(60) 196 (206) 2.436 (1,641)
EXECUTIVE SUITE. Polydor
2001 597 (F).
RECORD PRICE INDEX
WHEN WE GET MARRIED. The
Train. 1910 FRUIT GUM
Price index shows rises for singles,
COMPANY. Buddah BDS 435
LP's and cassettes, due to price
increases by Anchor, CBS, Pye and
(A).
United
Artists, the full index is
WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG AND IN
therefore asfollows:
LOVE (Vocal). When You're
June May MoveYoung And In Love
Medium
ment
(Instrumental), RALPH
Singles
0.58 0.57 + 1
CARTER. Mercury 6167 196
LP's full
price
(F).
2.67 2.61 + 6
Cassettes
full price
2.86 2.84 + 2
Cartridges
full price
2.94 2.94 Nil
The above figures are calculated
YOU BELONG TO ME, Maureen,
from the published price lists of
JIM REEVES. RCA Victor
eighteen major UK record
2574 (R).
companies: A&M, Anchor, B&C,
Bell, CBS, Decca, DJM, EMI,
YOUR AUTUMN OF
Phonogram, Polydor, President, Pye,
TOMORROW. Uncle Funk.
RCA, Transatlantic, United Artists,
THE CROWS. Right On RO
Virgin and WEA.
101 (A).
Source: John Humphries.

KADIO ONK lU-CORDS Ol- Tin- WKKK
Noel ITInunuls: Moonlightinn Leo Sayer (C hi ysalis U IS -076)
Tony macklnirn: He's My Man Supromes (I am la Molmvn IMG 9^0
Johnny Walker: Give All You've Got lo Give - liryn Hauorth (Island
WIP 6240)
, ,
. T/jncn-Jix
David Hamilton: Hoy Meets Girl - Lulu (( helsea 2005 031 )
Pick Of The Past: Til Never Tall In Love Again - Hohhy (.entry
(Capitol CL 15606)
RADIO TWO ALBUM Ol- Till WKKK
Frank Sinatra (Reprise K 94003)

Reprise Years

RADIO LONDON
Robbie Vincent's Rocket: Chinese Kung I u - Ban/.ii (Contempo CS
206S)
BRMB PTRSONALITY PICKS
George Ferguson: Little Bit Of Soul - Music Kxplosion (UK USA 9)
Adrian Juste: Da nee Dance Dance - Calboon (Phil Spector 2010 007)
Fd Doolanv-Vou Talk T66~MifCh — (VrusinJjULi;r<mi New Orleans (Biu
David Jamistiji: Hollywood Hot -- I 1th HourJ-SOfli Century B PC 22 15)
Brian Savin; At'Se-vynU'en — Jaiiis_lan-(-(rHS 3498)
Nicky Steele: He's My^MTTn - Supremos (Tamla Motown TMG 950)
CAPITOL CLIMBLRS
Do It Again Steely Dan (ABC 4075)
Small And Lonely Light — Marvin & Farrar (FM1 2335)
Gypsy Woman - Brian Hvland (MCA 208)
Julie-Ann - Kenny (RAK 214)
Immortality — Lesley Gore (A&.M AMS 7 184)
Moonlighting — Leo Sayer (Chrysalis CH 2076)
RADIO LUXFMBOURG HOT SHOTS
Stuart Henry: All I Need Is Your Sweet Lovin' - Gloria Gaynor (MGM
2006 531)
Peter Powell: Do It Again - Steely Dan (ABC 4075)
Tony Prince Julie-Ann - Kenny (RAK 2 14)
Bob Stewart: How Sweet It Is - James Taylor (Warner Brothers K
165S2)
Mark Wesley: Fool AI Matthews (CBS 3492)
RADIO CLYDF PTRSONALITY PICKS
Steve Jones; Language Of Love - Adriano Celentano (Fpic 1887).
Reel Petite - Jackie Wilson (Brunswick BR 2 3).
Richard Park: Paloma Blanca - George Baker Selection (Warner Bros.
K 16541).
Teel Like MakinLknve — Bad Company (LsIamJ^WIP 6242).
Tom Ferric: I
To Pieces — Cotton LIoy.<P-«L. Christian (20th Century
BTC22I7). V
Immortality - LesTcy-Gore-C/rSTRT'AMS 7 I 84).
Brian I-ord: Hot Summer Girl - Flash Cadillac (Private Stock PVT 29).
Piece Of My Heart — Frma Franklin (London HLM 1050 I).
Bill Smith: Chocolate Chip - Issue Hayes (ABC 4076).
Out Of Time - Dan McCafferty (-).

WORRIED ABOUT

WILDE ROCK

MARKET PLACE
PROFITS?

THIS WEEK'S
m F6 ik i

STOP WORRYING AND SEND FOR OUR LISTS
DISCS
AMERICAN IMPORTS
COUNTRY AND WESTERN
2500 titles in stock. Trade enquiries
welcomed. Ring George Davenport.
061-682 5515. 7 days a week.

MIDLAND RECORDCO.
115 Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Town,
LONDON. W3 8HQ.
For details of current chart Albums, new
releases, special offers and deleted product
ring: —
PETER RILEY or DAVID MAGUIRE
01-993 2134
Best prices paid for over stocks and back
catalogue material.
If you wish our Southern Area Sales
Manager to call. Phone Ray Murrell at the
above number.
Dealers in Midlands and the North please
contact
JOHN SKIDMORE or PETER BLAKEMAN
0543 480391
MIDLAND
RECORD CO.,
LINCOLN
HOUSE, MAIN STREET, SHENSTONE, Nr.
LICHFIELD, STAFFS. WS14 ONF.
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Import and UK deletions from 70p upwards.
Proven selling ability at up to £1.50 (retail)
Speedy delivery, exchange system.
More titles to choose from some of which are
still current in this country.

1
2
3

IMPROVE YOUR CUSTOM
AND PUSH UP YOUR PROFITS!

4
5

Send aside a rack now and send for lists to:—
Qutnns Records
137 Lee Road,
SE3. or phone Gary 01-852 9234.

SHOP STOCKS
PURCHASED
New and Secondhand —
deletions — samples —
Budget — Promo.
Copies surplus items.
Up to £1.25 inc.
paid for new full VAT
price
albums.
Buyer collects, Any
quantities considered.
Cheapo —Cheapo Records,
53 Rupert Street, London
W1 . 01-437 8272.

SIMONS RECORDS
Simons Records are now
open for trade enquiries. All
labels at very generous
discounts. plus several
special offers. Distribution
to whole country. Lists now
available. Please phone
01-594-9631/2/3
to
Wholesale Dept., or16write
Ripple
Rd., Barking, Essex.

6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15

WANTED
Decca Group 45rpm
records from 1950's and
early 60's — i.e. London,
Vogue, Coral, Brunswick
etc. Will travel anywhere
in U.K. any amouni —
ring now 01-866 4164.

16
17
18
19
20

BRAND NI-W S1NGLI-S
£6 per 100 inc. Carriage
and VAT. Artists include:
Hot Chocolate, Cat
Stevens, Stccleyo Span
Llndisfame, Wizard,
t ree. Michael
Jackson,
Roy
Wood. C.W.O. to:
J &21 J Dukes
Records
Ltd,
Way,
Berkhamstead,
Herts.
NO CALLERS

B G RECORDS
wholesale specialist service
for small d o a lers.
Complete catalogue range
- Pop, Classical, Country.
Singles, Imports and U.K.
Many special offers.
Telephone or write; Brian,
B G Records, 20 Little
Undcrbank, Slockport.
061 480 9441

PUWUSI

Land of Hope & Glory
VERA LYNN
EMI/EMC 2330
Little People
FIREFLY/AMS 5002
HUSTLER
Full Circle
From the Album — The Byrds SYLA 8754
THE BYRDS
ASYLUM/AYM 545
It Was Love
RUDOLPH WALKER
BUK/BU3018
Dance With Me
From the Album — Let There Be Music SYL 9023
ORLEANS
ASYLUM/AYM 544
Hey My Love
From the album — Dean Ford EMC 3079
DEAN FORD
EMI/EMI 2333
Help me Rhonda
JOHNNY RIVERS
EPIC/S EPC 3482
Sailing
From the album — American Crossing K 56151
ROD STEWART
Warner Bros./K 1 6600
Love is gone
JOHN HOLT
CACTUS/CT 64
Nostalgia '75
A RAINCOAT
E.M.I./EMI 2331
I'M on Fire
5,000 VOLTS
PHILIPS/5006 464
Three Time Loser
From the Album — American Crossing K56 1 5 1
ROD STEWART
Warner Bros/—
Fool
AL MATHEWS
C8S/SCBS 3429
Moonlighting
From the Album 'Another Year' CHR 1087
LEO SAYER
CH RYSALIS/CHS 2076
Night on Broadway
From the Album — Main Course 2394 1 50
BEE GEES
PENNY FARTHING/PEN 889
Summertime
From the Album — The Troggs PELS 543
TROGGS
PENNY FARTHING/PEN 889
Sing a Little Song
DESMOND
DEKKER
CACTUS/CT73
I'll Take a Tango
CILLA BLACK
EMI/EMI 2328
Best Thing That Ever Happened To Mc
From the Album — I Feel A Song BDLP 4030
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS BUDDAH/BDS 432
Chinese Kung-Fu
BANZAI
CONTEMPO/CS 2068

Telephone: 01-487 5715/6/7
24 Baker St., London W1
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album and be blessed forever'
D
Speuerend Rooner

ucunly cheered me up a lot after
losing two elections and the leadership of
the Conservative party'
E.K. Heath

'All my idea'
R.Nixon

'Don't (expletive deleted) drag
me into all this'
V K.Wade (author of Backhand My Way)

'From the team that saw Chinatown,
Sound of Music and
Murder On The Orient Express'
Monty Python

'Made my hair grow again at last'
F. K. Sina tra

Charisma+Phonogram=Instant Success
Available only through PHONODISC
W
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The

^

/
SHOW

presented in cinemas nationally
week commencing
AUGUST 24
D. J. Simon Prebble introduces
Label No.
Titlc/Arist
Fallin' In Love
Hamilton, Joe Frank
& Reynolds
Pye Intern'! 7N 25690
A Little Easier
Max Merritt &
The Meteors
Arista ARTY 108
Love Is All
Roger Glover
& Guests
Purple PUR 125
Lizzie and the
Rainman
Tanya T ucker
MCA MCA 195

Produced by Cinedisc Ltd
& Recorded at Emison Studios
Any Enquiries
Phone Cinedisc Lid
01-4398563

re c

o
En

e

AUG.

23

YOU'RE SOMETHING KINDl
OF MELLOW, You Make Me|
Want To Last Forever,
JOHNNY WILLIAMS. Polydorl
2001 496 (F).
YUM, YUM (GIMMIE SOME).
Trompin', FAT BACK BAND.
Polydor 2066 590 (F).

SHU-DOO-PA-POO-POOP (LOVE
BEING YOUR FOOL). Shot
Gun Woman, TRAVIS
WAMMACK. Capricorn 2089
105 (F).
SUGAR DADDY, Long As You
Love Me, BETTYE
CRUTCHER. Slax STXS 2031
(A).
SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET,
TOTAL ISSUED
Monkey, TRAPEZE. Atlantic K Singles issued by major manufacture)
16606 (CW).
for week ending 22nd August 1975.
This
This
This
Year
Week Month
EMI
- (7) 11 (34) 330 (287
5 (5) 13 (25) 156 (149
THE KING'S NEW CLOTHES. Decca
5 (4) 27 (24) 287 (170
That's Who. MIKE' REID. Pye Pye
Polydor 7 (2) 22 (8) 208 (110
7N 45514 (A).
CBS
3 (5) 16 (14) 209 (160
Phonogram 3(10) 9 (17) 119 (109
W
RCA
3 (4) 15 (15) 146 (93
WHEN THE FUEL RUNS OUT WEA
3 (5) 25 (24) 192 (155
(Vocal), When The Fuel Runs Others 14(18) 58 (45) 789 (408
Out (Instrumental), Total 43(60) 196(206) 2,436 (1,641
EXECUTIVE SUITE. Polydor
2001 597 (F).
RECORD PRICE INDEX
WHEN WE GET MARRIED, The
Train. 1910 FRUIT GUM
Price index shows rises for singles,
LP's and cassettes, due to price
COMPANY. Buddah BDS 435
increases by Anchor, CBS, Pye and
(A).
United
Artists, the full index is
WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG AND IN
therefore as follows:
LOVE (Vocal), When You're
June May MoveYoung And In Love
Medium
ment
(Instrumental), RALPH
Singles
0.58 0.57 + 1
CARTER. Mercury 6167 196
LP's full
price
2.67 2.61 + 6
(F).
Cassettes
2.86 2.84 +2
full price
Cartridges
2.94 2.94 Nil
full price
The
above
figures
are calculated
YOU BELONG TO ME. Maureen.
from the published price lists of
JIM REEVES. RCA Victor
eighteen major UK record
2574 (R).
companies: A&M, Anchor, B&C,
Bell, CBS, Decca, DJM, EMI,
YOUR AUTUMN OF
Phonogram, Polydor, President, Pye,
TOMORROW, Uncle Funk,
RCA, Transatlantic, United Artists,
THE CROWS. Right On RO
Virgin and WEA.
101 (A).
Source: John Humphries.

Billboard
covers the
music world

SSw

RADIO CLYDL IM-'KSONALITY PICKS
Sieve Jones: Languaye Of Love - Adriano Celentano (Epic 1887).
Keel Polite — Jackie Wilson (Brunswick BK 23).
Richard Park: Paloma Blanca - George Baker Selection (Warner Bros.
K I 6541).
Peel Like iN1ukin'>rrTVe_T—iiJlj Company (Islaml^WIP 6242).
Tom l-'errie: I (tfo To Pieces - Cotton Uoy.(t-it Christian (20th Century
BTC 2217). V
Immortality - LosTcw-Gore-(-/WVrM AMS7184).
Brian lord: Hot Summer Girl Mash Cadillac (Private Stock PVT 29).
Piece Of My Heart - Krma Franklin (London HLM 10501).
Bill Smith: Chocolate Chip — Issac Hayes (ABC 4076).
Out Of Time - Dan McCafferty (-).

WORRIED ABOUT

WflLOE ROCK

MARKET PLACE
1

PROFITS?

THIS WEEKS

STOP WORRYING AND SEND FOR OUR LISTS
DISCS

r

3
AMERICAN IMPORTS
COUNTRY AND WESTERN
2500 titles in stock, Trade enquiries
welcomed. Ring George Davenport.
061-682 5515. 7 days a week.

ring: —
PETER RILEY or DAVID MAGUIRE
01-993 2134
Best prices paid for over stocks and back
catalogue material.
If you wish our Southern Area Sales
Manager to call. Phone Ray Murrell at the
above number.
Dealers in Midlands and the North please
contact
JOHN SKIDMORE or PETER BLAKEMAN
0543 480391
MIDLAND
RECORD CO.,
LINCOLN
HOUSE, MAIN STREET, SHENSTONE, Nr.
LICHFIELD, STAFFS. WS14 0NF.
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Import and UK deletions from 70p upwards.
Proven selling ability at up to £1.50 (retail)
Speedy delivery, exchange system.
More titles to choose from some of which are
still current in this country.

1
2
3

IMPROVE YOUR CUSTOM
AND PUSH UP YOUR PROFITS!

4
5

Send aside a rack now and send for lists to:—
Quinns Records
137 Lee Road,
SE3. or phone Gary 01-852 9234.

HOLAiiRECffiiCO,
115 Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Town,
LONDON. W3 8HQ.
For details of current chart Albums, new
releases, special offers and deleted product

SHOP STOCKS
PURCHASED
New and Secondhand —
deletions — samples —
Budget —- Promo.
Copies surplus items.
Up to £1.25 inc. VAT
paid for new full price
albums.
Buyer collects. Any
quantities considered.
Cheapo — Cheapo Records,
53 Rupert Street, London
W1. 01-437 8272.

SIMONS RECORDS
Simons Records are now
open for trade enquiries. All
labels at very generous
discounts, plus several
special offers. Distribution
to whole country. Lists now
available. Please phone
01-594-9631/2/3
to
Wholesale Dept., or16write
Ripple
Rd., Barking, Essex.

6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15

WANTED
Decca Group 45rpm
records from 1950's and
early 60's — i.e. London,
Vogue, Coral, Brunswick
etc. Will travel anywhere
in U.K. any amount —
ring now 01-866 4164.

16
17
18
19
20

BRAND NEW SINGLES
£6 per 100 inc. Carriage
and VAT. Artists include:
Hot Chocolate, Cat
Stevens, Stcelcye Span,
Lindlsfarne. Free, Michael
Jackson, Wizard, Roy
Wood. C.W.O. to:
J & j Records Ltd,
2 l Dukes Way,
Bcrkhamstead, Herts.
NO CALLERS

Billboard covers the music
world. Subscribe now!
Mail this card today v/lth your
remittance to:
Billboard,
Subscription Service Dept.,
9 Carnaby Street,
^
London WIV1PG.

B G RECORDS
wholesale specialist service
lor small dealers.
Complete catalogue range
Pop, Classical, Country.
Singles, Imports and U.K.
Many special offers.
Telephone or write: Brian,
B G Records, 20 Little
Undcrbank, Slockport.
061 480 9441

Land of Hope & Glory
EMI/EMC 2330
VERA LYNN
Little People
Fl RE FLY/AM 5 5002
HUSTLER
Full Circle
From the Album —The Byrds 5YLA 8754
THE BYRDS
ASYLUM/AYM 545
It Was Love
RUDOLPH WALKER
BUK/BU3018
Dance With Me
From the Album — Let There Be Music SYL 9023
ORLEANS
ASYLUM/AYM 544
Hey My Love
From the album — Dean Ford EMC 3079
DEAN FORD
EMI/EMI 2333
Help me Rhonda
JOHNNY RIVERS
EPIC/S EPC 3482
Sailing
From the album — American Crossing K 561 51
ROD STEWART
Warner Bros./K 1 6600
Love is gone
JOHN HOLT
CACTUS/CT 64
Nostalgia '75
A RAINCOAT
E.M.I./EMI 2331
I'M on Fire
5,000 VOLTS
PHILIPS/5006 464
Three Time Loser
From the Album — American Crossing K56151
ROD STEWART
Warner Bros/—
Fool
AL MATHEWS
CBS/SCBS 3429
Moonlighting
From the Album 'Another Year' CHR 1087
LEO SAYER
CH R YSALIS/CHS 2076
Night on Broadway
From the Album — Main Course 2394 150
BEE GEES
PENNY FARTHING/PEN 889
Summertime
From the Album — The Troqgs PELS 543
TROGGS
PENNY FARTHING/PEN 889
Sing a Little Song
DESMOND DEKKER
CACTUS/CT73
I'll Take a Tango
CILLA BLACK
EMI/EMI 2328
Best Thing That Ever Happened To Me
From the Album — 1 Feel A Song BDLP 4030
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS BUDDAH/BDS 432
Chinese Kung-Fu
BANZAI
CONTEMPO/CS 2068

Telephone: 01-487 5715/6/7
24 Baker St., London W1

MUSIC WEEK
WEEK AUG
AUGUST 23, 1975
MUSIC

^
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BACK IN THE ALBUM CHARTS

The Album of the Soundtrack

of theTrailer of the Film of

Monty Python & the Holy Grail
CAS 1103

Buy this album and be blessed forever'
Speverend Rooner

Certainly cheered me up a lot after
losing two elections and the leadership of
the Conservative party'
E.K. Heath

'All my idea'
R.Nixon

'Don't (expletive deleted) drag
me into all this'
Y K.Wade (author of Backhand My Way)

'From the team that saw Chinatown,
Sound of Music and
Murder OnThe Orient Express'
Monty Python

'Made my hair grow again at last'
F. K.Sinatra

Charisma+Phonogram=Instant Success
t te&U
dmi

Available only through PHONODISC
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MW tnibum

charts aro categorised
frmn one listing of 120 records
-mripiied by BMRB on returns from
iO0 conventional record outlets,
cljies through other than regular
fhops Jnd departments are not
Mdicatcd. Chart covers LPs retailing
it £1.26 and upwards.
rHART FOR WEEK ENDING
AUGUST 9
-fiTis
Last
Wks on
TITLE
L.VpI< VVccKChait
Lj ]
20 THE BEST OF
HORIZON
T
3 ^ 17 ONCE UPON A STAR
10
VENUS & MARS
in
THANK YOU BABY
i ti\i ' LAHb NON STOP JUBILEE
b
6 b
7 6 13 CAPTAIN FANTASTIC
7
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS
8 9
MUD ROCK VOL. 2
5
7
9
6 GREATEST HITS
10 15
81
THE SINGLES 1969-1973
17
11
84
TUBULAR BELLS
9
12
45
ROLLIN'
13 8
RIDE A ROCK HORSE
5
14 22
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
96
14
15
WHEN
WILL 1 SEE YOU AGAIN
5
16 13
17 12 22 THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
18 18 12 SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING
19 19 158 SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
7 STEP TWO
20 16
14 24 CARAT PURPLE
21 21
3 THE HIGHER THEY CLIMB
22 27
5 THE BASEMENT TAPES
23 20
7 THE SNOW GOOSE
24 28
BAND ON THE RUN
25 25 87
BEST OF TAMMY WYNETTE
26 23 15
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS
27 24 39
28 41
4 TOMMY
29 36
9
MADE IN THE SHADE
30 48 15 AUTOBAHN
31 31
12 THE GREATEST HITS OF 10CC
32 44
LIVE AT TREORCHY
3
33 26
3
FOCUS
34 32
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS
2
TICKET TO RIDE
35
36 34 24 PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
37
1
TOMMY
38 37
7
DISCO BABY
39
1
SANTANA'S GREATEST HITS
40
ni fn camrrfi l's greatest hits
41 50
nnODRYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
42
43
nnmr.F DVFR TROUBLED WATER
44
1
MONTY PYTHON
46 43
TAKE TWO
47 39 15 TAKP nnop CARE OF YOURSEJ-F
48 35
6
THE MYTHS &LEGENDS^KING^I^
49 _
-j
FOREVER AND EVER
OUR LIVES
50
BEST YEARS

= NEV"/ ENTRY
= PLATINUM LP (Ct
million sales)
= GOLD LP (£250,000
sales , LPs released 1st.
Sept 74)
= GOLD LP (£150,000
n sales
LPs released
prc-Sept '74)
=
SILVER
LP (£75,000
n sales)
= RE-ENTRY
o

ARTIST
O The Stylislics
Carpenters
Bay City Rollers
O Wings
□
o
□
□
o
o
o
o
o
□
□

o
□
o
□

o
□
o

□
o

□
□

PRODUCER
Richard & Karon
Phil Wamman
Paul McCartney
Hugo/Luigi
James Last
Gus Dudgeon
Bill Szymczyk
Mike Chapman/Nicky Chinn

Stylistics
James Last
Elton John
Eagles
Mud
Cat Stevens
Carpenters
J. Daugherty/R&K
Mike Oldfield
Old field/Newman/Hey worth
Bay City Rollers
Bill Martin/Phil Coulter
Roger Daltrey
Rus Ballard
Pink Floyd
Pink Floyd
Johnny Mathis
John Lorez
10CC
10cc
Tomita
Plasma Music Japan
Simon & Garfunkel
S&G
Showaddywaddy
Mike Hurst
Deep Purple
David Cassidy Bruce Johnston/David Cassidy
Bob Dylan & The Band
Bob Dylan
Camel
David Hitchcock
Paul McCartney/Wings
Paul McCartney
Tammy Wynette
Billy Sherrill
Gus Dudgeon
Elton John
T ownshend/Russell/Dudgeon
Soundtrack
Rolling Stones
Heutter/Schneider
Kraftwerk
lOcc
10CC
Bob
Barratt
Max Boyce
Mike Vernon
Focus
Neil Diamond
Jack Daugherty
Carpenters
Jimmy Page
Led Zeppelin
Kit
Lambert
Who
Van McCoy/Soul City Symphony Van McCoy
Santana
Gus Dudgeon
Elton John
Jimmy Page
Led Zeppelin
Simon & Garfunkel
S&G/Halee
Various
Soundtrack
John King
Diane Solomon
Gamble/Huff
Three Degrees
Rick
Wakeman
Rick Wakeman/ERE
Demis Roussos
Demis Roussos
Steve Harley/Cockney Rebel Harley/Parsons

LABEL & NO
Avco 9109 003
A&M AMLK 64530
Bell SYBEL 8001
Capitol PCTC 254
Avco 9109 005
Polydor 2660 111
DJM DJLPX 1
Asylum SYLA 8759
RAK SRAK 513
Island 1 LPS 9310
A&M AMLH 63601
Virgin V 2001
Bell BELLS 244
Polydor 2442 135
Harvest SHVL 804
CBS 80738
Mercury 9102 500
Red Seal ARL1 0438
CBS 69003
Bell BELLS 256
Purple TPSM 2002
RCA Victor RS 1012
CBS 88147
Decca SKL 5207
Apple PAS 10007
Epic EPC 63578
DJM DJLPH 442
Polydor 2657 014
Rolling Stone COC 59104
Vertigo 6360 620
UK UKAL 1012
One Up OU 2033
Polydor 2384 070
MCA MCF 2550
Hamlet AMLP 8001
Swan Song SSK 89400
Track 2657 002
Avco 9109 004
CBS 69081
Capitol ST 21885
DJM DJLPD 1001
Atlantic K 50008
CBS 63699
GTO GTLP 004
Charisma CAS 1103
Philips 6308 236
Philadelphia PIR 69137
A&M AMLH 64515
Philips 6325 021
EMI EMC 3068

MEXT

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

TEi
NEXT, Alex Harvey, Vertigo
6360 103
THE BEATLES 1967-1970,
Apple PCSP 718
SGT, PEPPER'S LONELY
HEARTS CLUB BAND,
Beatles, Parlophonc PCS/PMC
7027
AND I LOVE YOU SO. Perry
Como, RCA Victor SF 8360
BEACH BOYS GREATEST
HITS, Capitol ST 21628
MEDDLE. Pink Floyd,
Harvest SHVL 795
AL GREEN GREATEST
HITS, A1 Green, London SHU
8481
THE BEATLES 1962-1966,
Apple PCSP 717
NOT A LITTLE GIRL
ANYMORE, Linda Lev/is,
Arista ARTY 109
MUSSORGSKY. Tomita, Red
Seal ARL 10838

BAY CITY ROLLERS 3, 1 3E
BOYCE. Max
32E
CAMEL
24S
CAMPBELL, Glen
40E
CASSIDY, David
22R
CARPENTERS
2. 11 35CW
DALTREY, Roger
14F
DEEP PURPLE
21 F
DIAMOND, Neil
34E
DYLAN, Bob
23CW
EAGLES
8E
FOCUS
33F
HARLEY, Steve/Cockney
Rebel
50E
KRAFTWERK
30F
JOHN. Elton
7, 27. 41 A
LAST. James
6F
LED ZEPPELIN
36. 42CW
MATHIS, Johnny
16CW
MCCARTNEY. Paul/Wings. 4. 25E
McCOY, Van/Soul City
Symphony
38F
MONTY PYTHON —
Soundtrack
45 F
MUD
9E
NEVER TOO YOUNG TO ROCK
44 F
OLDFIELD, Mike
121
PINK FLOYD
1 5E
ROLLING STONES
29CW
ROUSSOS, Demis
49F
SANTANA
39CW
SHOVVADDYWADDY
20E
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
19.43CW
SOLOMON, Diane
46F
STEVENS, Cat
101
STYLISTICS
1. 5F
10CC
17F. 3 1 S
THREE DEGREES
47CW
TOMITA
1 8R
TOMMY — Soundtrack
.. 28F
WAKEMAN. Rick/ERE 48CW
WHO
37 F
WYNETTE, Tammy
23CW
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Pye, CW — CBS/WEA, E —
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H.R.
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons,
R — RCA, S — Selecta, X —
Clyde Factors, B — B&C, Z —
Enterprise, CR—Creole, D—Arcade

Sec him this week in Plymouth, Newcastle,
Wolvcrhampton, Bournemouth & Southcnd.

Watcli out foi? Mm on 'Top Of TKc Pops'
Grab tbe new single
"HAPPY PEELING"
.24. Brunswick

j

Heartbeat
a solid gold hit from
Showaddywaddy
Single out now on Bell 1450

li:

'

SHOWADDYWADDY ON TOOH
Sun. nu
Tfte :0iea»re, Coyenirv
lde. Slh S^il "vleddow V.-5le Country Club, CardHi.
■ fn. 12th Sept,-Qe f4umfard; Hailr laicpster •
Sat ISjh Sepl-Pi&rtli Olympi'a, iMorbreck CaMfe
Blackpool
Sbn;
Mon. IbdvSept. Wolv-Hrhampton Civic lial!
Tus. IBdi Sept. thB Build Hall. Pressdh ,
We/J. ITJli Sept. SbftBleSd City Haji
f
ri.'i9thS^)t. ttmtesik; fety^Hafi
;
Cat ?0lff Sept: fi/ewdasiia iStv Sail

Thur, 2nd Qci tews^ay/Buo^^^
Fri,
3fd Cfet
f/etpdeon.
Letfvlsham
Fri. 3f(i
Odson letfvishanv
Sat 4th Oct. Gaumont, i'ps^ich
Sun. 5th OcU The VYiinbletlon Theatre
Wed-iSthOctiGaifrndnt Ooni^ster
Fri. 10 th pel. TbeOperaHause.Martteter
Sat, 1 Tin pch Grand PfvOKpit lAfelj^psaa
Mon. '3th Oct. Market Half, Cu; !'ste $
III 14th Qct PaviUion,k Ayr
Wfich Oct. ApoHs^ %s|pi$ 5

Wed. 24ih-Sefii Ch^sinid; Ghatirelipr Had
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Sot. 2^th Sept. eonpfcss rhyahe.: Easttaee
Sou. 2Bth: Sept Woodvilie PsIt. S'dva^and
Wed, 1> i Oct. GfoiKt Pprsho.-t.ceds
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Thu? 2i;ct Oct. Goiyyyn Say. Dltielander
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" FORECAST
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
- QUARTER
A — Rye, CW — C8S/WEA, E —
MILLION SALES
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H.R.
SALES INCREASE
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons,
OVER LAST WEEK
R — RCA, S — Selecta, X —
Clyde Factors, B — 8&C, Z —
Enterprise,
CR — Creole, T —
mCllMfilB
MUSIC WEEK AUGUST 23. 1975
T ransatlantic.
This Last Wks. on "riTi c:
DISTRIBUTORS A-Z
Week Week Chart ' 1 1 1
ARTIST
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER A Child's
Prayer
23E
5 1 CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING (BUT MY LOVE) Stylistics
Of The Rhino.... 47CW
£ 1 1
Avco 6105 039 Cyril Shane
Hugo/Luigi Afternoon
All 1 Need Is You
Lovin'
44F
2 SAILING Rod Stewart
Tom Dowd Sweet
Warner Brothers K 16600 Island
0_2_ 24
Barbados
4S
Best
Thing
That
Ever
5
5
THE LAST FAREWELL Roger Whittaker
£ 3
EMI 2294 Tembo/Ashley Fields
Dennis Preston Happened
ISA
On The Ground
7E
8 BARBADOS Typically Tropical
© 4 2
J.Calvort/M.West Blanket
Gull GULS 14 Gull Songs
Brazil
30ECR
49F
6 IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME Smokey
5 3
RAK 206 Chinnichap/RakMike Chapman/Nicky Chinn Brazil
Delilah
I7F
Dolly
My
Love
10F
8
6
£ 6
IT'S BEEN SO LONG George McCrae
Jay Boy BOY 100 Sunbury Music
H.W.Casey/R. Finch Don't Throw It All Away 27F
Bimbo
I4E
7 BLANKET ON THE GROUND Billie Jo Spears
Larry Butler El
£ 7 11
United Artists UP 35805 Campbell Connelly
Fame
19R
Fool
46
CW
4 THAT'S THE WAY (1 LIKE IT) K.C. & The Sunshine Band
Jay Boy BOY 99 Sunbury
H.W. Casey/R. Finch Funky Moped/Magic Roundabout
O 8 23
45A
9 JIVE TALKIN' Bee Gees
Arif Marden Get In The Swing
9 6
RSO 2090 160 Abigail/Flam
331
Give A Little Love
11E
13
6
H.Ray/T.Keith
£ 10
DOLLY MY LOVE Moments
All Platinum 6146 306 Sunbury Music
Highwirc
24E
If
You
Think
You
Know
How
To
7 GIVE A LITTLE LOVE Bay City Rollers
Phil Wainman Love Me
Bell 1425 Utopia/DJM
@ 11 4
5E
Give You Anything (But
Morgan/Baker 1MyCan't
Magnet MAG 34 KPM
6 SHERRY Adrian Baker
12 10
Love)
1F
1
Write
The
26R
7 IT'S IN HIS KISS Linda Lewis
Arista 17 Carlin
Tony Silvester/Bert DeCotex It's Been So Songs
13 9
Long
62L
It's In His Kiss
1 3E
EMI 2317 Burlington
Laurent Rossi Je
Ol4 19
5 EL BIMBO Bimbo Jet
T'Aime
23ECR
Jive
Talkin'
9F
Kermer/Wise Julie Ann
Buddah BDS 432 KPM
4 BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED Gladys Knight & The Pips
Ol5 20
35E
Knockin'
On
Heavens
Door
...
39F
POGO Prod. Love Me Baby
ABC 4059 United Artists
9 SEALED WITH A KISS Brian Hyland
£ 16 12
22CW
Love In The Sun
29E
Donna
Music
David
Batchelor
Vertigo ALEX 001
5 DELILAH Sensational Alex Harvey Band
17 7
Love Will Keep Us Together32CW
Love
Won't
Let
Me
Wait
40E
Biddu Misty
Epic EPC 3318 Warner Brothers
4 SUMMER OF '42 Biddu Orchestra
O 18 26
37 F
New York City
21 E
RCA
2579
Mainman/Lennon/ATV/Cailidh/CrysalisBowie/Maslin
4
30
FAME
David
Bowie
Ol9
Motor Biking
43E
Night
38E
Mike Batt One
CBS 3480 April/Batt Songs
3 SUPER WOMBLE Wombles
'O20 28
One Of These Nights
31 E
Pandora's
Box
431
Marc Bolan Rochdale Cowboy
EMI MARC 10 Wizzard
7 NEW YORK CITY T. Rex
21 17
25ZT
2CW
Peter
Waterman Sailing
Magnet MAG 36 Magnet Music
6 LOVE ME BABY Susan Cadcgan
022 22
Sealed With A Kiss
16E
Sexy
42CW
Al-Ted Prod Sherry
Cactus CT 65 Shapiro Bernstein
8 JE T'AIME Judge Dread
23 16
12CW
Summertime City
36CW
Kenny Nolan Summer
Chelsea 2005 025 Intersong
7 HIGHWIRE Linda Carr 8< The Love Squad
24 15
Of '42
18CW
Super
Womble
20CW
Geoff Heslop Tears On My Pillow
Rubber ADUB 3 Francis Day & Hunter
4 ROCHDALE COWBOY Mike Harding
34CW
O- 25 36
The Way 1 Like It
8ZL
RCA 2571 Sunbury/Warner Bros. B.Johnston/D.Cassidy That's
8 1 WRITE THE SONGS/FOR LOVE David Cassidy
26 18
Thai's What Life Is All About 41 E
Snake
50E
Steve Edgley The
State STAT 10 Noel Gay
3 DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY Gary Benson
The Last Farewell
3E
O 27 35
Mickie Most
RAK 212 Chocolate/RAK
3 A CHILD'S PRAYER Hot Chocolate
43
TOP 50 WRITERS
Mike Leander 1 Hugo/Luigi/Weiss,
Bell 1437 Rock Artists
3 LOVE IN THE SUN Glitter Band
029 40
2 Gavin
Sutherland,
Roger Whittaker/R.
l.H.P. Prod. Webster, 4 3Jeffrey
Creole CR 109 Latin American
2 BRAZIL Crispy & Company
O30 41
Calvcrt/Max
5 Mike Chapman/Nicky
Bill Szymczyk West,
Asylum AYM 543 Warner Brothers
3 ONE OF THESE NIGHTS Eagles
0-31 38
Chinn, 6 H. W. Casey/R. Finch, 7
R.
Bowling.
8 H. W. Casey/R.
A8(M AMS 7165 Kirshner/Warner Brothers
The Captain Finch, 9 B. R.
4 LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER The Captain & Tennille
& M. Gibb, 10
£ 32 32
Ray/Keith/Goodman/Brown,
11
Tony
Visconti
Island
WIP
6236
Island
6
27
GET IN THE SWING Sparks
Johnny Goodison/P. Wainman, 12
33
R.
Gaudio,
13
Buddy
Clark,
14
- Claude Morgan, 15 Jim
CBS 3220 ATV Music
11 TEARS ON MY PILLOW Johnny Nash
© 34 14
Weatherly,
16
Udell
Gold,
17
Les
RAK 214 Martin Coulter
Bill Martin/Phil Coulter Reed/Barry Mason, 18 Michel
2 JULIE-ANN Kenny
035 47
Legrand, 19 Bowie/Lcnnon
Mike Batt Alomer.
Batt
Songs/April
Epic EPC 3460
2 SUMMERTIME CITY Mike Batt
20 Mike Batt, 21 Marc
036 49
Bolan, 22 Peter Shelley/Peter
Bregman
Vocco
&
Conn
Ray
Stevens
Janus
61^16
204
10
MISTY
Ray
Stevqps
Waterman,
23 Gairisburg, 24
25
©37
Kenny Nolan, 25 Mike Harding,
United
Artists
Mike
Chapman/Nicky
Chinn
RAK
213
4
ONE
NIGHT
Mud
26
Bruce
Johnson,
27 Gary
33
38
Bcnson/Midcl, 28 E. Brown, 29
Tom
Dowd
Big
Ben
Music
RSO
2090
166
KNOCKIN'
ON
HEAVENS
DOOR
Eric
Clapton
Sh eph a rd/Sp ringate, 30 A.
2
O- 39 48
31 Don Henley/Glenn
Bobby Eli Larroso,
Atlantic K 10585 Gamble Huff/Carlin
3 LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT Major Harris
Frcy, 32 Neil Sedaka/Harry
f 40 42
Greenfield,
Mael, 34
Ken Barnes Ernie Smith, 3335 Ron
United Artists UP 35852 Donna Music
3 THAT'S WHAT LIFE IS ALL ABOUT Bing Crosby
Bill Martin/Phil
<—>41 46
36 Mike Batt, 37 E.
Gamble/Huff Coulter,
Philadelphia P1R 3381 Gamble Huff/Carlin
5 SEXY M.F.S.B.
Garncr/J. Burke, 38
42 39
Bartholomew/King,
39 Bob
Leiber/Stoller
Blue
Beard
Chrysalis
CHS
2073
43lMMUiVa PANDORA'S BOX Procol Harum
Dylan, 40 Bobby Eli/Vennie
Barrett,
41
Barnes/Crosby/Dacker/
Tony
Bongiovi
MGM 2006 531 Chappell
3 ALL 1 NEED IS YOUR SWEET LOVIN' Gloria Gaynor
044 45
Reed, 42 Gamble/Huff. 43 G.
Reid 44
DJM
DJS 388 B. Feldman/J. Lynne/Carlin J. Lynne/J. Carrott Brooker/K.
FUNKY
MOPED/MAGIC
ROUNDABOUT
Jasper
Carrott
2
Flax/Lambert, 45 C.
0-45 GO
Rhomanna/J.
Carrott.
46 P. R.
P.R.Tubbs TubbS, 47 Post/Carpenter.
CBS 3429 Acton Green/Universal Song
FOOL Al Matthews
46
48
Chris Spedding, 49 A. Barroso, 50
Mike Post John
Warner Brothers K 16588 Sunbury
1 AFTERNOON OF THE RHINO Mike Post Coalition
Fogcrty;
47 Mickie Most
RAK 210 Island Music
MOTOR BIKING Chris Spedding
STAR BREAKERS
Jacques
Morali
Polydor
2058
625
Latin
American
SEE PAGE 4
49 IQESBH BRAZIL Ritchie Family
Singles previously listed between
J.
Rivers/M.
Gordon
Bell
1436
Burlington
positions
41-50
are excluded if
50ISISBS THE SNAKE Al Wilson
sales and position have declined
Research
Bureau.
for
two
consecutive
weeks.
T OP 50 compiled for Music Week, Billboard and BBC from a panel of 300 shops by British Market
■o
@

DEKKER
SING A LITTLE SONG

JOHNHOLT
TWO
HITS FROM

TIME ISTHE MASTER"
"LOVE IS GONE"
Double A" Side

cactusct64
Distributed by EMI and CREOLE
MANUFACTURED AND MARKETED BY CREOLE RECORDS LIMITED. 4. BANK BUILDINGS, HARLESDEN HIGH ST.. NW10. TEL. 01-965 9223
cactusct73
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No we're not being
rude! That's how our
German clients describe
mW
our deliveries... FAST
^Uf^WpREIGHT. Its all part of the SP&S
H
service - expert packing and
^
^
freighting orders by return to
any part of the world. Nearer
home our strategically based
sales showrooms in LONDON,
MANCHESTERland! DUNDEE
offer a vast choice from
750,000 Ex-catalogue IPs, cassettes and
Btrack cartridges. So why not ring your nearest
SP&S Showroom now and get all the details. We will
mail you lists, or send our mobile showroom complete with
salesmen to see you or you're welcome to call on us.
There's a great deal at SP&S. Auf wiedersehn!
Jm

MARKET PLACE
MW
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
^ been onset. oy
Kw
Although
display
rates have now
been increased, a rise in classified rates has
changing the Market Place formal to 6 columns. The existing rates now apply to the new
format.
I2P per word £5.50 per single column inch.
Box number charge: 30P, Minimum order: £1.50.
SERIES DISCOUNT: 6 insertions 10%. 13 insertions 15%.
The copy deadline is Thursday 5 pm, one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
,. , _
Payment in full must accompany eaph advertisement. For further information contact Grace
Green Tel: 01-437 8090.
MUSIC WEEK
classified
pages. cannot be held responsible for claims arising out of advertising on tnc
[

EQUIPMENT

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD
COVERS
(note P.V.C. not Polythene)
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving maximum
strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest
prices, with by return delivery. Samples, prices and
discounts on application.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester)
LIMITED. 10/12 Dartford
Road, Leicester, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533833691.

]

ROTARY
RECORD
CUTTER
Dinks all types of records
with ease.
Money back guarantee if not
completely salisifcd.
£12 INCLUSIVE C.W.O. or
C.O.D.
MR. L. BICKNELL,
19 DUNE VIEW ROAD,
BRAUNTON, N. DEVON
Tel: 0271-812 793

BROWSER DIVIDERS
DISPLAY TITLES
for CLASSIFICATION
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Bags and Carriers printed at
best factory prices. Enquire
for samples, Hunt-Leigh
(Showcard and Display) Co.,
119, Altenburg Gdns., SW11
1JQ. Tel: 01-223 3315.

RECORD BROWSERS —
RECORD FILES —
COUNTERS etc., Contact:
Decor Shopfitting Services
Ltd., Horton Bank Top Mills,
Cooper Lane, Bradford 6.
Yorkshire. Tel: Bradford
76109.

M. YOUNG & CO.
Protect-a-Disc Record Covers
Southgate Ave., Industrial
Estate, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
manufacturers of:
POLYTHENE LINED
COVERS
MASTER BAGS
and
CARDBOARD RECORD
COVERS
POSTAL ENQUIRIES
ONLY PLEASE

HEADED BROWSER
DIVIDERS
Black washable plastic
dividers clearly and
uniformly headed can be
read at a distance.
Made to your
requirements — speedy
service.
Price 49p each inc. VAT.
Discount on bulk orders.
Write or phone for a free
sample and more
information.
SEPTA SIGNS
8 Broad Street,
Teddington, Middlesex
TW11 8 RF. Tel: 01-977
0492 (24 hr Ansaphone
Service)

FOR SALE 2000 ex juke box
records. Quantities of
100/500 £13 per 100.
Discount larger quantities.
Regular supply available.
BLACK RECORDADAPTORS
£1.00 per gross- Soross
£4.50. 7" WHITE RECORD
SLEEVES. (500 min. £4.00)
£7.50 per 1,000 P&P, VAT
included- C.W.O. or C.O.D.
to: KENNEDY'S, "The
Glebe", 6 Church Lane,
Outv/ood, Nr. Wakefield,
WF1 2JT, Yorks. Tel: Leeds
35604 or Wakefield 822650.

CLEAR PLASTIC
COVERS
Heavy Gauge
LP Size: 1000 £30 inc
VAT & Carr. 500 £16, EP
Size: 1000 £15 inc VAT
& Carr. 500 £8.
CWO to Maries & Thorley,
22 Hall Cliffe Road,
Horbury, Wakefield,
Yorks. Horbury 4297.
Bradford 678848.

CLEAR POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIER/
DUST COVER
Printed with your name etc.
with a minimum of only
1.000.
Acustomer.
Free Dust Cover
for your
Constant
advertising for yourself
WHITE PO LYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS also
still available printed in
1,000 lots upwards.
Prices and samples:
AIRBORNE PACKAGING,
Beatrice Road,
Fosse Road North,
Leicester. Tel: 25591.

EUROPES LEADING WHOLESALERS OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS.
Taygale Trading l-slato
Glampor House
Hnga House
Coldside Road
Ulin Street
47 Bengal Street
London E14 6PN Manchester M4 GAT Dundee
Tel: 01-987 3812 Tel: 061-236 4086 Tel. 0382-812525
Telex 666300
POSITIONS

SP&6 RECORDS
AGENCY

II

]

OFFICER

CATHY BURNS
EMPLOYMENT
We-specialise in female jobs in
the Music Business. Please
contact us if you need a job or
if you have any staff problems temporary or permanent.
Telephone; 01-937 8807

MUSIC INDUSTRY

Businesses
For Sale

PRESS

1
I
SUPERBLY PRINTED
IN COLOURS TO MATCH
YOUR STORE DECOR
CHARTPLAN LTD
HOWDALE
DOWNHAM MARKET
NORFOLK PE389AL
TEL: Downham Mkt 2511/3
TELEX: 81477
SIGNS FAMILIAR LTD.
284-288 RICHMOND ROAD
LONDON E8 3QX
TEL: 01-985 0471
TELEX -25663

| SERVICES |
T-SHIRTS
Supplied with long or short
sleeves and printed in up to
four colours to your design.
Iron-on transfers also
available.
TRAFFIC PRINTING
01-670 5334

Phonogram Limited, part of the International
Polygram Group of Companies, marketing many of
the world's leading artistes on both records and tapes
require a Press Officer to work on the Companys
varied rosta of progressive artistes.
This vacancy would ideally suit a woman aged
24/32 who would join a closely knit team of five in a
busy press office.
Experience of Press Relations is essential;
journalistic ability and an appreciation of the
entertainment industry would be distinct advantages.
An attractive salary is offered and fringe benefits
include over 4 weeks holiday p.a., annual bonus and
generous discount schemes.
Applications, stating full career details to date
should be sent to:
Nigel Reveler,
Personnel Manager,
Phonogram Ltd.,
Stanhope House,
Stanhope Place,
London, W.2.
phonogram

i
[
l-R L I! 11 0 L D RL-CORD
SHOP Brighton. Double
fronted shop with excellent
living accommodation,
separate entrance to side and
rear. Garden. Few minutes to
sea, parks and schools. One
mile from town centre.
£16,500 + S.A.V. Phone
0273 64914.
DISCS
I
5. GOLD & SONS
WHOLESALE
To all Record and Tape retailers — we can supply anywhere in Great Britain at
strict trade terms, plus small
handling charge. For further
details: Ring 01-550 2908.
IX-JUKI BOX Rl.CORDS
for sale
no rubbish
regular supplies
offers
invited. Box TT 157.

B
positbons

- Tcv
1*1

call in the experts...
Orumpet blowing is justified when you consider the many fine
shops designed and equipped by us. They amply show the
skill and expertise applied by the EMI SHOPFITTING
DIVISION. Wc offer you a free planning service backed by many years
research and know-how - plus David our trendy 'roving consultant"
who will see you anywhere to chat you up about a problem.
Our catalogue (which offers a very wide range of gear) has a cover
which says "We help you to help your customers" - well we certainly
drink to that!
SHOPPLANNING, FITTING &
ACCESSORIES DIVISION,
1-3, Uxbridge Rd, HAYES, Middx.
5 01-848 4515V
m CORDS
PAGE 46

INSURANCE
RALPH
ALISTER LTD
Entertainment Industry
Specialists. Try us for
all your requirements.
E ntertainment.
Managers and Agents,
295 Main Road,
Sidcup, Kent. 01-300
2291.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
Display Installations,Wirjdows,
In si ore Fast
and
exhibition promotions,
and efficient with plenty of
new ideas. A complete
display service throughout
London. Midlands and the
South. Tel: 0425 53943.

BELL/
p
ARISTA
Ax
RECORDS
ARISTA
fell
Require 3 Sales Promotion Representatives to
cover:
1 Northern England and Scotland.
2 The Midlands and Wales,
3 Southern England.
Age 21-27 must be experienced in Local Radio
Promotion and have a working knowledge of the
key dealers in the major areas
Previous Sales Merchandising experience an
advantage,
We offer an attractive salary, company car and
expenses and the usual fringe benefits
Please write giving details of career to date lo:
MIKE GOLDSMID, BELL RECORDS. 25-28 OLD
BURLINGTON STREET, LONDON W.I.

POP-INN
We are seeking a
MANAGER and STAFF
for our Loughton (Essex)
and South Woodford (E.
18) branches.
Top salary and bonus for
conscientious workers.
Contact Mr Laren at
01-989 1515/3102 for
appointment.
CAPABLE YOUNG LADY
Required. experienced
Cltisstc.ii and Pop. lo lake
charge of modern Record
Dcpar tmenl.
Apply: L. Patmore Ltd,
67a London Road, Seven
Oaks, Kent. Tel.
Sevcnoaks 56247.

